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Colour con1puter graphic by John C. Mott-Smith 

Of his colour compute1 grapliics John C. 
Mott-Smith, Chief of the Image P1ocessing Brc111ch 
of tlie Data Sciences Laboratory at the Air 1-orce 
Cambridge Rescc;1ch Laboratories. Bedford. 
Massachusetts. says. "On the technical s"1de. the 
pictures were made by time-lapse photography 
successively exposed th1ough coloured filters. 
of an oscilloscope co1111eclcd to a computm. Tile 
original programme un which rnuch of my work 
is based is called the Minskyt1rn1 alte1 Marvin 
Minsky of the Massachusetts Institute of 
Tecl111olu0y. It was apparently w1itten by an 
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anonymous student as a delllo11st1at1011 t!1at <1 
computer can be used to demonstrate the 
motion ol particles in a compliu11cd foru! field 
fact nf parliculci1 interest in c;:iSt!S whe1e the 
mathematics is intractable. Afte1 seeing t11e 
Minskytron display I tried to develop a set of 
pwgrarnmc:> specifically to generate inte1est1n9 
patte1ns. These pictures arc a sample of the 
result. each tcpresenting a lengthy period of 
P.xp\01atmn and experimentation to ad11,~ve <J 

desired effect." 
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ac!J. of cytJernet1cs-
~1 science of control and cor11.nH1n1cation 
1n cornplex eleclron1c n-1acl11nes like cornputers 
,ind tl:c J111n1;in ne1vous syslcni 
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Introduction 

Jasia Reichardt 

Cybernetic Serendipity is an international exhibition exploring.and 
demonstrating soine of the relationships between technology and 
creat1v1ty. 

Tl1e idea behind this venture. for which I am grateful to Professor 
Max Bense of Stuttgart is to show some of the creative forn1s 
engendered by technology. The aim is to present an area of 
activity which manifests artists' inVolvement with science, and the 
scientists' involvement with the arts; also, to show the links between 
the random systems eniployed by artists. composers and poets, and 
those involved with the making and the use of cybernetic devices. 

The exhibition is divided into three sections. and these sections 
are represented in the catalogue in a different order: 

1. Con1puter-generated graphics, computer-animated films. 
con1puter-cor11posed and -played music, and computer poems and 
texts 

2. Cybernetic devices as works of art cybernetic environments. 
ren1ote-control robots and painting machines 

3. Machines den1onstrating the uses of computers and an 
environment dealing with the history of cybernetics. 

Cybernetic Serendipity deals with possibilities rather than 
achievements, and in this sense it is prematurely optirnistic. There 
are no heroic claims to be made because computers have so far 
neither revolutionized music. nor art nor poetry, in the same way 
that they have revolutionized science. 

There are two main points which make this exhibition and this 
catalogue unusual in the contexts in which art exhibitions and 
catalogues are normally seen. The first is that no visitor to the 
exhibition, unless he reads all the notes relating to all the works. 
will know whether he is looking at something made by an artist 
engineer. mathematician, or architect. Nor is it particularly im
portant to know the background of the makers of the various 
robots, machines and graphics-it will not alter their impact al
though it might make us see them differently. 

The other point is more significant. 
New media, such as plastics, or new systems such as visual music 

notation and the parameters of concrete poetry, inevitably alter the 
shape of art, the characteristics of music, and the content of poetry. 
New possibilities extend the range of expression of those creative 
people whom we identify as painters, film makers, composers, and 
poets. It is very rare. however, that new media and new systems 
should bring in their wake new people to become involved in 
creativli)_activity, be it composing music, drawlng, constructing or 
writing. 

This has happened with the advent of computers. The engineers 
for whom the graphic plotter driven by a computer represented 
nothing niore than a means of solving certain problems visually, 
have occasionally becon1e so interested in the possibilities of this 
visual output. that they have started to make drawings which bear 
no practical application. and for which the only real motives are the 
desire to explore. and the sheer pleasure of seeing a drawing 
rnater1alize. Thus people who would never have put pencil to 
paper. or brush to canvas. have started making images, both still 
and anin1atecl, which approxirnate and often look identical to what 
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• 
we call 'art' and put in public galleries. 

This is the most important single revelation of this exhibition. 

Work on this project started in the autumn of 1965. Only by 1968, 
however. was there enough financial support for it to go ahead. 
Since the project involves computers, cybernetics. electronics, 
music, art poetry, mach·1nes. as well as the problem of how to 
present this hybrid mixture, I could not have done it on my own. 
I was very lucky to have had the help and advice of: 

technological adviser-Mark Dowson. freelance electronics and 
system design consultant, associated with Dr Gordon Pask and 
System Research Ltd. 
1nusic adviser-Peter Schmidt. painter, who has a particular interest 
in electronic and computer music and vvho has composed n1usic 
himself. 
exhibition designer-Franciszka Themerson. FSIA, OGG College 
de Pataphysique (Paris). painter and theatrical designer. 

I would also like to acknowledge the kind help, valuable advice, 
and very real encouragernent ! have received from the followi11Ll: 

Al Exhibition & Display Ltd. London 
Keith Albarn & Partners Ltd., London 
Miss Rufina Ampenoff. Boosey & Hawkes, London 
Robert d'Ancona. IBM. London 
Professor Wayne.V. Andersen, MlT 
Mrs Dorothy van Arsdale. Smithsonian Institution, Washington 
The Arts Council of Great Britain, London 
Auto-Films Ltd, London 
R. Backlund and Miss J. Lashly of the American Department of 

State, Washington. D.C. 
Pierre Barbaud, Paris 
Frank Barker. P\essey 
Gene Baro, London/New York 
Professor Richard 8. Beaman,_ Carnegie-Mellon University, 

Pittsburgh 
Lutz Becker. Slade School of Art, London 
Professor Richard Bellman, University of Southern California 
Hercules Bellville, !CA 
The Rt. Hon. Anthony Wedgwood Benn. Minister of 

Technology, London 
Professor Max Bense, Stuttgart University 
Allan Bernholtz. Harvard University 
Professor Gordon Black, National Computing Centre, Warrington 
Bolton & Fairhead Ltd. London 
Professor Alfred M. Bork, Harvard Project Physics 
Lord Bowden, University of Manchester 
Juliet Brightmore, ICA 
John Brown, ICA 
Peter Brunskill. London 

' Professor R. A. Buckingham. Institute of Computer Science, London 
Michael Bygrave. ICA 
California Computer Products, Los Angeles 
David Caplin, Ministry of Development. Israel 
Carlton Studios Ltd, London 
Donald Carroll. London 
Professor Sylvio Ceccato, Milan 
Edith N. Cook, Washington. D.C. 
Pat Coomber, ICA 
Brian Croft. I CA 
James Cuomo. Illinois University School Music 
Sue Davis, ICA 
Pierre Demarne. IBM. Paris 
Sally Downing, London 
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Ouveen and Walker Ltd. London 
Professor W. S. Elliott, ln1perial College 
Noa Eshkol, Israel 
Or Christopl1er Evans, National Physical Laboratory, London 
Humphrey Evans, London 
Professor Dennis Gabor, Imperial College, London 
Martin Gardner. New York 
Professor Stanley Gill, Imperial College, London 
Robert Goodell and Natalie Greening, USIS, London 
Hugh Gordon. London 
Gordon's Cameras Ltd, London 
John Halas, Halas & Batchelor Ltd, London 
Anthony Hill. London 
Tom Holloway, London 
Pontus Hulten, Stockholm 
Or. Ernest Hutten, University of London 
Maurice Hyams. London 
Institute of Advanced Studies, Vienna 
Michael Kassler, Princeton University 
Gyorgy Kepes, MIT 
G. M. Koenig, Studio voor Elektronische Muziek, Utrecht 
Hubert Kupper, OUsseldorf 
Michael Kustow. ICA 
Julie Lawson. ICA 
Mimi Upton, ICA 
Mary Llewelyn, ICA 
Or Arthur Loeb, Ledgemont Laboratory, Lexington 
Andrew Logan, ICA 
Edward Lucie-Smith, London 
Witold Lutoslawski, Warsaw 
Warren McCulloch, MIT 
John McHale. Carbondale 
Henry P. McNulty, London 
J. G. Mackarness, British Computer Society, London 
Rex Malik. London 
Jerome Margulios, Council on Leaders and Specialists, 

Washington, O.C. 
Dr Siegfried Maser. Stuttgart University 
HansjOrg Mayer, London/Stuttgart 
Professor Leslie Mezei. University of Toronto 
Professor Donald Michie. Edinburgh 
Moderna Museet. Stockholm 
Dorothy Morland, ICA 
Bruno Munari, Milan 
Nicholas Negroponte, M!T 
Per-Olof Olsson. Lidingo, Sweden 
Alton B. Otis, University of Illinois School of Music 
Colin Oven. Bath Academy of Art 
Robert Owen, London 
Professor Seymour Papert, MIT 
Rene Pardo, Montreal 
Sir Roland Penrose, !CA 
John Phillips. London 
Dr J. R. Pierce. Bell Telephone Laboratories 
Dr D. G. Prinz. Manchester 
Joseph Raben. New York 
Georg Rapp, Rapp Et Whiting. London 
Bridget Riley. London 
Dr Philip Ritterbush, Sn1ithso11ian Institution. Washington 
Carolyn Robinson. Bath Academy of Art 
Arnold Rockman, Ontario 
Sue Rostas. London 
Lionel Salter, B.B.C. 
Jeremy Sandford, London 
Scientific American. New York 
L J. Seligsohn, IBM, Armonk 
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Margaret Semple. London 
Diana Seyniour, Bath Acaden1y of Art 
Mrs Joseph Schillinger, New York 
John Sharkey, ICA 
Robert Simpson, Electrosonic Ltd. London 
David Skilbeck, Batt1 Academy of Art 
Lord Snow, London 
Yolanda Sonnabend, London 
Stable Gallery. New York 
Leslie Stack, ICA 
Stedelijk Museum. Amsterdam 
Saul Steinberg, New York 
Jeffrey Steele, Portsmouth College of Art 
Noelle Stewart. Bath Academy of Art 
C. Strachey, Oxford 
Ann Sullivan, ICA 
Peter T ebbitt, London 
8. M. Thompson, Cambridge 
Tokyo Gallery, Tokyo 
Peter Townsend. Studio International. London 
Norman T oynton. London 
M. S. Trask, IBM, London 
Vladimir Ussachevsky, Columbia University 
Darcy Vaughan~Games. ICA 
Martine Vite, Hammersmith College of Art 
Herman de Vries. Arnheim 
Professor C. H. Waddington. Edinburgh 
Michael Wall. Computaprint London 
Sue Wasserman, ICRH. New York 
Tony Watts, System Research, London 
Alexander Weatherson, London 
Western Association of Art Museums, Seattle 
Professor Frank H. Westervelt, University of Michigan 
Michael White, London 
C. Whitley-Strevens. Cambridge 
Knut Wiggen. Stockholm 
David Williarns, ln1perial College, London 
Howard Wise Gallery, New York 
Michael Young. Studio International. London 
Ben Zonena. Studio International. London 
and niany, n1any others. who n1ay not have bee11 n1e11tioneci 
but whose contribution has been no less valuable. 

Finally I want to express rny appreciation to all the contributo1s 
to the exhibition and the catalogue who gave me so much rnaterial, 
information. and time. lt is. after all. their exhibition and their 
catalogue. 

Marc Adrian. Vienna Institute of Advanced Studies. Vienna 
Yaacov Agam, Paris 
Roy Allen, Imperial College. London 
Kurd Alsleben. Hamburg 
l~obert Baker, Illinois University, Urbana 
Nanni Balestrini. Milan 
L. W. Barnun1. E.G. 8 G. Inc .. Lns Vegc1s 
Jean A. Bc1udot. Centre de Calcul. UnivcrsilV of f\llontreal 
Professor Jeanne Bea1nan. Dance Departrnent. Carne9ie, Mellon 

University, Pittsburgh 
Janies W. Beauchamp, University of Illinois Experin1ental 

Music Stud'10 
Stafford Beer, International Publisl11ng Corporation. London 
Benson Lehner Lirnited. Southampton 
Dr John Billingsley, Engineering Departn·1ent. Canibriclge 

University 
Boeing Company. Seatt18 
Earle Brown, New York 
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Professor Herbert Brlin, School of Music, Illinois University, 
Urbana 

Joh11 Ca~1e. New York 
Ca\con1p (Cal1forn1a Con1puter Products Incorporated), 

Anal1e1rn 
The Carnbridqe Lanouage Research Unit. Canibridge. EnglanU 
Eugen.10 Carmi. Genoa. Italy 
Ing. Heln1ut Clausen, Sieniens A.G., Erlangen. Germany 
David Cockerell, London 
Protessor John Cohen. Departn1ent ot Psychology. Manchester 

University 
Andrew Colin, Computer Laboratory. un·1versity of Lancaster 
Co1nputer Tec~1nique Group. Tokyo 
Raymond Conner, Modular Systen1s Oesi~Jn Consultants, 

London 
Ken Cox. Tetbury, Gloucestershire. 
Professor Charles Csuri. School of Art Ohio State Univors'1ty. 

Colurnbus 
Jan1es Cuorno. Illinois University Scl1ool of Music 
Roger Dainton. Axle Light Sound Develop1ne11t, London 
D. J. Dileonardo. Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Wost 

Mifflin. Pennsylvania 
D1 Vladirnir Drozen. Hradec Kralove. Czechoslovakia 
John M. E1n!er. Cornell Computing Center. Ithaca, N.Y. 
Darel Eschbach. Computation Center. University of Toledo, 

01110 
D1 Christopher Evans, National Physical Laboratory, Teddington, 

Middlesex 
A. R. Forrest Can1brid~Je University Mathematical Laboratory. 

Carnbndge 
Professor Wilheln1 Fucks, Technische Hocl1schule. Aachen. 

Germany 
Jim Gabura, Institute of Computers. Toronto University 
General Motors Research Laboratories, Michigan 
Professor I. J. Good, Departrnent of Statistics, Virginia Poly

technic Institute 
Dr D. H. Green. Institute of Science and Technology, Manchester 

University 
Pietro Grossi, 2 SF M, Florence. Italy 
Leon D. Harmon, Bell Telephone Laboratories. Murray Hlll, 

New Jersey 
Hermann J. Hendrich. Vienna 
Leigh Hendricks, Sandia Corporation. Albuquerque 
Dr D. Henry, Department of Philosophy, Manchester University 
Dick Higgins, Something Else Press, New York 
Professor Lejaren A. Hiller, School of Music, University of 

Illinois, Urbana 
Richard Hogle. New York 
LB.M., London. New York, Tokyo 
Edward lhnatowicz. London 
Leonard M. Isaacson. formerly of University of Illinois 
Alison Knowles, Something Else Press, New York 
Kenneth Knowlton, Bell Telephone Laboratories, Murray Hill, 

New Jersey 
J. Krausse, Berlin 
Bruce Lacey, London 
Ben Laposky, Iowa 
David Lewin. Music Department, UCLA at Berkeley 
John Lifton, London 

·Professor Robert Mallary, Department of Art University of 
Massachusetts. An1herst 

Rex Malik. London 
Frank J. Malina, Leonardo-international journal of the 

contemporary artist. Boulogne sur Seine 
ivlaugt1an S. Mason. Thiokol Chemical Corporation. Utah 
l\llargaret l\~astern1an. Can1bndge Language Research Unit 

Dr Brian H. Mayall, Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania. 
Philadelphia 

Robin McKinnon Wood, Carnbridge 
Professor E. Mendoza. Physics Department, University College 

of North Wales 
C. T. Messinger, China Lake, California 
Professor Leslie Mezei. Institute of Computer Science, Toronto 
Peter Milo)evic. Computing Center, McGill University, Montreal 
R. K. Mitcl1ell, Batelle Memor'1al Institute, ColutT1bus, Ohio 
Edwin Morgan. Glasgow 
Rev. A. 0. Morton. Fife. Scotland 
I. Moscovich, Museum of Science and Technology, Tel-Aviv 
Jo~1n C. Mott-Sn1ith, Data Sciences Laboratory, Air Force 

Carnbridge Research Laboratory, Bedford. Massachusetts 
Frieder Nake, Technisclle Hochschule, Stuttgart 
Georg Nees, Siemens A.G., Erlangen, Germany 
Lowell Nesbitt. New York 
Michael Noll. Bell Telept1one Laboratories. Murray Hill. New 

Jersey 
T. H. O'Beirne, Barr and Stroud Limited, Glasgow 
Nam June Paik, New York 
Duane M. Palyka. Carnegie-Mellon Univers·1ty, Pittsburgh 
Alan Parkin, London 
Dr Gordon Pask. System Research Limited. Richmond, England 
Professor Lionel Penrose. Emeritus Professor of Hurnan 

Genetics, London University 
H. Philip Peterson, Control Data. Bur1'1ngton. Massachusetts 
Dr J. R. Pierce. Bell Telephone Laboratories, New Jersey 
Professor M. Pitteway, Department of Computer Science. Brunel 

University, Middlesex 
Professor Robert Preusser. School of Architecture and Planning. 

M.l.T., Cambridge, Massachusetts 
Tony Pritchett and Hugh Riddle, London 
Professor J. K. Randall, Department of Music, Princeton 

un·1versity, New Jersey 
John Ravilious, Lewes. Sussex 
Andrew Rawlinson, Cambridge 
Professor Donald D. Resch, Department ot Computer Science, 

University of Illinois, Urbana 
A. Riotte, Centre Europeen de Traitement de I' Information. Varese, 

Italy 
Donald K. Robbins, Sandia Corporation, Albuquerque 
The late Joseph Schillinger. New York 
Nicolas Schbffer. Paris 
Scientific American, New York 
James Seawright. New York 
M. P. Sehnert Augustus. Societa Cinematografica Europea, 

Rome 
Johan Severtson. Amherst Massachusetts 
Hermann J. Stiegler. Vienna 
Karlheinz Stockhausen, Cologne 
Professor Gerald Strang. Department of Music. California State 

College 
Craig Sullivan. California Computer Products lnc. Anaheim 
Lloyd Sumner. Computer Creations. Charlottesville 
Alan Sutcliffe, !CT, London 
James Tenney, Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn, New York 
Jean Tinguely, France 
Wen Ying Tsai. New York 
John Weeks, Llewelyn-Davies Weeks, Forestier-Walker and 

Bar, London 
John Whitney, Motion Graphics, Los Angeles 
Ulla Wiggen, Stockholm 
lannis Xenakis, Paris 
Dr E. E. Zajac, Bell Telephone Laboratories, New Jersey 
Peter Zinovieff, London 
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Norbert Wiener on 
cybernetics 

The best-knovv11 defu1ition of cybernetics 1s Norbert Wiener's 
sub-title for his book Cvberneucs-'Control and communication in 
the anin-ial and n1achine· _ 

He described 1t further in 1950 as the study of messages as a 
means of controlling machinery Jnd society. · 

His first book on Hus subject was a technical one, and Wiener in 
order_to n1ake his ideas acceptable to the lay public'tvrote another 
volun1e Tfle hurnan use of hunian beings, subtitled Cybernetics 
and society_ In the second edition of this book, in 1954, Wiener 
elaborated further the new context in which cybernetics had 
1Jcco1ne relevant: 

'In giving the def1nit1011 of Cybernetics in the origin.JI book. 1 
classed con11nunicatron and control together. Wt1y did I do this? 
\1Vhe11 I coinn1u11icate witll another pers0n. I in1part a n1essage to 
hirn. and when he con1municates back with rne he returns a 
related n1essage wh1cl1 contains infonnat1on prirnarily acces?ible 
to h1n1 and not to rne. When I control the actions of another person, 
I communicate a message to him. and although this niessage is in 
the in1perative mood. the technique of con1munication does not 
differ from that of a message of fact Furthermore, if my control is to 
be effective I rnust take cognizance of any messages from him which 
n1ay indicate that the order is understood and has been obeyed. 
'It is the thesis of this book that society can only be understood 

through a study of the messages and the communication facilities 
which belong to it; and that in the future development of these 
messages and communication facilities, messages between man 
and rnachines, between machines and man. and between machine 
and machine, are destined to play an ever-increasing part. 

'When I give an order to a machine. the situation is not essentially 
different from that which arises when I give an order to a person. 
In other words, ·as far as my consciousness goes I am aware of the 
order that has gone out and of the signal of compliance that has 
come back. To me. personally, the fact that the signal in its inter
mediate stages has gone through a machine rather than through a 
person is irrelevant and does not in any case greatly change my 
relation to the signal. Thus the theory of control in engineering, 
whether human or an!mal or mechanical, is a chapter in the theory 
of messages. 

'Naturally there are detailed differences in messages and in 
problems of control not only between a livlng organism and a 
machine, but within each narrower class of beings. It is the purpose 
of Cybernetics to develop a language and techniques that will 
enable us indeed to attack the problem of control and communica
tion ilJ general, but also to find the proper repertory of ideas and 
techniques to classify their particular manifestations under certain 
concepts.' 

(From Tt1e hun1an use of hl11nan beings by Norbert Wiener, 
Doubleday, 1964 ) 

, __ Jzj,S 

This digital Norbert Wiener is the work of H. Philip Peterson of the Control 
Data Corporation Digigraphics Laboratories, Burlington, Mass. The picture 
is composed entirely of numbers. Each two-digit number represents the 
density of colour in the area it occupies, based on a 'grey scale' of 100 
increments. Philip Peterson designed the numerical character font so that 
the higher the number. the darker it appears to the eye. A Control Data 
Model 280 Digigraphic Scanner was used with a Model 160 computer to 
scan a 35 mm. black and white slide of Wiener, averaging the density in 
each of 100,000 'cells'. A Calcomp Model 564 plotter, driven on-line by a 
Control Data Model 3200 computer, was then used to plot the digits 
within the cells. which are ·115 in. squares in the original plot. Scanning 
and processing time is about 4 minutes on the CDC 160. and plotting 
time on the Calcomp 564 is about 16 hours. 
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Notes on cybernetics 

Mark Dowson 

Robots and computers have been with us for a long time. The 
first computers were the abacus used thousands of years ago; the 
first robot (in myth, if not reality) the Golem. a man made of clay 
by the High Rabbi Lev Ben Bezalel of Prague in the sixteenth cen
tury. This is also the first cautionary tale about robots; for the 
Golem, animated by a slip of paper bearing the name of God, stuck 
to its forehead, turned on the Rabbi and killed him when he made it 
work on the Sabbath. The word 'robot' comes to us from the Czech 
writer Karel Capek and his play, R.U.R. (Russums Universal 
Robots) of 1928. Meanwhile computers had been developing 
steadily: the first adding machine was Pascal's calculator. 1642. 
followed closely by Leibniz's calculating machine which could 
multiply, divide and extract roots. Automation started with Jac
quard's punch-card-controlled loom (1801) and, of course, fair
ground organs controlled on a similar principle. 

The first computer in the modern sense of a machine whose 
operations are controlled by its input. would have been Charles 
Babbage's Analytical Engine (c.1840) had he completed it but we 
must wait till this century and Bush's Differential Analyser (1927) 
for the first working example of this type of machine. The Second 

Digital computers 

Mark Dowson 

A digital computer consists of four 1nain sections:- An Arithmetic 
Unit which performs simple operations on data, a Memory System 
for storing data; Input-Output equipment: and a Control Unit for 
controlling the flow of information in the systern. 

/\/1etnory 
I nforrnation is stored in a computer in the form of binary numbers 
or a fixed number-from twelve to about fony-eigl1t-of digits: 
these are known as words. There are two main types of storage. 
One. high speed storage, which often consists of ferrite cores, 
holds inforrnation which rnust be instantly available and n1ay have 
a capacity of fron1 4.000 to over a million words. The tin1e it takes 
to get one word of information to or from this type of storage, 
known as 'men1ory cycle time·, detern1ines the overall speed of 
operation of the con1puter. As well as data, the high speed storage 
holds -the programme or set of instructions which determines the 
sequence of operations. The other type of storage contains data 
which may be required during the course of a long computation or 
even progran1rnes which are not currently being used. It consists 
of either 1nagnetic tape. which \111ill store large quantities of in
formation but has the disadvantage of 1elatively long access time, 
10 

VVorld War gave a spur to the clevelopn1ent of scrvor11ech<J11is111~ 
and electronic co1nputation and saw the creation of the first 
stored-programme digital electronic cornputer. ENIAC. 

Cybernetics was born officially in 1948 with the publication of 
Wiener's book-Cybernetics, or Control and con1n1unicat1on in the 
anitnal and the n1acl1ine. A year later, Sluinnon's paper. A n1athe-
1natical theory of conlfnunication. consolidated the foundations 
of cybernetics as we know it today. 

A list of a few significant events and their dates·. 
1642 Pascal's calculator was built 
1673 Leibniz builds his calculating machine 
1801 Jacquard's punch-card-controlled loom 
1840 Babbage working on his Analytical Eng'1ne 
1868 Maxwell publishes his theoretical analysis of Watt's 

governor 
1927 Bush constructs his Differential Analyser 
1944 EN IAC constructed 
1946 First Josiah Macy Foundation conference on Cybernetics 
1948 Norbert Wiener's book Cybernetics published 
1949 Shannon publishes his paper The n1athematical theory of 

communication 
1956 First congress of the International Association of Cyber

netics at Namur, Belgium. 

Since the early 1950's the pace of work on cybernetics has been 
so intense and the rate of new discoveries so fast that time alone 
will tell which events will prove to have been crucial in the develop
ment of this still relatively young science. 

or n1agnetic disc or drum storage-spinning discs or drums of 
recording-tape-1'1ke material-which is intermediate in both capa
city and access time between ferrite core storage and n1agnetic 
tape. 

Input/output devices 
Computer input/output devices may handle informat'1on in a 
variety of forms-holes punched in card or paper tape. printed 
characters. or visual display on a cathode ray tube, arnongst 
others. Line printers vvill print out information at up to 1.200 lines 
per minute_ Recently, light"pen systems have been developed 
which allow the user to con1n1unicate directly with a computer by 
drawing on the face of a cathode ray tulJe. 

Arit/)fnetic unit 
The function of the arithmetic un'1t is to perforrn very sirnple opera
tions on data very quickly. A· progran1mer's job. therefore, consists 
in breaking down problerns into very s1nall and sirnple parts which 
are then done by tile n1achi11c at yreal speed. 111 many cases this 
has led to the con1plete revision of conventional n1etliods of 
solving problems. 

Control unit 
As digital cornputers becorne iarger and n1ore elaborate their con
trol units necessa1·ily increa3e in r:on1p!exity. The pr'1n1ary funct'1on 
of the control unit is to interpret the instructions i11 the prograrnn1c. 
control the transfer of inforn1ation w·1th'1n the con1puter, and con
trol the operations of the aritl1n1et1c unit. In iarger systen1s which 
are 'n1ulti"progran1n1ed', i.e. contain and perforn1 several pro
gramnies sirnultaneously. the control unit 111ust select which pro
gramn1e is to be followed at any particular instant taking into 
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account the most efficient use of computer time and the priorities 
of the various programmes. In time-sharing, when two operators 
are able to use the con-1puter simultaneously. the control unit must 
apportion t1ffle betvveen the users so that they may all act as if they 
have the con1puter to themselves 

Size of computing systen1s 
The largest n1odern computing systen1s, although rnany times 
s111aller than tl1eir counterparts of a few years ago. can still take up 
thousands of square feet of floor space and tl1eir cost 1nay run into 
n11llions of pounds. Jn contrast the srnallest (con1n1ercially) avail, 
c1ble clln1puters are no larger tha11 an electric typewriter and cost as 
little ;-is t:4.000. Tc1n1111als con1HJc1ed by telephone line to a large 

Ramon Lulrs logic machine 
This VVJS or1g111<Jlly designed by t11e Spcrnish theologian and visionary. 
Ramm, Lull in tile 1270's. Lull's diagrams dealt with the attributes of God. 
states of the soul, and the seven v11tues ;md tlw seven deadly sins. 

\Narren McCulloch referred to Luil's 0 <Jttr1bute:> of God' machine. as 
d1g1tal. <Jn eithe1/or machme · 

This figure concerns the soul which is designated by tlie letter S. 
The blue square. with cori1P.1S ma1ked 8 ( D E 1eprose11ts a normal. 

lh!<llthy soul. B stands for memniy that 1e11wrnlJe1s. C mtellect that knows. 
0 w1ll 1ha1 lcJVP.S. E u111un u! tlws..; t111ee faculties 

I l1e black squ<:11e F G H I. 1s the condition Uiat results when the will hates 
in ;i 1iu1mdl L1shion. e_g_ wlrnn it hates sin. H represents this faculty. 
r: nwmrHy that renwmbe1s. G intellect that knows. I combines H F G. 

The red squdre K L M N dc11utes a condition of soul in which K is the 
memory that forgets. L the mind that 1s 1~inorant. M the will tl1at hates in 
an abnormal fash'1on, N urntes these th1ee degenerate faculties. 

Tlw green square 0 P Q R 1s the square of ambivalence or doubt: P stands 
fo1 rnmd that both knows and IS ignorant. 0 memory that retains and forgets. 
0 will that loves and hates. R represents the union of the three. 
Lull. considered tl1is last state the unl1ealthiest of the foul. 

If we superimpose Lhe four coloured squares in such a way that their 
comers form a circle of sixteen letters_ we find, in addition to the four 
corner letters E) N R which are unions of the three corners of their 
respective square. that the faculties 0 P and 0 are unions of the three 
faculties that precede them as we move the inner circle clockwise around 
the figure. The circle of sixteen letters can be rotated within a ring of 
compartments contain.mg the same faculties to obtain 136 combinations 
of faculties. 

of a ballade-

centfal computer can be bougl1t and run for as little cost as that of a 
small car. Thus the idea of a computer in every home is not as 
distant as it seemed a few years ago. 

Computers and the arts 
It is merely an historical accident that computers are largely used 
for mathematical calculations. Computers manipulate syrnbols 
which can represent words, shapes or musical notes as easily as 
nun1bers. Soon it will no longer be surprising to see a computer on 
the stage of the Queen Elizabeth Hal!~tllis actually happened in 
January 1968~interpreting and perfonning a piece of music before 
El fascinated audience. 

which perhaps defines design SAM are like the pattern of an engine. 
of a computer, Variations on a theme. for art~ 
of an aircraft. and for science the stochastic process. 

Chaotic patterns change eternally: 
A waterfall or a thunderhead, 
The scurrying of ants, 
Clouds, wind and sea-

A stochastic process generates a pattern 
which is almost rigid in the long run 
through a long series of apparently random 

Stafford Beer 

Patterns- rigid or chaotic- are the stuff of 
the universe . 

Therefore of both art and artifacts . 

The rigid patterns do not change at all. 
Wallpaper patterns. the triangle of the 

Sistine Madonna, 
the p!'oport1011s of the Parthenon, 
the sltape of a fugue-

Atonal music and action painting. 
Mobiles and the A:olian harp 
Are matched in science 
By the alpha-particle, 
The collision of gas molecules, 
The noise of the radio star_ 

What lies between rigidity and chaos
Which both have their art and their science? 

lt is change within order 

events. 
It is defined by mathematical statistics. 

Will the next toss yield heads or tails? 
Nobody knows. 
But in a long enough series of tosses 
half will be heads, half tails. 

Most economic processes are stochastic. 
Random events conspire towards 

particular patterns-
in the long run. They are complicated. 

-----·- ---------
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and they interact. Below. SAM murk I 

Bottom left SAM marks Ill & 11 

In the early 1950's, before it was clear that Bottom 1ight. SAM final model 
computers would eventually cope with this 
kind of calculation at a reasonable cost, 
Stafford Beer devised SAM -
the Stochastic Analogue Machine. 

Here is his original mock-up of the machine. 
Ball bearings fell from the top, 
and were randomly delayed (1) 
by falling through the slide at the bottom. 

How long they took could not be 
predicted, 

because each ball entered the slide 
at a different, 

undetermined place, 
How the ball got into this place 
was settled 

by its falling through a sieve and running 
down a cone. 

No one could say where the next ball 
would go 

But the pipes connecting the 
randomizer to the slide 

settled the proportions by which 
large numbers 

of balls would be delayed. 

So it was possible to generate a rigid 
pattern 

By a random series of events. 

When the pattern for one process could be 
generated, 

It became necessary to generate the pattern 
of the next process. and to use an event 
2 3 

randornly put out by the first 
to trigger off the second. 
That is why two n1achines are joined 

together 
in the second mock-up. 

The design of these two machines reflects 
the same stochastic system. (2) 
Now it is possible to determine the 

interaction 
between two processes by counting 
the number of ball-bearings in the zig-zag 
at the top of the second machine
because the input to the second machine 
is the output of the first. 

This reproduces the convoluted 
probability pattern, for instance, 

of a stock held between two stochastic 
processes. 

And here is half the completed SAM -
Five stochastic generators (3) 
(There are five more behind the camera) 
And a control console. 

This total machine, soon superseded by 
electronic computers, 

was used about 1955 to elucidate 
the natural design of stochastic 

interactions 
in a Sheffield steelworks. 

It says something. in physical form and 
niechanisrn. 

About the chaotic fulfilment of rigid 
patterns-

about DESIGN. 

=6 LU\_.!~ 
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Highlights of the history and 
technology of computers 
from 1890 to the present 

Each of the six display units consists of a scale model of a his
torical 1nnovat1on in clata-processing mact1ines, and an audience
operated anirnation device which highlights the technological 
break-through represented by the machine-providing insight into 
surne basic computer concepts. The n1ach1nes shown here were 
selected because of their l11storical significance to the tabulating, 
calculating and con1put1ng industry. The six systerns featured are 
the Hollcntil (1890). Mark I (1944). IBM 603 (1946). IBM 701 
(1952). IBM 7070 (1958) and System/360. 
Tho audience-operated de1nonslrat1ons include devices which 

help to explain punched-card data processing. programming, 
binary arithmetic. magnetic tape storage, core men1ory. and 'real
tin1e· information handling. 

These six display units n1ake up the travelling version of a section 
wl1ich IBM provided for an exhibition entitled 'History and Tech
nology of Computers' which was held at the Sn1ithsonian In
stitution 111 Washington. The I Bf\~ display section won tt1e first 
place gold n1edal as the most outstanding exhibit of the year at the 
international Display World Con1petition of 1967. 

~--· 
~ 
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Top, A section of the JBM 
exhibit at the Smithsonian 
Institution 

Above, Typical scale model 

Far left. Six animation 
panels included in each 
display 

Left. One of the six stands 
in thP. IBM display 
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Glossary 
A characteristic, property or condition in 
which there are two poss·1ble alternatives. 
The binary code used in cornputers is ex
pressed in terms of one and zero representing 
on or off. 

BINARY DIGIT 
A binary number. 0or1. 

To delect. loc;:ite a11d 1·ernove n1,st.:1kes 111 

progra111mes or malfunct'1ons in a con1puter. 

DIGRAM PROBABILITY 
The probability of occurrence of a particular 
pair of symbols of an alphabet. 

DIGITAL 
System-one in which variables are repre-

BIT sented by numbers (in analogue systern. 
ADDRESS Common abbreviation for binary digit; used variables are represented by physical quanti-

ln a digital computer; the name of a position also as a unit of measurement of information. ties). 
in Memory where some piece of information 
is stored. BIONICS DIGITAL COMPUTER 

The science that studies biological mech- See page 10. 
ALEATORY 
Chance, random. 

ALGOL 
One of the most commonly used computer 
programming languages. Its name is derived 
from 'ALGOrithmic Language'. 

ALGORITHM 
A prescribed set of well-defined rules for the 
solution of a problem. Contrast-HEURISTIC. 

ALPHABET 
The symbols used in a language. A digital 
computer's alphabet is the two symbols 'O' 
and '1 '. 

ANALOGUE 
A physical. mechanical. electrical model 
(used for computation by analogous re
presentation) corresponding in some respect 
to the original object or concept with or 
upon which measurements or calculations 
are to be performed. 

ANALOGUE COMPUTER 
A device to perforn1 calculations about real 
systems by constructing a (usually electrical) 
model or 'analogue' of a system and making 
n1easurements on it. 

ARITHMETIC UNIT 
That part of a con1pute1 performing arith
metic and logical operations. 

ATTACK & DECAY 
Wave fornis opening and closing a sound or 
pulse. 

AUTOMATON 
A deterministic n1achine which applies an 
Algorithn1 to its Inputs to find the appro
priate output. 

BINARY 
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A toddler fron1 a farnily refined 
Alternatively giggled and whined 
ft is sad to relate 
That the state of his fate 
Was the binary state of his mind. 

anisms in order to construct machines using 
their principles. 

BLACK BOX 
A systemwhoseinputsandoutputs are known 
but with an unknown internal mechanism. 

CATHODE RAY TUBE (C.R.T.) 
A vacuum tube in which electrons emitted 
by a hot cathode are formed into a narrow 
beam or pencil and accelerated at high 
velocity toward a specially prepared screen 
which fluoresces at the point where the 
electrons strike; provides visual display of 
electronic signal information ; can be used as 
a computer storage device. 

CHANNEL 
That part of a communication system along 
which messages are conveyed. 

CODE 
A system of symbols for representing data 
or instructions. 

COMPILER 
A special type of computer programme which 
will automatically translate programmes 
written in some universally-known progran1-
ming language such as FORTRAN into 
machine language instructions suitable for a 
particular computer. 

COMPUTER 
Any system which operates on information 
to produce an output See DIGITAL COM
PUTER. 

CORE 
See FERRITE CORE. 

CYCLE 
A fixed period of operation. 

DEBUG 
A hairdresser created a pouf 
So high that it looked like a goof 1. 
He said, while a-tugging, 
'Madame, I am debugging! 
This artless and curlycued roof!' 

ELECTRONIC 
Pertaining to the flow of electrons in vacuum, 
gas or semiconductors. Electrons are quanti
ties of electrical energy which course from 
point to point in a computer making its high
speed operation possible. 

ENSEMBLE 
Set or collection. The ENSEMBLE of 
messages from a source is the collection of 
possible messages that the source can pro

duce. 

ENTROPY 
Mathematical function rather than verbal 
descr'1ption. A measure of the randomness, 
degree of disorder or chaos of a system. 

FEEDBACK 
Return of a signal to a controller indicating 
the result of an action taken by that controller 
and used to deterniine further actions. 

FERl11TE CORE 
A n1inute (approx. 1 rnn1. diameter) ring of 
n1agnetic material which rnay be used to 
store one bit of inforn1ation in a co1nputer 
memory. 

FILTER 
A device whicli transmits or suppresses a 
predeterrnined part of a signal go·111g throuQll 

11. 

FINITE STATE MACHINE 
A machine which has only a finite number of 
states or a finite memory. 

FLOW CHART 
A convenient diagrammatic rnethod of re, 
presenting the relationships aniong sub
routines of a con1puter programme so that ·11 
rnigl1t be niore easily understood by hun1an 
progromrners. 

FORTRAN 
One of the most co1nrnonly used con1puter 

programrriing languages. I ts nariie is der"1ved 
frorn FORmula TRANslation. 

I 
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FOURIER ANALYSIS 
A method of analys111g any periodic signal into 
its harmonic cornponents (pure sine waves). 

FREQUENCY 
rho 1epe\1t1on !dlO VVlllCIJ detonn1nOS the 
p1td1 of Cl SOlll\d 

FREQUENCY MODULATION (FM) 
A nietllod of cod1nq 1nfo1n1at1on so us to send 
it reliably. The frequency of n carrier signal is 
va11ed by the cin1plitude of the n1essage to be 

transn1itted 

GAME THEORY 
A n1athen1atical process of selecting 9n opti
mum strategy in the face of an opponent who 
has a strategy of his own. The forces of 
nature n1igtlt be the 'opponent' in a planned 
space shot. The strategy to overcome these 
n11ght be' played' on a con1puter to ascertain 
an opti1r\um launch date. 

HARDWARE 
Tile elecuonic and n1echanical equipment 
con1pns1ng a computer. e.g_ logic circuits. 
tape readers. power supply. 

HEURISTICS 
T echn1ques by nieans of whict1 the individual 
(or machine) can be equipped to solve 
problems_ If the heuristics are applicable, 
tl1eywill provide a short cut to the goal. How
ever, heuristic methods cannot guarantee a 
solution and may lead to a blind alley. See 
ALGORITHMS. 

HOMEOSTASIS 
The tendency of an organism-or an organ
ism-like n1achine-to remain in and return to 
some stable state. 

INTERFACE 
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of Radiation.) A beam of light whose waves 
are coherent d·1ffering from ordinary light as 
the effect of one pebble tossed into water 
differs f/on1 the effect of a handful. 

LATENCY 
In psycJ1olo~y, the interval of tirne between 
the presentation of a sti1nulus and tile res
ponse to 1t. 

MACHINE LANGUAGE 
A vocabulary of 'words' rnea111ngful to a 
computer. strings of binary digits acceptable 
to and rnanipulable by 111achine circuits. 

MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
Facsimile in mathematical terms; a body of 
mathematical staternents describing a 
process. para1neters. and tl1eir relationships 
to one another and to environn1ents; useful 
for rigorously studying coniplex relation~ 

ships, particularly with a computer. See also 
ANALOGUE. 

MEMORY (OR STORAGE) 
Any device into which units of information 
can be cop'1ed which will hold this infor
mation and Irani which the information can 
be obtained at a later time. 

MESSAGE 
Any string of symbols intended for trans
m1ss1on. 

NANOSECOND 
One thousand millionth of a second. Some 
computer operations are approaching nano
second speed. 

RANDOM 
A random process is one whose future is not 
predictable from its past 

RANDOM ACCESS 
Storage characteristic in wh1cll the time re
quired to access the next position fron1 
which 1nforn1ation is to bo obtained is in no 
way dependent on the position from which 
the piece of inforn1ation was retrieved. 

REAL·TIME 
Computation control1'1ng a physical process 
us it happens. 

REDUNDANCY 
Extra detail in a message which allows 1t to 
remain understandable in spite of noise and 
interference. 

REGISTER 
In a digital computer. a spec·1al men1ory unit 
for ternporary storage of informal!on. 

RELAY 
An electron1agnetic device whereby a small 
electrical signal rnay switch on and off a 
larger one. 

SAMPLE 
The instantaneous value of some con
tinuously varying quantity at a particUlar 
time. 

SERVOMECHANISM 
An automatic controller which uses in
formation from its environment to control 
the environment, e.g. a thermostat. 

NOISE SIGNAL 
Any undesirable signal interfering with the Any MESSAGE or part of a message. 
transmission of a message. Usually random. 

SIMULATION 

An element of a computer system which ON LINE The coach on the blackboard did scrawl 
His trickiest play of the fall connects its constituent parts. The property of being connected to a rea!

time system. 

'K' 
In a scientist's jargon a 'K' 
Is a thousand of be-what-it-may 
From storage locations 
To cycle durations 
To the s·1ze of his annual pay. 

A subfix meaning one thousand. Computer 
storage capacity can be stated in thousands 
of addressable locations. i.e. 64 K_ 

LASER 
The light from the bulb overhead 
Is white and pretty well spread 
But laser .. n1ade light 
Won't veer left or right 
It's straight and as thin as a thread. 

(Light An1pl1ficat1on by Stirnulated Emission 

PARAMETER 
A discrete characteristic of a system: in con
junction with others it defines the state of 
the system. 

PROBABILISTIC 
A probabilistic process is one wh.1ch is only 
statistically predictable. 

PROGRAMME 
A set of instructions either fed to or built Into 
a machine which determines how it will 
act 

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE 
A language, e.g. ALGOL, FORTRAN, for 
feeding instructions or programmes into a 
digital con1puter. 

Though his simulation 
Drew quite an ovation 
The quarterback fumbled the ball! 

The representation of the behaviour of a 
physical system by the execution of a 
computer programme or some other model. 

SOFTWARE 
The programmes and languages used to 
operate computer machinery. 

STATE 
A recognisable condition of a system. 

STATISTICS 
The brancl1 of mathematics which pre
scribes the way in which large amounts of 
data may be surnn1arised to detect averages 
and trends. Thus 'statist'1cal'. 
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S JOCHASTIC 
Random. in whole or part. 

STORAGE 
See MEMORY. 

SUBROUTINE 
A unit of a computer programme. 

SYMBOL 
Any element of an alphabet. 

TRANSDUCER 
A device which converts energy from one 

Bibi iography 

(original publicat'1on dates given in brackets) 

W. Ross Ashby: An introduction to cyber
netics. University Paperbacks. 1965 (1956). 

W. Ross Ashby: Design for a brain. Science 
Paperbacks. 1966 (1952). 

Pierre Barbaud: Initiation a la composition 
musicale automatique. Du nod. Paris, 1966. 

John Cage: Silence. Wesleyan University 
Press, 1961. 

John Cage: A year from Monday. Wesleyan 
University Press, 1967. 

Colin Cherry: On human communication. 
Science Editions, 1961 (1957) 

Edward A. Feigenbaum and Julian Feldman. 
editors: Computer and thought. McGraw 
Hill. 1963. 

Richard L. Gregory: Eye and brain-the 
psychology of seeing. World University 
Library, 1966. 

L. J. Hiller and L. M. Isaacson: Experimental 
music (!Iliac suite). McGraw Hill. 1959. 

L. J. Hiller and L. M. Isaacson: Coniputer 
cantata: a study in compositional method. 
Perspectives of New Music Vol. 13, No. 1. 
Princeton University Press, 1964. 
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form to another. 

VALVE 
A device whereby a small signal may con
tinuously control a larger one. Contrast 
RELAY. 

VARIETY 
A measure of uncertainty or the amount of 
selection required to remove that uncertainty. 

WORD 
An ordered set of characters bearing at least 
one meaning and handled by a computer as 
a unit. 

L. J. Hiller: Computer music. Scientific 
American. December 1959. 

L. J. Hiller and A. Leal: Revised musicomp 
manual. University of Illinois Press. 1966. 

Warren S. McCulloch: Embodiments of 
mind. MIT Press, 1965. 

Marvin Minsky: Computation: finite and 
'infinite machines. Academic Press, 1967. 

Gordon Pask: An approach to cybernetics. 
Hutchinson. 1961. 

J. R. Pierce: Symbols, signals and noise. 
Hutchinson. 1962. 

J. Schillinger: The mathematical basis of the 
arts. Johnson Reprint Corporation, 1948. 

Claude Shannon and Warren Weaver: The 
rnathematical theory of communication. 
University of Illinois Press, 1964 (1949). 

R. A. Siders and others: Computer graphics 
-a revolution in design. American Manage
ment Association, 1966. 

W. Sluckin: Men, minds and machines. 
Penguin. 1954. 

John van Neumann: The computer and the 
brain. Yale University Press, 1959 (1958). 

W. Grey Walter: The living brain. Pelican, 
1956. 

Kurt Vonnegut: Player piano. Macmillan, 
1967 (1953). 

Norbert Wiener: Cybernetics, or control and 
communication in the animal and the 
machine. MIT Press. 1967 (1948). 

Norbert Wiener: The human use of human 
beings. Anchor Books. 1959 (1950) 

X~Y PLOl1ll1 
The rule for a graph I have 1ound 
Xis always westerly bound 
And the thing about Y 
Is, it points to the sky 
(Or is it the other way round?) 

A device in conjunction with a computer to 
plot co-ordinate points in the form of a graph. 

Compiled by Mark Dowson. Humphrey 
Evans, IBM, Andrew Logan. Peter Schmidt. 

Norbert Wiener: God and Golem. MIT 
Press, 1964. 

I Information-a comprehensive review of the 
extraordinary new technology. A Scientific 
American Book, W. H. Freeman. 1966. 

\!The designer and the computer- a special 
issue of Print America's graphic design 

I magazine. November/December 1966. 

Freeing the mind-articles and letters from 
The Times Literary Supplement. March
June 1962, The Times. 



The computer 
and music 

Coordinate 
expansion 

Joseph Schillinger 

[Schillinger'sviews on the mathematical basis 
of various musical styles were formulated 
before digital computers were developed 
{the book was published in 1948), but they 
could be used as a basis for experiment on 
the production of music in various historical 
styles generated by a computer.] 

'As each coefficient of expanslon is applied 
to music. the original is translated into a 
different style. a style often separated by 
centuries. It is sufficient to translate music 
written in the 18th century by the coefficient 
2 in order to obtain music of greater con
sistency than an original of the early 20th 
century style. For example, a higher quality 
Debussy-like rnusic may be derived by 
translation ·of Bach or Handel into the 
coefficient 2. 

'The coefficient 3 is characteristic of any 
music based on ~\12 (i.e. the "diminished 
7th" chord). Any high-quality piece of 
music of the past exhibits, under such pro
jection, a greater versatility than any of the 
known samples that would stylistically cor
respond to it in the past. For the sake of 
cornparing the intuitive patterns with the 
corresponding forms of geometrical pro
jection. it is advisable to analyse such works 
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THE SKYLINE HAS ITS OWN MUSICAL PA'l"l'ERN TRANSLATED 
FROM SILHOUETTE TO MUSIC NOTES WITH THE HELP OF 

THE SCHILLINGER SYSTEM OF MUSICAL COMPOSITION 
by JOSEPH SCHILLINGER 

A sdenlifk opprooch lo writing music • Now avoi/ohle in Two Volumes 
PRIC& fOR TH& SET• ""30.W 

Bo.ton 
CARL FISCHER. Inc. 

Chiuqo Oatlai Lo• Angelec New York 

Poster for 'The Schillinger System of Musical 
Composition' (1946). New York Skyline was 
composed as ;:i piano piece by Heitor Villa-Lobos. 
The System was also used by many other 
composers. notably by George Gershwin in 
writing Porgy and Bess 

as J. S. Bach's Chromatic Fantasy and 
Fugue, Liszt's B Minor Sonata, L. van 
Beethoven's Moonlight Sonata, first move
ment. 

of intonation than by the actual quality of 
the composition. 

'The coefficient 4, being a multiple of 2, 
gives too many recurrences of the same 
pitch-units since it is actually confined to 
but 3 units in an octave. Naturally, such 
music is thereby deprived of flexibility. 

'But the 5p expansion is characteristic of 
the modern school which utilizes the 
interval of the 4th-such as Hindemith, 
Berg, Krenek, etc. Music corresponding to 
further expansions, such as 7p, has some 
resemblance to the muslc written by Anton 
von Webern. Drawing comparisons between 
the music of Chopin and Hindemith, under 
the same coefficient of expansion, i.e., either 
by expanding Chopin into the coefficient 5. 
or by contracting Hindemith into the 
coefficient 1, we find that the versatility of 
Chopin is much greater than, that of 
Hindemith. Such a comparison may be made 
between any waltz of Chopin and the waltz 
written by Hindemith from his Piano Suite, 
1922. 

'Comparative study of music under various 
coefficients of expansion reveals that often 
we are more impressed by the raw material 

[From Schillinger's book, The mathematical 
basis of the arts, Philosophical Library, New 
York, 1966.] 
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Computers and 
music 

Dr J. R. Pierce 

The application of electr'1dty to the produc
tion, as contrasted with reproduction. of 
music goes back to the early years of this 
century. when an effort was made to bring 
signals from a primitive electric organ into 
homes over wires. This project was 
abandoned, partly because of the inter
ference it caused to the telephone system. 

With ihe invention of the vacuum tube and 
the development of the science and art of 
electronics, a number of electric musical 
instruments have come, and most of them 
have gone. The Theremin is no longer with 
us and the Novachord has vanished into 
limbo, but there are a surprising number of 
electronic organs in churches and in homes, 
and there have been lively experiments with 
more esoteric instruments. 

Indeed, there are in all countries centres of 
electronic musical art in which the squawks, 
squeals, and other outputs of electronic 
apparatus are mixed with reversed, speeded
up and otherwise processed natural sound, 
which are the basis of musique concrete. 

The proponents of electronic music have 
found themselves plagued with two chief 
problems. One of these has been the terribly 
time-consuming process of setting up 
equiptnent that generates or processes 
electronic sound and the hours spent 
adjusting and using the equipment and in 
piecing bits of tape together to achieve an 
over-all result. The other limitation has been 
one of variety of sound. However strange 
electronic music may sound, it seldom 
sounds anything but electronic. 

A great deal of skill. on the part both of 
instrument-n1akers and of composers. has 
gone into making conventional instruments 
ancl ensembles produce extremely various 
sounds. Still. the writer of music for con
ventional instruments is lirnited to the sounds 
which conventional instruments can be 
made to produce. Another !imitation which 
plagues the composer for conventional 
instruments "is his reliance on the skill of the 
performer in executing his intentions. Haydn 
had instruments and an orchestra at his beck 
and call. but today's composer must often 
wait a considerable time for an experimental 
verification of the effect he conceives and 
intends. 

As long as the maker of electronic music 
simply creates new but limited instruments. 
he suffers the limitations of all particular 
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instruments, whether they be mechanical or 
electronic. He rnay or may not rely on a per
forming artist. according to the techniques 
he uses. but he certainly has not escaped 
challenges of manual skill and dexterity. A 
partial escape is illustrated by the RCA music 
synthesiser. now in use by Milton Babbit 
and others at the Columbia-Princeton 
Electronic Music Center. which can be con
trolled by a punched tape. 

The coming of the digital computer has. in 
principle. changed the situation. In 1936 
the English logician, Turing, showed that a 
certain rudimentary type of computer. which 
we call a Turing machine. can compute any 
computable number. In simpler words, this 
means that a Turing machine can carry out 
any numerical process that one can specify 
explicitly. While modern digital computers 
are not Turing machines and have limitations 
which the idealized Turing machine, with its 
infinite memory, does not have. they are 
much more flexible and capable in a practical 
way than the machines Turing envisaged. ln 
a very real sense, electronic computers are 
universal machines which can do anything 
that any machine can do. Limitations lie in 
the insight and skill of the programmer, not 
ln the d"1gltal computer itself. 

Digital computers produce numbers, not 
sounds. However, information theory, which 
C. E. Shannon launched on its course in 
1948. tells us. even in its most elementary 
aspects, that the world of messages is a 
un"1versal world, amenable to numerical re
presentation and interpretation. The electric 
wave which, by means of a microphone or a 
pickup, goes from an instrument or a record
ing into the speaker of a high-quality sound 
system can be specified with complete 
accuracy as a sequence of numbers. These 
numbers specify the amplitude of the wave 
at regularly spaced instants of time. 

The nu1nber of numbers required per second 
is twice the bandwidth of the sound, or about 
20.000 numbers per second for high-quality 
music. Furthermore. the numbers themselves 
need not be infinitely accurate, for the ear 
cannot detect small errors in amplitude. 
Thus, 20.000 three-digit numbers a second 
can describe not only any music that has 
ever been played, but any music that ever 
could be played. if only we are able to 
choose the right numbers. 

Here is a powerful resource. A digital com
puter as a source of a sequence of numbers, 
together with not very complicated equip
ment for turning this sequence of numbers 
into an electric wave that can drive a loud
speaker. is truly the universal musical in
strument-the instrument which can, in 
principle, create any sound that can be 
created, any sound that can be heard by the 
ear. A composer equipped with a digital 
computer has no lirr1itations except his own. 

Over the past few years, workers at both 
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
and the Bell Telephone Laboratories have 
been experimenting with the digital com
puter as a source of musical sound. More 
recently, this work has been extended to 
Princeton University, and similar work is 
being carried on at the Argonne National 
Laboratory. Related studies of the analysis 
and synthesis of conventional musical 
sounds are being carried out at Yale. 

What are the results? They are surprising 
and promising in some ways -::!nd discourag
ing in others. One discouraging aspect is 
·that even the IBM 7094, which is a very fast 
computer. takes about five seconds to pro
duce one sound of music. Time on the 7094 
costs several hundred dollars an hour. This 
is a !imitation that will be overcome as com
puters become faster and more economical. 

The other discouraging aspect is that, while 
the sounds produced are often wild and 
weird, they lack the richness which we are 
accustomed to hear in conventional in
struments, and more especially in large en
sembles of instruments. Something is mis
sing and. while we can guess at its nature, 
we cannot point to it in a precise and 
quantitative enough way so that we can 
tell the computer to produce the effect we 
seek. 

Helmholtz made great strides in musical 
acoustics in the 19th century, but the science 
has not progressed at the same rapid pace as 
others. The user of a computer is free to 
specify the wave form or frequency content 
of the sound he produces; he can make these 
random or regular in any degree; he can in
troduce regular or random vibrato. He can 
control the 'attack' and the duration of the 
notes. But unlike the composer who has 
userl a symphony orchestra as one huge in
strument he has neither years of tradition 
nor the skill of instrumentalists to rely on. 
A little experi1nentation shows clearly that. 

while the harmonic content or frequency 
spectrum of the note has a strong influence 
on its quality, the attack has an even stron~1er 
influence. A rapid rise and gradual fall gives 
a plucked quality to a sound. A moderate 
rise. a sustained sound, and a moderate fall 
sin1u!ates a woodwind quality. A vibrato en· 
hances the musicality of the sound. How
ever. many things escape us. The brazen 
summoning of the trumpet is not easily 
evoked. Massed strings or voices must gain 
their effect through son1e degree of random
ness in pitch or in attack. Yet. introducing 
randomness into computer n1usic in sirnple 
wavs makes it sound merely wobbly or 
noisy, rather than rich. 

In ail. the user of the computer is in son1e
what the position of a n1usici.l!ly tcilcntod 
savage when confronted with a grand piano. 
Certainly, wonderful things can corne out of 
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this box, but how is one to bring this about? 
Tuif1on, intuition and practice are required, 
but tl1ero is 110 teacher and no 011e to guide 
the practice. 

We are faced with an int1iguing challenge. 
In principle, the computer can becorne the 
universal niusica\ 1nstrun1ent. All that stands 
between us and all that vvas previously un
attainable is an adequate grasp, scientific 
and 1ntuitional. of the relevant knowledge of 
psycl1oacoustics. Both by experi1nentation, 
and by careful measurement and analysis of 
niusica! sounds. we must find an1ong the 
bewildering complexity of the world of sound 
what factors. what parameters are important 
and in whal degree. in achieving the effects 
at which we aim: all the variations of sound 
that we hear from a skilled instrurnentalist, 
all the characteristic sounds of instruments, 
tile rich n1assed sou11d of the orchestra, <:ind 
everything that can possibly lie beyond those 
fan1iliar elements of rnusic. 

Extract from notes 
on 'Mikrophonie I' 

Karlheinz Stockhausen 

[While he is very interested in indeterminate 
and aleatory methods of composition, Stock
hausen does not use computers. Neverthe
less, his recent compositions show analogies 
to computer methods. in the way that 
different systems react to each other. enhance 
each other, and cancel each other out.] 

It was on the basis of this experiment that 
Mikrophonie I was composed. With various 
materials, two players excite the tamtam; 
two other players pick up the vibrations with 
directional microphones. Distance between 
the microphone and tamtam (which in
fluences the dynamics and timbre), relative 
distance between the microphone and the 
point of excitation on the tamtam (influenc
ing pitch, !imbre, and above all determining 
the spatial impression of the sound, ranging 
between distant. echoing and extremely 
close). and rl1ythn1 of inicrophone move
ment are prescribed in an appropriate 
notation. Each of two more players activates 
an electronic filter and potentiometer. They 
again shape the tinibre and pitch (through 
a con1binat1on of filter adjustment and 
volun1e control) and the rhythm of the 
structures (through the metrically notated 
alteration ot both instrun1ent settings). 

Men who are scientists or engineers only 
will never solve this problem. Its solution can 
come only through co-operat'1on between 
those who understand something of the 
n1echanis1n of hearing and psy_choacoustic~. 
those who understand the Use· of COmputers', 
and those who have real musical talent and 
creativity. Here is a chance for fruitful co
operation between science and the arts. 
rather than the phoney invocation of 
scientific formulae and jargon which so 
often satisfies artists in the present. 

It is heartening to know tt1at the work at 
Princeton and at MIT is carried out in the 
departments of music by people who are 
mus·1cians and who are knowledgeable about 
computers, and who have the full co
operation of computer-oriented people. It is 
also heartening to know that the computer 
sttidy of tho analysis and synthesis of 
n1usical sounds which is being carried out 
at Yale is supported by a grant from the 

In this way, three independent. interacting, 
yet at the same time, autonomous sound
structuring processes are bound together. 
These were then composed to function 
synchronously or independently, homo
phonically or as polyphony of up to six 
parts. 

The score consists of thirty-three in
dependent musical structures which may be 
combined for a given performance by means 
of a prescribed 'connection scheme'. This 
scheme determines the relationships be
tween the structures. There are two groups 
of players; three musicians (one tamtam 
player, one microphonist and one filter and 
potentiometer player) form a group, and at 
a given time play one of the thirty-three 
structures. At a particular point, they give 
the cue for the second group to begin with 
the next structure. After a specific interval of 
time the second group returns the cue for 
the first group to begin with the next struc
ture. and so forth. The relationships between 
structures are determined in three ways: 1) 
with respect to a given structure, the ensuing 
one is either similar, different or contrary; 2) 
this relationship either remains constant in
creases, or decreases; 3) the ensuing struc
ture (which usually begins before the end of 
the given structure) either supports. is 
neutral to, or destroys that structure. 

Thus, the 'connection scheme' determines 
three relationships for every connection 
between two structures. For example, a 
structure may be followed by one that is 
stinilar to it. and whose relationship remains 
constant. and that supports It; or a structure 
may be followed by one that it is contrary to 
it and increasingly destroys it; or by one that 
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_National Science Foundation. 
The worry which is perpetually raised 

about the status and support of the arts in 
our society seems. in this instance. to be met 
in an unexpected way. ff good art can 
ernbody a valid contribution to good science, 
as it can in the relation between rnusic und 
psychoacoustics (and also, for that matter, 
in the relation between music and architec
tural acoustics), then art can validly share. 
not only the fruits of science, but !he sup
port which soc·1ety so rightly gives to science. 
for the practical contributions that science 
makes to our welfare as well as the intellectual 
and philosophical value of science itself. 

[This article first appeared in New Scientist 
of 18/2/65, No. 431.J 

is different and becomes decreasingly 
neutral. etc. According to these criteria, the 
musicians choose the order of the struc
tures, which are themselves composed in 
respect to these same characteristics. Al
though the relationships (between stn·JC
tures) composed into the 'connection 
scheme' remain fixed for all versions (in 
order to guarantee a strong and directional 
form), the order of structures may vary con
siderably from version to version. 
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Composition with 
computers 

Herbert Bri.in 

During several years of experimental re
search in computer-assisted musical com
position many problems have been solved 
and new problems discovered. The general 
approach to the field under investigation 
may grosSly be described as following three 
modes: 

1. Structural analysis and synthesis of com
positional logistics and logics and their re
duction to, or expansion into. computer 
programmes. 

2. Analysis and synthesis of acoustical 
phenomena and their controlled and record
ed production by a combination of AID and 
0/A conversions processed and executed in 
computer systems. 

3. Attempts at an evaluation and the appli
cation of thoughts and ideas with regard to 
musical aesthetics and forms created by the 
confrontation of the composer with techno
logical conditions. 
At various stages of this project the infor

mation already gained by that time was 
applied to specific purposes. The results are 
rnusical scores to be performed by musicians, 
tapes containing synthetic sound, and addi
tions to the academic curriculum in musical 
education. Every one of these results re
flects on and illustrates the state of work in 
progress on any one or all of the modes of 
investigation n1entioned above. 

Sonoriferous Loops 1964 
For flute. tru1npet, double bass. xylophone, 
mariniba, percussion and two-channel 
stereo tape. First perforn1ed 1965, at the 
University of Illinois, then in Darmstadt. 
Paris, London, Munich. Chicago, Blooming
ton. and several European broadcasting 
stations. 

The structure of the composition defined by 
elements and rules, together with an algo
rithm which operates in and on the structure 
as a looping generating function, was trans
lated by the composer into two progran11nes. 
one for the instrun1enta! section and one for 
the tape section. Both prograrnn1es call on 
MUSlCOfv1P, were vvritten in SCATRE and 
executed by the cornputer IBM 7094. The 
'instrumental' output, a print-out. thus had to 
be recoded by the con1puter into a score and 
parts legible for live n1usicians. The 'tape' 
output. a punch-out. was converted into 
actual sound by the con1puter CSX- 1 and 
stored on audio tape. The final perforn1ance 
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tape is the result of extensive modifications 
on the CSX-1 sound, achieved with the ana
logue equipment of the Experimental Music 
Studio. 
The composition and programming of this 

work represent an atten1pt at con1ing to 
musical terms with two possibilities first 
offered to the composer by the computer: 

(a) random sequential choices channeled 
and filtered under the control of form
generating restrictive rules; this process 
created the shape, density-fluctuations and 
parameter ~details of the instrumental sec
tions. 

(b) the transformation of ?Peed of sound 
sequences into colour and timbre of sound; 
this method was used for the production of 
the tape sections. 
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Instructions to the performer and a part of the score 
from Herbert BrUn's Stalks and trees and drops 
and clouds (1967). The complete score consists 
of 31 pages. and would last about 7~ minutes 
in performance. It was composed on an IBM 
7094 computer. 
The 'notation' in the scores makes use of a 
selected set of symbols provided by the 
Calcomp Library in the installed system. The 
'language' consists in the distribution, size. and 
position of symbols on the page. in various 
modes of connectivity between the symbols. and 
a few rules prefacing each piece. The 
'language' aims at eliciting from the musician a 
'musical' stimulus response, which combines 
instrumental action and coherent interpretation. 
With the help of faculty and students of the 
Departments of Computer Science, the composer 
is now developing a system of symbols 
specifica\\y designed for musical requirements and 
to be incorporated into the Calcomp library. 
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Extracts from: 
Computer music 
experiences 1961-4 

James Tenney 

I arrived at the Bel\ Telephone Laboratories 
in Septen1ber, 1961, with the following 
n1t1sical and intellectual baggage: 

1. Nurnerous instrun1enta! con1positions 
reflecting the influence of Webern and 
Varese; 

2. Two tape-pieces, produced in the 
Electronic Music Laboratory at the University 
of Illinois-both employing familiar, 'con
crete' sounds, modified in various ways; 

3. A long paper (Meta Hodos, a pheno
menology of 20th century music and an 
approach to the study of forn1. June. 1961 ), 
in which a descriptive tern1inology and cer· 
tain structural principles were developed. 
borrowing heavily fron1 Gestalt psychology. 
The central point of the paper involves the 
clang, or primary aural Gestalt. and basic 
laws of perceptual organization of clangs, 
clang"e1en1ents, and sequences (a higher
order Gestalt-unit consisting of several 
dangs); 

4. A dissatisfaction with all purely synthetic 
electronic music that l had heard up to that 
time. particularly with respect to timbre; 

5. Ideas stemming from my studies of 
acoustics, electronics and- especially-infor
mation theory, begun in Hiller's classes at 
the University of Illinois; and finally 

6. A growing interest in the work and 
ideas of John Cage, 

I leave in March, 1964, with: 
1. Six tape-compositions of computer

generated sounds~of which all but the first 
were also composed by means of the com
puter, and several instrumental pieces whose 
composition involved the computer in one 
way or another; 

2. A far better understanding of the physi
cal basis of timbre. and a sense of having 

Computer music 

Lejaren A. Hiller, Jr. 

achieved a significant extension of the range 
of timbres possible by synthetic means; 

3. A curious history of renunciations of 
one after another of the traditional attitudes 
about music, due primarily to a gradually 
n1ore thorough assimilation of the insights of 
of John Cage. 

In my two-and-a-half years here I have 
begun n1any more compositions than I have 
completed, asked more questions than I 
could find answers for. and perhaps failed 
more often than I have succeeded. But I 
think it could not have been much different. 
The medium is new and requires new ways 
of thinking and feeling. Two years are hardly 
enough to have become thoroughly accli
matized to it but the process has at least 
been begun. 

Noise study 
From this image, then, of traffic noises-and 
especially those heard ln the tunnel, where 
the overall sonority is richer. denser. and the 
changes are mostly very gradual-I began to 
conceive a musical composition that not 
only used sound elements similar to these. 
but manifested similarly gradual changes in 
sonority. I thought also of the sound of the 
ocean surf-in many ways like tunnel 
traffic sounds-and some of the qualities of 
this did ultimately manifest themselves in 

Can a computer be used to compose a sym
phony? As one who has been engaged in 
programming a large digital computer to pro
duce original musical compositions, I can 
testify that the very idea excites incredulity 
and indignation in many quarters. Such res
ponse in part reflects the extreme view of the 
nineteenth-century roniantic tradition that 
regards n1usic as direct communication of 
emotion fron1 composer to listener-'from 
heart to heart,' as Wagner said. ln deference 

Graphic description of the 
most important variable 
parametr.rs used in the piece 
Phases by James Tenney 

the Noise study. l did not want the quasi
periodic nature of the sea-sounds in the 
piece. however, and this was carefully 
avoided in the composition process. Instead. 
I wanted the aperiodic, 'asymmetrical' kind 
of rhythmic flow that was characteristic of 
the traffic sounds. 

The actual realization of this image in the 
Noise study took place in three stages. 
first. an 'instrument' was designed that 
would generate bands of noise, with appro · 
priate controls over the parameters whose 
evolution seemed the most essential to the 
sonorities I had heard; second, the lurge
scale from the piece was sketched out, 111 

terms of changing mean-values and ranges 
of each of the variable parameters; third. the 
details-the actual note-values in each para
meter-were determined by various methods 
of random number selection. 'scaled' and/or 
normalized in such a way that the note~ 
values fell within the 'areas' outlined in step 
two; fourth, these note-values, in numerical 
form. were used as the input 'score' for the 
music programme, containing the 'instru
ments' designed in the first step, and a digital 
tape was generated and converted into 
analogue form; fifth, this tape was mixed 
with the same tape re-recorded at one-half 
and double speeds. 

to this view it must be conceded that we do 
not yet understand the subjective aspect of 
musical communication well enough to 
study it in precise tern1s. The appreciation of 
music involves not only psychological needs 
and responses but meanings imported into 
the musical experience by reference to its 
cultural context. On the other hand, music 
does have its objective side. This can be de
fined as existing in the score as such. quite 
apart from the composer and the listener. The 
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Right. One of the ways of producing tandem music. 
from an article by Lejaren A. Hiller in Scien1d1c 
Amef/can, December 1959. Tho ink spattering 
of this example is a physical approximation to 
the random number devices used by a computer. 

Below, Lejaren A. Hiller 

information encoded there relates to such 
quantitative entities as pitch and time, and is 
\\ 1r~refore accessible to rational and ultimately 
rnathen1atical analysis. 

ln recent years the 'physics of music' has 
disclosed much that is mathematical in 
music. lt reveals how sound waves are forn1ed 
and propagated, how strings, membranes 
and air columns vibrate and how timbre 
depends upon complex wave-structure; it 
has provided universal standards of fre
quency and intensity, and clarified the 
rationale of musical scales. In its most con1-
pact form, acoustics reduces the definition of 
musical sound to a plot ofwave-forn1 ampli
tude versus time. The groove of a phono
graph record, for exan1p!e, contains only 
this information and yet yields a believable re
construction of an original rnusica! sound. 

Acoustics, however. deals prirnari!y with 
isolated elen1ents of niusic and has thus far 
said relatively little about how these elements 
1nay be combined in a musical composition. 
Musicians have devised various nonrnathe
rnatical syste1ns for analysing the structure of 
con1positions. More recently they have begun 
to draw upon a new branch of applied 
rnnthen1atics known as inforn1ation theory as 
a n1eans of clarifying this aspect of n1usical 
cornrnunication. 

lnforn1ation theory relates the 'information 
content' of a sequence of syn1bols (be they 
letters of the alphabet or rnusica! notes) to 
the nun1ber of possible choices an1ong the 
syn1bols. lnforn1ation content thus resen1bles 
entropy or the degree of disorder in a physical 
systen1. The rnost randon1 sequence has the 
highest inforn1ation content; the least ran-
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dam (or most redundant) has the lowest The 
apparent paradox in this statement derives 
from the definition given the term 'informa· 
tion' in the theory. As Warren Weaver has 
observed, the tern1 'relates not so much to 
what you do say as to what you could say' 
(see 'The Mathematics of Con1munication,' 
by Warren Weaver, Scientific American, 
July. 1949). lnforrnation in this sense ls not 
the same thing as meaning, and information 
theory is concerned more with the reliability 
of communication systems than it is with 
problems of meaning. Thus, it can be seen. 
the general enquiry into con1munication is 
confronted with the same dualistic question 
of forn1 and nieaning that faces the study of 
musical communication. 

Music. son1etin1es defined as a compron1ise 
between chaos and monotony. appears to the 
inforniation theorist as an ordered disorder 
lying son1ewhere between cornp\ete ran
domness and co1nplete redundancy. This 
viewpoint accords well with much of tradi
tional n1usical aesthetics. As early as the 
fourth century B.C. the Greek writer Ari
stoxenus noted that the voice ... does not 
place the (n1usical) intervals at randorn. 
for it is not every collocation hut only certain 
collocations ... that distinguish the melo
dious from the unmelodious.' The con1poser. 
ernp!oying what Stravinsky has called 'the 
great technique of selection.' introduces re
dundancy into his relatively random materials 
in order to organize them into a 'n1eaningful' 
pattern. 

robe sure. meaning is as different to define 
in n1uslc as it Is in every other kind of con1-
munication. But n1usical sounds are not, as 

words are, primarily symbols of something 
else; the meaning of music is peculiarly de
pendent upon its own structures as such. 
The study of musical structures by informa~ 
tion theory should open the way to a deeper 
understanding of the aesthetic basis of corn
position. We may be able to respond to 
Stravinsky's injunction and cease 'torrnenting 
(the corn poser) with the why instead of seek
ing for itself the how and thus establish the 
reasons for his failure or success'. 

Fron1 the analytical standpoint, the aesthetic 
content of music can be treated in tern1s of 
fluctuations between the two extren1es of 
total randomness and total redundancy. The 
significant fluctuations manifest themselves 
not only between one composition and 
another but also among elen1ents or sections 
of the same composition. 

Structural devices characterising various 
historical styles 
The stylistic device of rnodulation (key
shift) shows a fairly steady decrease in re
dundancy over the past 200 years. Mozart 
en1ployed a lirnited nun1ber of rather stan
dardized niodulations. In Chopin and Brahrns 
the n1odulations are rnore extreme and occur 
niore hequently and less predictably. \/Vagner 
and Debussy rnodulate so freely that the 
listener often loses any irnrnediate and un· 
equivocal sense of key. Many rnodern con1-
posers hf've abandoned the concepts of key 
and rnoriulation altogether and in this din,en
sion approach con1p\ete randon1ness. 

By staqc\ards such as these it is possible. at 
least in theo1y, to construct tables of proba
bilities describing a rnusica1 style. such as 
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Block diagram for chromatic 
writing. used in section 3 
of 11/iac suite for stnng 
quartet. composed in 1957 
bv I (~r1rl'l1 A. Hillt!r and 
Leonmd M. Isaacson or1 the 
!Ll IAC compute!. 
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Baroque, Classical or Romantic. and perhaps 
even the style of an individual composer. 
Given such tables, one could then reverse 
the process and con1pose 1nusic in a given 
style. The task of composition would start 
from the random condition with choices 
among musical elements all equally probable. 
The introduction of redundancy in accord
ance with a particular scheme of probabili
ties would extract order from chaos. It is not 
to be thought. however, that order is the sole 
criterion of beauty; as the musicologist 
Leonard B. Meyer has observed, 'Some of 
the greatest music is great precisely because 
the composer has not feared to let his music 
tremble on the brink of chaos.' 

Series of short quotations about techniques 
used in the composition of'Computer Can
tata'. 
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PRNT AND STORE 
LAST 12 NOTES 

'The concept of mathematically programmed 
n1usic easily leads to the notion of com
position by computer. ln 1955 Leonard M. 
Isaacson and I began a series of experiments 
in composition with I LL\AC. the high-speed 
digital computer at the University of Illinois. 
In due course we con1pleted four groups of 
experiments, the results of which we have 
sampled, in the /Iliac suite for string 
quartet. 

'As our first step we set the computer to 
composing simple melodies. To this end we 
programmed the machine to generate ran
dom integers by a technique borrowed from 
the "Monte Carlo" method, which phy
sicists have devised to solve certain problems 
involving multiple probabilities. 

'For our second experiment we devised 
additional screening instructions embodying 
the entire set of fourteen rules of strict first-
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species counterpoint. The machine was 
first set to turning out random "white-note" 
music in four voices; randomness was then 
n1ade to yield to redundancy in small incre
n1cnts by feeding in tho screening instruc
tions one by one. The complete set of 
instructions yielded counterpoint of fair 
quality, strongly ren1iniscent. if one ignores a 
certain monotony in rhythm, of passages 
from Palestrina. 

'In Experin1enc Ill we sought to find ways 
of producing the rhythmic and dynamic 
variety that the earlier compositions lacked 

'Since the object was to produce a type of 
music less imitative than strict counterpoint. 
the n1achine was first permitted to write en, 
tirely random chromatic music (including all 
sharps and flats). The result was n1usic of the 
highest possible entropy content in torn1s ul 
note selection on the chron1atic scale. anrJ 
thus it was strongly dissonant. With the n1in1 
n1al redundancy imposed by feeding in on(;, 
four of the fourteen screening instruct1oris 
the character of the composition changed 
drastically. While the wholly random sections 
resen1bled the more extreme efforts of avant
garde niodern composers. the later. more re
dundant portions recalled passages from, 
say, a Bartok string quartet. The experin1ent 
concluded with some exploratory studies in 
Schoenberg's twelve-tone technique and 
slmilar compositional devices. 

'In Experiment IV the objective was the 
synthesis of music from purely mathematical 
rules-a style of composition peculiarly ap
propriate to a computer. To this end the com
puter was programmed to select the intervals 
between successive notes according to o 
table of probabilities instead of at random. 
Moreover. the probabilities themselves were 
made to shift in accordance with so-called 
Markoff probability chains.' 

[Extracts from Scientihc American, 
December, 1959. 
Mathematical basis of music, information 
theory, use of computers in composition.] 

-- ·- __ , ~;-;-:;~.! 

Orgarnzation scheme of Computer cantata. composed by Lejaren A. Hi!!er and Leonard M. Isaacson in 1963 with an IBM 7090 computer. using the MUSlCOMr 
programming scheme. MUSICOMP (MUsic Simulator-Interpreter for COMpositional Procedures) is a completely generalized progrnmming sclleme for musicd 
uHniwsihui1 on tlw IBM 7090. <111d was cornp\etcd during the composition of this piece. The score is for chamber orchestra. volce, and electronic tape. 



Extract from 
'A year from 
monday' 

John Cage 

{Cage's ideas have influenced experimental 
music very considerably, although he has 
only recently produced computer-generated 
music himself. Cage studied with Schoen
berg. who commented that he was: 'not so 
much a composer as an experimenter, but an 
experimenter of genius'.] 

Diary: Audience 1966 
1. Are we an audience for computer art? 
The answer's not No; it's Yes. What we need 
is a computer that isn't labour-saving but 
which increases the work for us to do. that 
puns (this is Mcluhan"s idea) as well as 
Joyce revealing bridges (this is Brown's 
idea) where we thought there weren't any, 
turns us (my idea) not 'on' but into artists. 
Orthodox seating arrangement in syna
gogues. Indians have known it for ages: 
life's a dance. a play. illusion. Lila. Maya. 
Twentieth-century art's opened our eyes. 
Now music's opened our ears. Theatre? Just 
notice what's around. (If what you want in 
India is an audience. Gita Sarabhai told me, 
all you need is one or two people. 2. He said: 
Listening to your music I find it provokes me. 
What should I do to enjoy it? Answer: There 
are many ways to help you. I'd give you a 
lift. for instance, 'if you were going in n1y 
direction. but the last thing I'd do would be 
to tell you how to use your own aesthetic 
faculties. (You see? We're unemployed. lf 
not yet. 'soon again 'twill be'. We have 
nothing to do. So what shall we do? Sit in an 
audience? Write criticism? Be creative?) 
We used to have the artist up on a pedestal. 
Now he's no n1ore extraordinary than we are. 
3. Notice audiences at high altitudes and 
audiences in northern countries tend to be 
attentive during perforn1ances whi!e audi
ences at sea level or in warrn countries voice 
their feelings whenever they have them. Are 
V·.'e, so to speak, south in the way we 
experience art? Audience participation? 
(Having nothing to do, we do it nonetheless; 
our biggest problen1 is finding scraps of tin1e 
in wh'1ch to get 'it done. Discovery. Aware
ness.) 'Leave the beaten track. You'll see 
son1eth '1ng never seen before.' After the first 
perfonnance of 1ny piece for twelve radios, 
Virgil Thon1son said. 'You can't do that sort 
of thing and expect people to pay for it.· 
Separation. 4. When our f1rne was g·1ven to 
physical labour. we needed a stiff upper lip 

Part of John Cage·s score uf Foorana 1H1x {Milan. 
Noveinber 1958). showing the way the score is 
intended to be used. This score also provides the 
material for other compo5itions by the composer. 
namely Water Walk (1959). Sounds of Vemce 
(1959). Aria for M.Sop. (1958). Theatre Piece 
(1960) and WBAL {1960). This score was also 
used by Cornelius Cardew as the basis of a guita1 
solo. 
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\0 transparent sh(~l'tS with points. 10 dr<Jwmns 
having six differentiated cuived lines: a giaph 
(having 100 units horizontally. 20 V8rlioilly); and a 
straight line, the last two on transparent material. 
Place a sheet v1ith points over a drawing with 
curves (in any position). over those place the 
graph. use the straight lino to connect a point 
within the graph with one outside. 
Measuremonts horizontally on the top and hottom 
lines of the graph. with rnspect to the straight 
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and back-bone. Now that we're changing '-4-----------------------------------
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line. Give a 'Hme bracket' (time witt1ir1 which the 
event may take place) (!=lraph units - -time units). 
Measurements vertically un the graph with respect 
to the intersections of the curved lines and the 
st1<uqht line may sr,ecily actions to be made. Thus. 
in tlw cast~ nf (Fontana Mix) ta po rnusic. tile 
!lw;lest curved line may give sound scurce(s) 
whe1<~ ttw lat!t:r hav1; b.-~un c<itt~uori1ed and re!<lted 
qucu111!ativoly to 20_ {!n tt11s e<1S(~. t!ie 2 points 
cornwctPd by 1111~ strdl!Jllt 111w must rrnrrrnt t!w la1ter 
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our minds, intent on things invisible, in
audible, we have other spineless virtues: 
Flexibility, fluency. Dreams, daily events, 
everything gets to and through us. (Art. 
if you want a definition of it. is criminal 
action. It conforms to no rules. Not even its 
own. Anyone who experiences a work of 
art is as guilty as the artist. It is not a question 
of sharing the guilt. Each one of us gets all 
of it.) They asked me about theatres in New 
York. I said we could use them. They should 
be small for the audiences. the performing 
areas large and spacious, equipped for tele
vision broadcast for those who prefer stay
ing at home. There should be a cafe in 
connection having food and drink, no n1uslc. 
facilities for playing chess. 5. What happened 
at Rochester? We'd no sooner begun playing 
than the audience began. Began what? 
Costumes. Food. Rolls of toilet paper pro
jected in streamers fron1 the balcony through 
the air. Programn1es. too, folded, then flown. 
Music, perarnbulat1ons. conversations. 
Began festivities. Ari audience can sit 
quietlv or n1ake noises. People can whisper, 
talk and even shout. An audience can sit still 
or it can get up and n1ove around. People are 
people nor plants ·oo you love tho aud1-

--··~---
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to intersect the thickest curved line.) Intersections 
of the other lines mi:ly specify machines (among 
those available) for the alteration of original material. 
Ampli1ude frequency. overtone structure may be 
changed. loops <ind specific durations introduced. 
Measurements mad() mily provide one of a number 
of parts to be performed alone or together. 
In making tape music. avail<1hle tracks rnay he loss 
in number th<Jn tho tim" hrackets !Jiven by 
meilsurements. Fraument;llion is then indicated. 

ence ?' Certainly we do. We show it by get
ting out of their way. (Art and money are in 
this world together, and they need each 
other to keep on going. Perhaps they're both 
on their way out. Money'/! become a credit 
card without a monthly bill. What'!! art be~ 
come 7 A family reunion? If so, let's have it 
with people in the round, each individual 
free to lend his attention wherever he will. 
Meeting house.) 6. After an Oriental 
decade. a Tibetan Bikku returned to Toronto 
to teach. He told me that were he to speak 
the truth his audience would drop to six. 
Instead he gives lectures transmitting not 
the spirit but the understandable letter. Two 
hundred people listen on each occasion, all 
of them deeply moved. (Art's a way we have 
for throwing out ideas-ones we've picked 
up in or out of our heads. What's marvellous 
is that as we throw them out- these ideas
they generate others. ones that weren't even 
in our heads to begin w·1th.) Charles Ives had 
tt1is idea: the audience is any one of us, just 
a human being. He sits in a rocking chair 
on the verandah. Looking out toward the 
n1ountains. he sees the setting sun and t1ears 
his own symphony: it's nothing but the 
sounds happening in the air around him. 

w fu&o' 

The use of this material is not limited to tape music 
but may bo used freely for instrumental. vocal 
and theatrical purposes. Thus. after a programme of 
action has been made from it it may be used 
to specify a programme for the performance of the 
othervvise unchanging material. Where possible 
technically this can be not only simple changes of 
time (st<irtm(J, stopping) hut <1lso altorations of 
frequency, ilmplitude. use of filters and d1stnbutiun 
of the sound in space. 

John Cage Fontana Mix Use 
1. sheet with curved lines only 
2. sheet with dots only 
3. graph only 
4. straight line only 
5. superimposed sheet with straight line added 

as shown 

Part of a letter written by John Cage in 1964 on 
Charles Ives. 
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The computer 
in musical 
composition 

Gerald Strang 

'The computer is extraordinarily fast and 
extraordinarily accurate. but it is also exceed
ingly stupid and therefore it has to be told 
everything.' 

There are two main aspects to computer ex
perimentation in musical composition. One 
is the use of the computer to aid the com
poser in the production of a score. The other 
is the use of the computer to generate actual 
sounds. 

The production of a musical score 
For the first aspect the centre of principal 
investigation today is at the University of 
Illinois. It began with Hiller and lsaacson's 
work in 1966 and 1966, which produced a 
piece called the l/J;ac suite. Hiller and his 
colleagues have continued their investigation 
and recently put out another computer work 
called the Con1puter cantata. 

r:.;sentially their composing programme is a 
system allowing the computer to make some 
of the choices which a composer has to make. 
They have experimented with random pro
cesses, probability tables. etc., and have 
codified the whole procedure into a pro
gramme which they call (with a typical pro
gran1mers' acronym) MUSICOMP. The pro
gran1rne is essentially a way of sitnplifying 
the process by which a composer may specify 
what choices the computer may make on his 
behalf. 

The Illinois investigations have dealt with 
producing computer output which could 
then be transcribed into musical notation 
and performed by rnusical instruments. 
Recently they have developed an experi
mental computer called the CSX1 which 
can convert digital output to give sound of a 
lirnited variety. But for the most part they 
have not investigated this phase of the 
process. 

The producf/on of actual sounds 
fv1any people prefer to do their own compos
inq nnd n1ake their 01Nn choices. However. in 
the generation of the actual sounds chosen, 
there arc a great ninny detailed tasks for 
which the con1puter is a well-qualified assis
tant. The con1putcr can, of course, do repeti
tive tasks with great ease and with great 
speed : and the sound of music is essentially 
repetitive. We deal with cyclic repetitions of 
sound vvaves, which n1ay range anywhere 
fron1 say 20 cycles per second to say 15.000 
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cycles per second. 
The calculation and execution of such re

petitive patterns is rnade to order for the corn
puter. The cornputer can also do many other 
types of manipulation with great ease. It can. 
for instance, elaborate a pattern of accom
paniment. Given certain parameters it can 
then adapt such a pattern to various keys, 
various harmonies. etc. 

The sound-producing programme started 
with the work of Max Mathews at Bell Tele
phone Laboratories about four years ago. The 
first public output of this was in the form of 
a record called Music from Mathetnatics. 
Here the samples were mainly the work of 
engineers. and composers naturally are in
terested in doing rather different things than 
engineers. The BTL Programme is now in its 
fourth version; there is even a programmer's 
manual for 'Music IV'. 

Instruments 
The composer who wants to use this pro
gramme invents certain types of computer 
operations which are called 'instruments.' For 
this purpose, Mathews has designed a group 
of unit generators which are similar to the 
unit generators of an electronics laboratory. 
There are filters. envelope generators. 
shapers, oscillators. etc. These units can be 
linked together, as in electronic circuit build
ing. ln fact. experimentation with simulated 
electronic circuits undoubtedly affected the 
development of this system. 

An instrumental circuit of almost any degree 
of cornp!exity can be drawn : it will provide 
almost any sort of sounrl manipulation 
desired. It corresponds to an instrurnent. in 
that its subroutine is one through which data 
is passed and from which it acquires certain 
characteristics. But this is exactly what a 
1nusical instrun1ent does. If I write a series of 
notes and I say this passage is to be played 
n1ezzo forte by the oboe, with certain par
ticular kinds of attacks and certain phrasing 
patterns and certain expressive devices. 1 am 
really saying that certain raw data shall be 
processed and n1odified by passing through 
this instrument. coming out as acoustical 
sound waves. 

Orchestra 
Under the BTL Prograrnrne. once the corn
poser has designed his instruments, he can 
specify that these shall form an orchestra. 
This then is compiled by the cornputer 
through the use of an elaborate set of instruc
tions which forrn the cornpi!i11q prunrarnrne. 

At this point a binary deck conies out which 
can be put into the final operation. Mean
while the composer writes a score expressing 
his choices in n1usical cornposition with his 
computer-sin1ulated 'orchestra'. The score 
needs to be presented in numerical form. 
Moreover, the con1puter is extraordinarily fast 
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and extraordina1ily accu1ate. but it is ;:1lsu ex
ceedingly stupid and therefore it has to be 
told everything. You ca11110L assur11e that it is 
going to decide what kind of 'tonouin~i' or 
'bowing' to use. or what interpretive charac
teristics are to be selected. So the composer 
specifies different kinds of data. On the othm 
hand, his instruments can be so designed that 
a single instrument routine can produce a 
number of different kinds of tone quality and 
any number of different kinds of attack and 
decay pattern. These tirnbres. attack and 
decay patterns and the like, can also be 
designed by the composer. They are stored in 
arrays to which the computer can make 
reference as demanded by the score. 

The composer can write his score in any 
fashion he wishes. He can also put in con
version functions so that he can specify his 
data in any form he wishes. If he prefers to 
specify loudness by the usual musical means, 
the equivalent of mezzo forte. mezzo piano, 
fortissin10, he can set up a numerical scale 
and a conversion function which says, 'If in 
this particular position on the card I punch 1, 
this means pianissimo; if I punch a 6. it 
means fortissimo.' If he prefers to specify 
loudness in decibels, he uses a different con
version function. 

And so on with all the other parameters. One 
can. for instance. very easily generate a tern
pered scale. Not necessarily a twelve tone 
tempered scale, but eleven or nine or thirteen 
or twenty-one tone tempered scales. One can 
also allow the computer to make random 
choices of pitches or loudness or envelopes 
or anything else. 

111 short. the sco1c can specify in as 1nuch 
detail as you choose, whatever types of prira 
nieter you choose. Other pararneters can be 
specified as constants. 

The orchestra and the score 
When the data which forn1 the score have 

been punched on IBM cards. it is fed in with 
the already compiled orchestra. You can feed 
in data for as many instruments as you like 
simultaneously, and you need not insert the 
cards in any particular order within sections. 

In the execution phase of the programme. 
the con1puter accepts the data and stores it 
It then processes that data accordino to your 
instructions and sorts it in such a way that 
all of the events are no1,iv ordered according 
to the beginnings of the events. 

So you now have your score sorted m1d 
ordered. At this point if you wish. you can put 
in instructions tn qnnor;1tn nnw notn'.~ (n.q .. to 
n1odify. invert. reverse. or perrnutate storer! 
data); to create accelerandos. c1escendos 01 

din1inuendos: to perform any large scale 
manipulation of the ordered data. 

Sa1npled output 
The cornputer now calculates values for the 
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con1bined output at a fixed sampling rate. 
The Bell T olephone Labs Progran1n1e uses a 
sarnpl1ng rate of 10.000 san1ples per second 
of n1us1ca! output. That is an enorn1ous out
put; 1n fact. since each value n1ay be the re
sult of a large nun1ber of cycles required to 
process several d'1fferent 1nstrun1ents and 
several different units ·within each 1nstrun1ent, 
this represents a considerable task for the 
con1puter. It is a sufficient task so that on tile 
JBtvl 7080 at Bell Labs ill 1963, our tin10 
facto1 was about 10 to 1 it took us l 0 
seconds of computer tirne to generate the 
san1plos for one second of music. 

Computer print-out and 
parts of the score ul Gerald 
StrJng"s Compus11w11 4. 

The computer sound 
synthesis programmes used 
by Stranu in this piece 
were developed by Mathews 
and Pierce at Bell Telephone 
Laboratories: the p'1ece 
was produced at UCLA. 
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Digital-to-analogue conversion 
The computer output is in digital form - a 
stnng of binary nurnbers. lt has to be pro
cessed further in order to get sound out of it. 
Essentially this is done by passing the digital 
output through a buffer into a digital-to
analogue converter. Tt10 digital-to-analogue 
converter takes the numerical output of the 
coniputor and converts it into voltage values 
which correspond in scale to the nurnerical 
values on the cornputer tape. This output has 
to be filtered. A low-pass filter is used. which 
usually cuts off at half the sampling rate. At 
Bell we were using a 5 kilocycle cut-off with 

• "' • "' .HI '" • "' ,9u "' .un 

a 10 kilocycle san1ple rate. The result of the 
low pass filter is to smooth the stepped aspect 
of the digital output. The resultant smoothly 
varying voltage is essentially what happens 
to voices in n1icrophones. A voice is picked 
up by the microphone, converted into a vary
·1ng voltage, an1plified, and applied to the 
loud-speaker voice coil. At that point it is re
converted front electrical to acoustical energy. 
lt becon1es a series of pressure waves and is 
carried to the ears of tho audience. 

Sound 
Once the computer output has been con-
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verted into a varying voltage. it is sirnrle to 
apply it to a tape recorder head. or directly to 
a speaker. thus producing sound. 

Some variations of the BTL programn1e are 
being worked on at Stanford. at U.C.L.A .. at 
my college, and elsewhere. In addition. vari
ous experimentation is going on with other 
con1posing programmes. The rnain centres 
for work with composing programmes are 
Illinois and to some extent Yale. 

From the standpoint of the con1poser, learn
ing to programme in this way is formidable. 
but it is still quite possible for a composer to 
!earn rather rapidly to present his data in this 
form and even to anticipate what kind of 
sound is going to come out of the computer. 

A Sample Mus;cal Piece 
Let's describe a sample of output from the 
programme. ln this sample, there are five 
separate voices. and a mixture of features. 
One voice consists of noise, filtered in such 

Two electronic 
music computer 
projects in Britain 

Peter Zinovieff 

My studio is now dorninated by a con1puter, 
and niy computer is dominated by other con1-
puters. My music tends to be at least partly 
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a way that the banrlvvidth ond centre fre
quency can be shifted continuously between 
set limits. 

One instrurnent makes use aln1ost exclu
sively of gliding tones of various sorts. There 
are two tempered scales. one of nine tones, 
the other of twenty-one tones. There's 
another instrument in which the pitches are 
chosen by the random number generator. 
whose limits can be set. For the random 
number generator a centre frequency and a 
bandwidth can be set; then the numbers 
chosen will be translated into sound frequen
cies within the specific range. The rate at 
which random numbers will be generated can 
be set. If ! generate these random numbers 
at, say, 2,000 per second, 1 get a kind of 
brittle noise. If I generate them one or two 
or five or twenty per second, I get a set of 
separate pitches. 

It is characteristic of electronic music that 

composed by my machines and entirely real
ized by them. 

This state has gradually arisen over the last 
few years, because of my deep distrust of the 
nostalgia and maladroitness of the old tech
niques of electronic music production, the 
manipulation by hand of rnagnetic tape and 
control knobs, in fact a distrust of recording 
altogether, and with the idea that there 
should ever be a finished. once and for all, 
piece of rnusic. It is preposterous that one 
should be expected to stick pieces of tape 
together and to collage simple recordings 
together by these techniques. The arrogance 
is extraordinary, and it is only because of 

a trernendous omount of clubbing. patcl1111~. 
snipping. putting pieces of tape together and 
so on. goes into it. But in this sarnple, no 
editing is necessary. The whole thing is put 
together in the computer. All the drudgeiy, 
all the rnanual manipulation. all the incredibly 
time-consuming fussing around is avoided. 
and this eliminates the noise build-up com
pletely. This san1ple indicates that with this 
kind of a progran1me you can do aln1ost any
thing you can do in an ordinary music lab. 
But you can do it more accurately, niore 
easily. and certainly with far more variety. 

There are still lin1itations. and other difficul
ties, but they are being overcon1e. For in
stance, at present the filtering produces a 
5,000 cycle ceiling. The resulting sound is a 
little bit like a Hammond organ. But that is 
not a necessary result. We can very easily 
increase the sample rate and increase the 
complexity of the sound colour to any degree 
that we wish. 

this marvellous first flush of arrogance in 
others that I have acquired an attitude of 
arrogance to these techniques themselves. 

Digital computers and new electronic cir
cuits can make possible the direct translation 
of scores into music, and the control pro
duced is the result of con1positional rather 
than technical skill. Elements of this probably 
exist in all n1usic. Another way of putting it is 
that with cornputer techniques you n1ay con
trol the lack of control and you may have 
choice or no choice. Simple tape montages 
and complicated random multi ~channel con1-
positions can be produced fron1 the con1-
puter, the production taking as long as the 

Left View of Peter Zinovieffs studio 

Faring page, top. Srore for Four sacred Apfll 
rounds by Peter Zmovieff, currently being 
reali1ed at the composn"s studio in Putney. The 
top line of the large block indicates thr. pitch 
sequences to be used in the realization by ttie 
computer. Reading downwards. the rumaining 
horizontal lines refer to tirnbro. waveform. 
loudness and crescendo. prob<tb!e ratio of sound 
to silenc8. probability of rnodulation. and 
probability of interference by previous events. 
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final piece. Nun1bers are equivalent to son1e 
aspect of sound which is finally heard, and 
codes ancl words are replacing nun1bers. A 
new uran1rnar wll1ch is easily le<lrnl w1!1 be 
the result. Tile cornrnun1cation between rnan 
and electronica!ly-1Jroduced sounds becon1e 
more and more efficient and tl1e tecl1niques 
easier lo use. Certainly the field is not con
fined to rnattlemat1cians nnd engineers. but it 
is designed for cornposers of new music. 
Th.is then is one experirnent - a versatile 
electronic music con1puter installation with 
one n1a1n input. a typewriter keyboard, and 
one main output whicll is the final cornposi
Hon. 
The cornposer remains in one sense, but in 

another he becomes an arbiter of form. the 
specifier of art. 'What is music?' Ile might ask 
the n1ach1ne, and the machine will respond 
with endless examples, but the con1poser 
rnust ask the question or else nobody will. 
And this is what another con1puter project is 
about. Alan Sutcliffe at ICT has prograrnrned 
an ICL 1900 to cornpose general con1posi
tions 'Nhere tile con1puter rnakes all the deci
sions about the outcon1e of a piece or even 
if tt1ere is a piece, The programme is 
sophisticated enough to allow a randon1 
detern1ination of form, specific notes and the 
development and inter-dependence between 

Music from paper 
tape 

T. H. O'Beirne 

Some work with computer music has made 
advantageous use of a small computer 
built and for the most part designed by Barr 
and Stroud Ltd. for Glasgow University. 

The design, dating from 1959, provides 
storage only for 1024 words of twenty bits, 
and a pulse rate of only 30,000 Hz. (Many 
computers of 1968 are about 100 times 
larger and faster.) Input is by five-hole paper 
tape. Musrcal potentialities-not at first 
appreciated-derive from shift orders which 
can vary loop-lengths by single pulses. 

Suitable programming makes an internal 
(function-decoder) circuit have a rectangular 
pulse once in each passage of a loop. Ampli
fied and fed to a loudspeaker, these pulses 
provide notes which have good harmonic 
overtones, son1ewhat suggestive of a clarinet. 
(Loop lengths detern1ine pitch, and loop 
counts can then specify duration.) 

A cornputer is preferably-and n1ore easily-

Ill I -
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r11oven1ents and parts of n1overnents and parts 
of notes. Ono output is in tile forrn of punched 
paper tape, and tt1e other is a tabular score 
informing us of what has happened. Suct1 
tapes have been fed into my computer, which 
in turn has been prograrnrned to give free 

tuned to give many exact-ratio truly con
sonant intervals, rather than the equal
temperament compromises of keyboard 
instruments. True intervals give better scales 
for music of limited modulation. 'Solidac' 
can provide a just-intoned (major or minor) 
scale up to a 750-Hz note about one-and-a-

choice of electronic realization and treatn1ent 
of this score. as well as recording it or n1erely 
playing it as it goes along. A product con1-
posed by a machine realized and automatic
ally edited by another should perhaps be 
judged by a third. 

half octaves above middle C, with some en
harmonic alternatives useful for improving 
scales based on other notes. 

As with an organ. each note has a fixed 
volume-level. Score-notations allow fine 
distinctions of duration (and very short rests), 
which are desirable and valuable for improve· 

'Solidac' experimental 
computer made by 
Barr & Stroud ltd. 
for Glasgow University 
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ment of ffiusical expression. Suitable pieces 
can be given son1e simple two-part (and 
even three-part) harn1ony, by programn1ing 
to produce multiplexing loops, cycled with 
the freque11cy of a fundarnental bass. 

Change ringing as for church bells-by 
authentic methods. up to full peals, if de
sired-can be specified in condensed nota
tion. Bells are simulated by slightly staccato 
octave chords, given added realism by small 
random-number variations of tirning. 

Random-number facilities can also pro
vide for the continuous play of eighteenth
century dice-composition pieces in which 
an overall plan ensures compatibility for all 
choices made within sets of alternatives 
(usually eleven, for two dice, sometimes six, 
for one), given separately for each of sixteen 
successive bars. 
The computer has arbitrary entry to cycles 

of some 100,000 variations for each of four 
scores of this type-Mozart scores for 
waltzes and contredanses, a Haydn score for 
minuets, and what ls claimed as a newly
found Haydn score for trios (almost a billion 
different trios). 

The dice-music master programme has been 
applied to give simultaneous composition 
and play of some forms of stochastic music. 
A first effort gave variants for four-bell clock 
chimes, Westminster (or Cambridge) style. 
Later work has been done within limits in1-
posed by keeping to the nine notes of the 
(correctly tuned) Highland bagpipe-recent
ly shown to have a unique and appropriate 
special-feature scale all of its own. 
The computer can play a continuing 

succession of 256-bar pieces. each a variant 
in some selected genre suitable for this in
strument. There are programmes for ten 
genres, son1e traditional and some novel. 
Restrictions can be imposed upon rhyth1ns 
and note-selection. with provision n1ade for 
progressive speed-changes, for sorne modu
lation and repetition features, and for 
authentic grace notes. Ten-movement 
suites of forty~minute duration can be formed 
by assemblies of complete sets of selected 
variants. (Direct play requires tape to be read 
between n1ovements.) 

Ready access to the con1puter gave a wel
con1e opportunity to rnake many successive 
in1provements by alterations to programn1es 
and to their data. 
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INSTRUCTION. 

To comji1H~.With~ut die least knO'WleodA'c> ot · 
:Mutfc,Counti:-y-dances, b}thrawing 1t 

cert/\fh 1\"µmbt'T with twO· Di<:"'• 
l{rh" Ldicn A.-- ll, pl1<~1! •t !h" h"ad of the 8 Column• 

cf th~ '111mb~r-T•hlt' fho,.. the 8, Um~• oturh P'"rt nt 
tll" Coulitry-D~nrt, '\·h, A.1tlle first, 8,th<' fer.,u<t, c, 
the third, 6rland the H1Imbu1 ln th~ Coh1mn ""~~r th" 
Ltlltn rho• the Numh•r <>f tla um., In !he XotH, 

t;n. .. 1"umf?n• rorm i, to IS', fh<>W th• fnm of th .. 
Numh<'r than on be thrown, 

!)rur lnfUr1<e, In tfuon..-lag for the fl~,t Umeofth" fir•! 

~ut of '1!" D~nn, wUh two Dke,tlle sumb"r 6, ""~ 
Joni<• nut to th~t Xumh .. r In th~ c.,1umn A, for the 
ll)JL'I. time In the Nole•, Tbh time h •rlUru d<>.,.n, 

tn,I trlaku tbr bl",tt"lnnhur .,f tb~ Dan rt-. - r.,,.. lh• ft-<Cowl 

!Im.,, fot lnrt•nre, tbr N11mher fl. hln,.- thro.,. '"!qr" 
to tl1<! rame hble t'<ilumn R,:tnol lho: .'<uuibt·r.'il.111,,11 
h f<>hnd. 'thhtlm" h put next t<> thef1r,1," N>e f<»>• 

~11'11••• In this nunl><."r 1111 th" elKht tlm<~ (hall be 

thro..,1,.-...hrn llk.,-...u., the tint part of the D•n~., 
fll•Q he flnl ... h'<t. - The tfgn or rtpellllc>n h fu.-lhn· 
~hce'1 6th~ fecon.t \J•1't beir.un. 

)11 1795 S1mwrk published a sy~it'fll of nn11pusu1q 

vcc1ltzes and ct•11treda11ses using cha11r1~ 
np»rA\ions, \\·hid1 havf: been attnbuted to l'vlozilrt 
T\\'Cl dice ;:iru thrown. and the resulti11~1 nurnb!'1 
is reft'rred to the table to determine seouence of 
ha1s in the composition. 
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J:•l>I• .. 1.r.1. 
Tio•lt •• CMrr,,.. 

Computer-generated display of the vocal tract 

Above. The changes in the position of the tunpue. 
lips, ;:ind ph;irynx shown on an oscilloscope as tlw 
word 'Bell" is spoken. (Model developBd at Bell 
Telephone Labor<Jtories.) 

Leh, Vuc;il !1an ''11 an nscillnscupn sut~•~11. SIHl\\'I• 
in Hw Q•Junwlric sid,; vie1N is· (a) pliC11y11x. 
(b) pal<ito, (c) tonnue. (d) tonaue tip. (el lips, :rnd 
(/) I01N1:1 i•iw. flw lips. ph;irynx ,md tnnqu" ii!<' 

positioned tu syntll'~si?P basic sounds 



Computer projects 

Five screens with 
computer 

Gustav Metzger 
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·Five screens with computer,' is an elaborate 
project for auto-destructive art composed 
of five screens made of stainless steel. about 
thirty feet high, forty feet long and three feet 
deep. These are arranged thirty feet apart 
staggered in plan, and sited in a central 
place between large blocks of flats. Each 
screen consists of ten thousand uniform 
elements three feet in length. whose section 
is either square, rectangular or hexagonal. 
The elements are tightly packed, and ejected 
one by one. The elements lying on the ground 
are removed periodically. After a ten-year 
period, only the empty site remains to be 
turned over to another use. 

The artist prepares the programme for the 
ejection of the elements and disintegration 
of the frame. Numerous factors determine the 
programme. Technical demands and limita-

tions. Day and night. Views of the screens. 
singly and in relation, from the ground and 
above. Shadows on the ground and screens 
at different seasons. The direction and 
velocity of ejections will be programmed. 
The frequency of ejections on holidays may 
reach 600 a day. One or several con1puters 
will exercise direct control over the activity 
of the screens. As suggested by Beverley 
Rowe. a computer programmer who assisted 
with the project in 1964, random ejections 
determined by atmospheric conditions con 
be incorporated in the programme. The com
puter is used for a variety of reasons. One 
is the complexity of ordering the movements 
of 50,000 elements over a period of ten 
years. 
[These ideas were discussed by Gustav 
Metzger in his lecture at the AA in 1965.] 

Elements spilling out from four of the screens at different speeds and in different directions. The entire 
activity is controlled by a computer. 
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Computer 
structures 

Johan Severtson 

These structures have been simulated by the 
output of a general purpose digital computer. 
The computer served as a memory extension 
and thought manipulator. and was pro
grammed to generate visual elements 
consisting of a finite entity such as shape, 
proportion. line and colour. 

These elements are to be chosen by the 
spectator from a random list of elements 
available. The elements are manipulated by 
the computer to form a large number of 
random arrangements. It ·1s up to the spec
tator to decide which elements he wishes 
to use. An example of the spectator speci
fications given to the con1puter might be as 
follows:-
1. the structure must consist of two flat 

planes. 
2. each to be rectangular in shape. 
3. in a proportion of three to four. 
4. the first plane to intersect the other. 
5. on the first plane there may be one or two 

parallel bands of varying width. 
6. each containing a block or two of colour. 
7. the second plane will also contain a bank 

of constant width in varying positions. 
A programn1e is then written to show the 

spectator the possible ways in which specifi
cations could be met. Five hundred to a 
thousand permutations can be taken frorn 
one set of elements. When the output is 
produced the spectator chooses those Ile 
finds n1ost interesting. The work of art exists 
in rnany physical states: electric irnpulses 
in the brain of the artist. verbal dictations to 
the progran1n1er, flow chart on paper, 
punched on cards. printed as output, dis
played on cathode ray tube, and translated 
to son1e other physical state determined by 
the spectator and artist. 

Thus the cornputer is used as a tool for the 
spectator and artist it does not produce art. 
but is used to manipulate thoughts and ideas 
which could be called art. 
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Computer
programmed 
choreography 

Jeanne H Beaman started work on con1-

puter dance in 1964. in collaboration with 
Paul Le Vasseur of the Computer and Data 
Processing Center at the University of 
Pittsburgh. 
The first dances, all solos. generated three 

specific types of command, those of tempo, 
movement and direction. Three lists of such 
commands were given to the computer 
which selected from these at random. Since 
1966. Mrs Beaman and Dale Isner have con
tinued their explorations, generating choreo
graphy from duets to large groups and 
adding directional controls. For example, 
in the him Stationary dance the con1puter 
picked at randon1 the place on the grid 
vvhere each dancer starts. All successive 
space areas rernained tile san1e in this parti
cular dance. Other possibilities are revealed 
by the t!lles to dances such as Cluster at 
tlle centre, Once off stay off. Circling 
counter-clockwise in wh1ct1 each new com
n1and moves the dancer around the stage 
grid, and Front and back, for vvhich there 
are no lateral space con1n1and&. 

fvloven1ent directions corne spilling out of 
a computer ver 1,i n1uch like so many beads 

the result is an aggregation of separate 
rnoven1ents. Tt1e question of how to relate 
the moven1ents or to emphasise their 
separateness remains an area of decision 
for the dancer and not for the n1achine. Two 
dancers. therefore, working from the san1e 
con1puter directions, rnay end up with 
dances which differ not only in skill but 
in the whole emotional import. The randon1 
character of the computer directions gets rid 
of long-held habits. 

In England, at least one group of dancers 
has tried out computer dance under the 
direction of Ann Hutchinson. 

STAGE LAYOUT 
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Randon1 dances con1puter output 
Dancer 2 at 4 
Dance 1 

Stationary dance 

1. Stay at 4. nine n1ediun1 beats. rotate left 
shoulder clockwise, diag rt bkwd then 
return then d1ag left bkwd. 

2. Stay at 4, five n1ediun1 ten1po triplets, 
rotate both shoulders clockwise. n1ake 
a pentagon. 

3. Stay nt 4. three medium beats. leap then 
run, diagonally right backward. 

4. Stay at 4, eight beats S to F to S. run as 
n1a11y as desired, no change Hl space. 

5. Stay at 4, three slow boats. plie 1n second 
position and ri~e. alternate diag rt 
forwd and dii1Q left bkwd. 

6. Stay at 4. three slow beats, fall and do 
not rise until next line, diagonally left 
backward. 

7. Stay at 4, seven n1ediun1 beats, n1ove 
left arrn only, arc forward. 

8. Stay at 4. ten beats S to F to S. quarter 
turn counterclockwise. n1ake a hexagon. 

9. Stay at 4, fifteen beats fast to slow, 
walk with legs bent, choose your 
movement direction. 

10. Stay at 4, four medium beats, flex left 
knee and rotate lower leg CW, make 
a pentagon. 

Randon1 dances cornputer output 
Dancer 1 at 9 
Dance 1 

Stationary dance 

1. Stay at 9, four medium tempo 
triplets. walk heel toe, zig-zag left. 

2. Stay at 9, three slow tempo triplets, 
stand on right leg, arc side left. 

3. Stay at 9, ten beats F to S to F, walk 
on tip toe. choose your movement 
direction. 

4. Stay at 9, eight slow beats, flex right 
knee and rotate lower leg CCW, 
arc forward. 

5. Stay at 9. six medium tempo triplets, 
run then leap, forward. 

6. Stay at 9, five fast beats, fall and do not 
rise for two lines, alternate diag rt 
forwd and diag left bkwd. 

7. Stay at 9, three slow tempo triplets. 
fall and do not rise for two lines, 
diagonally left backward. 

8. Stay at 9, four slow tempo triplets. full 
turn clockwise, side right. 

9. Stay at 9, eight beats slow to fast. 
fall and do not rise for five lines, zig-zag 
right. 

10. Stay at 9, ten beats fast to slow, 
rr;t;;ite left hip counter-clock'Nise 



Machines and 
environ men ts 

Calcomp's model 760 magnetic tape plotting system 
One of four systems in the 700 Series-is compatible with a\\ Calcomp 500 Series Digital Incremental 
Plotters. The precision-engineered tape transport and logic circuitry provide all the advant!lges of 
off-line digital plotting and include a number of special features for maximum plotting flexibility. 
Also shown is Calcomp's Model 56?-one of several models in the 500 Series. suitable for automatic 
digit<1! plotting with virtually any standard computer. 

The colloquy of I 
mobiles 

Gordon Pask 

An 'aesthetically potent' environment is an 
environn1ent of any sort (auditory, as in 
nH1sic, verbal, visual. tactile perhaps) that 
people are liable to enjoy and which serves 
to shape their enjoyn1ent. An artist ca11 
certainly rnanufactufe and n1ould such an 
environ111ent (<ls he does by writing rnusic, 
building 8 house or painting a picture), and, 
in so doing, he n1ay con1r11unicate a nicssage. 
But the quality of ·aesthetic potencv'. 
although it detern1ines the fran1ework in 
which artistic communication can take 
place, is prin1arily attached to a relation 
between the environment and the hearer or 
viewer. An aesthetically potent environrnent 
encourages the hearer or viewer to explore 
it, to learn about it. to forn1 an hierarchy of 
concepts that refer to it: further, it guides 
his exploration; in a sense. it n1akes hin1 
participate in. or at any rate sec hirnself 
reflected in, the environn1ent. 

Physically (though not psychologically) 
passive environrnents of this sort are fan1iliar 
enough (n1usic that boars repetition, paint
ings worth seeing twice). Active and even 
reactive enviion1nents have been fabricated 
vvith this property. The co!loquv of 1110/Jifes 
is an atternpt to go one stop further in the 
san1e direction. 
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\t 1s o gruup of obiects, the 1nd1v1dual 
1nobiles, that engage in cl1scou1se, that corn
pcte. co-operatt: and learn about 0ne another. 
I lh'll d1scuu1sl: t;vnlves <ii s1:11crdl levels in 
d llH~l<llLily ,ij \'.lJlllHl\ il1Hl il lw:1<11d1v (_lf 
c1lJst1<1cta>11 1!1e t11ck 1s t!iat 1f Vt111111\d tl1er11 
11\li::·1cst111q tli8n you can 1rnn 1n the d1scou1se 

c1s \Veil and l)nnn your 1n!luc;nce tu lle<H bV 
p<l1t1c1pat1nu 1n 'Nlwl qoc~s on. It is 01 crude 
,-1en1onstrcH1on of a11 1ded tt~c1t could be 

1_lcv81oped 1n(lel1111telv. 
Each 1ncl1vidua! n1obile 11ris a set of pro

gran1111es that determine its n1ot1ons and 
its v1s1ble state. Each individual learns how 
to deploy its progran1mes 1n order to· achieve 
a qoal; naniely. to reduce an inbuilt clrive. 
Its level of 'satisfaction' is reflected partly 
1n its behaviour and pa1tlv 1n a visual display. 
The mobiles are of \\!'JO sorts. As a \Nhirnsy, 
\\'8 have called one sort n1a!e, the other 
fen1ale. 

VVllereas n1a!es con1pete arnongst then1-
selves and so do fen1ales. a n1ale niay co
operate vvith a fern<1le and vice.versa. for 
one possesses prograrnrnes that are not in 
the repertoire of the other and Jointly a n1ale 
and fen1ale pair can achieve n1ure than both 
1ndiv1duals in isolation_ Ironically, this pro
perty is n1anifest 1n the fact that a male can 
project sHong beams of light but it cannot 
satisfy an urge to have then1 play on its 
periphery, vvhereas a fen1ale (who cannot 
shine light) is able to reflect 1t back to a 
n1ale (and, when she is con1petent to reflect 
it upon the right position). To co-operate or 
even to orient then1se\ves and to engage 
their progran1mes. the n1ob1!es must con1-
n1unicate. They do so in a simple but n1any
leve!led language of light flashes and sounds 
You may engage in this discourse if you wish 
to, though your goals n1ay be alien to the 
goals of the mobiles; for example, you might 
be trying to achieve a configuration that you 
regard as pleasing. 

For Colloquy of 1nobiles: 
Systen1 and Males by Gordon Pask 
Females by Yolanda Sonnabend 
Electronics by Mark Dowson and Tony Watts 
Patron of the project-Maurice Hyams in co
operation with System Research Ltd. Male A beam 

Female a beam 

Plan of Mobiles 

Femal:7 

Main beam, 
carrying Ma~es 

Male B beam 

\ 



Analogue feedback 
projection system 

John Lifton 

The projection system is a stage in a series of 
experiments started in autumn 1966 and 
working towards building an environment in 
which all the senses would be involved in 
an integrated way. 

In earlier stages a combination of visual. 
aural, tactile and olfactory elements was 
used. Despite making the visual parameter 
indistinct dark and intermittent, it still 
tended to dominate the experience. so ! 
decided to concentrate on the visual side 
and try to find a way of making a visual 
image that involved the viewer in it rather 
than make him feel that he was observing it. 
The functional criteria evolved for the 

system were-

Sidebands 1968 

Hugh RidUle and Anthony 
Pritchett 

Image size: 10 in high x 12 in wide 
These forms are stills of a kinetic sequence 
produced by an analogue system and are 
essentially an elaborAtion of the LissAjous 
figure oscil!ographic technique used by 
engineers for frequency measurement. The 
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1. lhe 11n;iun :;l1uuld 11ul Lw p1u1e1,l1'd LHl\!' 

a fixed screen within the space but onto the 
whole surface of the space so that the viewei 
is within the projection. 
2. The irnage should be constantly n1oving 
over the vvhole surface. 
3. The in1age must be con1plex but not of 
high definition. 
4. Tho in1age should respond to a sound 
stimulus as the aural sense is rnore 'in1n1e
diate' than the visual. 

The basis of the system, completed in 
April 1968, is multifaceted blocks of glass 
or optical plastic. placed in front of the pro
jection lens. and mounted on !ow-inertia 
d.c. servomotors which are the output units 
of an analogue computer. When a sound is 
made in the projection space the computer 
sends a signal to a servomotor which 
causes the rotation of the glass or plastic 
block in the projector's light beam so that 
the projected image is moved on the surface 
of the projection space in accordance with 
the signal. The way in which the light move
ment responds to a sound depends on the 
programn1!ng of the computer. 

most important difference is that surfaces 
have been substituted for the lines of the 
classic Lissajous figure. These surfaces are 
generated by a complex of high frequency 
sideband signals, which also give an in1pres
sion of varying texture. 

Harn1onically-related sinusoidal waveforms 
originating from electronic signal generators 
are processed by analogue circuits and fed 
to the X and Y deflection coils of a cathode 
ray tube. The very large number of different 
graphic forms are achieved by varying the 
ratio of the frequencies of the waveform~. 

For the purpose of this exhibition, the wave· 
forn1s have been recorded on a loop of 
niagnetic tape to provide a continuously 

11 w p1 ()!l't \ill 1·: 111, 11111\! ·ii 1, • ,1 , ii'' •dt •:.1' 

c!onic about 3111 \ViclE' ;111d c.lrn hi:!I · 
internally. vv!iich con1b111cs fu1 the v1e1.ve1 
a sense of enclosu10 and a co11t111unus 
projection sulface. A tape loop p1ov1do~; 

intermittent rnusic as the rhythmic response 
of the light to it is particularly interestinq 
ivlicrophones pick up sound generated by 
viewers within the space. 

PLAN 

0 ' 0---
:JFT. 

·~ (t 

I 
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changing display which repeats every ten 
minutes. 

Analogue techniques are used to amplify 
and process signals in a conf1nuous rather 
than quantised manner and the idea of using 
this approach arose when digital computer 
n1ethods proved too expensive for the 
aniniation of even sirnple forms. when sur
faces wore involved. The systern was origi 
nally designed to generate a Mbbius strip 
for a television title sequence, of a GBC I 
science fiction series, Out of the unknown. 
but revealed unexpected graphic properties 
even ot the testin9 sta90. 

Deve!oprnent followed <1 quite d1ffe1e11t 

path to that for most electronic applications. 



because the visual in1pact of the various 
analogue processes was so unpredictable. 
f'vlanv of the most significant steps were 
taken by accident. Even after an interesting 
effect had been found. !I was not easy to see 

Que la ltnniCre soit by Yaacov Agan1 

Tins d•IJlld w;is sl1•,w11 111 tlh~ /v1us1~um of Muckrn 
,\111111-'J11s111 J~JG/. ll1H slil.Jlltest sound aflcc1s 
tl1,, bdre llul!J 111s1de ',vl1ich responds in l1glll 
11·,i,,11~1ty tu !Ii•~ v.i11C'ly of .irn!iio:11t sou11ds 

Carm-0-Matic 

Eugenio Carmi 

The Carm-0-Matic is a picture generator, 
with visual effects obtained by the over
lapping of simple images. which build up on 
the retina of the spectator with the aid of 
stroboscopic flash. Starting with a set of 
elementary images, it is possible to obtain 
numerous combinations of considerable 
complexity. 

The system incorporates an interchange
able set of images which appear on a cylinder 
at a speed of 1500 revolutions per minute. 

What we see is the result of a combination 
of two chance elements, the moving images 
on the cylinder and the frequency of the 
stroboscope flash. The possible cornbina
tions run into millions. The apparatus is 
sensitive to sound in the environn1ent. which 
effects its random function. 

This work has been realized with the colla
boration of Ing. Gianni Colombo of Borgoti
cino. Italy. and tile patronage of Olivetti 
Con1pany. lvrea, Italy. 

----· 
-'Y" " 1 •/ .. c'(;::..·--~,....,~--~ 

how to modify the circuit design to increase 
the interest, so that a free-wheeling, en1pirical 
approach had to be adopted. It is an interest
ing experience to work wit11 an electronic 
systen1 in such a subjective way, often 

exploring conditions that would be treat,.,; 
as faults in. for instance, an industrial syster11 
very different fron1 the cerebral prep!annr.i 
approach usually necessary for digital car;; 
puter graphics. 
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Sound-activated 
mobile 

Edward lhnatowicz 

This electro-hydraulically operated, environ
n1ent-sensitive mobile is my first atten1pt at 
an articulated structure capable of being 
controlled by an electronic system. 

It was also an exercise in developing shapes 
by following a strictly functional discipline. 
in the hope that the final appearance would 
become a reflection of the motive as well as of 
the metho.d. 

I a1n currently working on a large structure 
to be operated by a computer and designed 
to explore the possibility of a much more 
subtle and varied movement. as well as more 
complex reactions to the environment. 

Top right. Ed1Nard lhrwtowic1 in his studio 
workshop: riQ!1t. a dravvir1g of the mobile, far 1ight 
the partially-cornp!eted mobile. 

On the human 
predicament 

Bruce Lacey 

Given a brain, man has the possiuflity of 
developing into a sublirne. happy, creative, 
and unique creature. but he is prevented fron1 
realizing this potential by the severe limita
tions irnposed on hin1 by tho environment he 
has created for hin1sclf in order to survive 
physically. Having to ad;;ipt psychologically 
to his environment. nnd if the environrnent 
has been too hostile, 1eligions have stepped 
in to offer a pleasanter one after death. If 
man has resisted external f)fessures. he has 
either been put to death. put into prison, or 
put into a rnental honie. To survive in the 
future. he rnust rebuild his cities, rewrite his 
laws, and re-educate hin1self and his 
38 
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Olr/. 1(H17 
plastic. selen1w1• cells 
fea!hNs. 21 24 12 111 

collect1on De19hton Duffy 
Productions Ltd 

VVlwn suhwct.,d to su11li~1l1t 
rn ;11td1cwl li~1l1t. St'i\~111u111 

cplls crnit 02lt'd1i1'ity 

whH Ii 111w1,i!t'5 ~1'n:;1t1v•• 

motu1~ \\Inell 11; turn dl11v.it' 
feathers on P1the1 side of th,

body. Brooks R,idiorneh'rs 
function as eyes 1evolvi11\1 

wl1<'11 ln•dt ;5 d1~t<'Ch'd l>v 
\!Will 



children. He n1ust do all these things to 
suit his en1otional. sex11a\ and psychological 
needs. In other words, he rnust change his 
env1ronn1ent and !11s snc1etv to suit hin1self 
and not change hrrnself to suit hts env1ron
n1ent or soc1etv 

!n n1v robots and hun1anoids I atten1pt to 
present this predicarnent, In n1y events I 
iltternpt to ilSk quesllons. And In rnv 
sm1ulations and environments I atten1pt to 
point d1rect1on to'vvards the answer. 

In atten1pt1ng to solve these problems I use 
ull advances 1n tec!1nologv, electronics. 
psvchologv, rnarket research, medicine and 
n1athcn1atics at n1v disposal. Using, in fact 
the verv hardware that has brought about 
these problen1s in the first place. · 

R1uht. Rosi! Bosom (R.0.5-A.-Rad10 Operawd 
S111Ht!a111U Actrt:s~). 1965 
Electronic parts. aluminium, batteries. motors. etc. 
24 36 72 ill. 
Ori~1inally designed as an <Jctress tu integrnte with 
l1vt~ 1wrfnrnw1s 111 production of Tl1r1H:' 1Husk.e1e1HS . 

. 1l llh' 1\1ts Tlwd!lt' l~ltill. wiln<' it pldY('d tlw 

Oueen nt Frc11\Ct~. 
i\kt!wd of contrnl rJd10, pro~p;mirneti, 
·~1w1ro1111l!ol1IJI. 

Far 11yllt. !Vfaft!. 1007 
tlectwnic parts. aluminium. batteries. motors. etc. 
24 24 72 in. 
Built ns companion to R.O.S.A .. which 11 follows 
.;,utomat1cally and generally interacts 'Nlth. 
Using ultrasonics. infra-red and sonic signals, 

Machines by Jean Tinguely 

,. --,·-(C"'""-~ 
'" 

Painting machine or Metamatic 1959, \Velded steel and rubber, painted b!ack, 31 t x 19} x 17 t in. coHection: Pontus Hulten, Stockholm; Painting machine, 
or /\tleramaric, 1961, v1elded steel and rubber. 21 t ;.: 30 >'. 15 in. collection: Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam 

_, 
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Mechanical 
patternmaker 

Roy E. Allen 

This machine controls the movements of a 
piece of paper. and a pen in contact with it 
By varying the manner in which the pen and 
paper move. relative to one another. different 
patterns are produced. There are four in
dependent motions incorporated in the 
machine, two concerned with the pen and 
two with the paper. The pen may be moved 
backwards and forwards and also from side 
to side. 
The paper (which is supported on a small 

wooden table) can be rotated about an axis 
which can also be rotated about a further 
axis. These four Independent mof1ons are 
driven by an electric motor via a series of 
gear chairs. By varying the gear ratios 
different patterns may be produced. In 
theory, all the patterns are regular and can 
be repeated. However. in practice. if all four 
motions are used at once for a pattern. it 
becomes so confused that the pattern 
appears to be random. 

The machine is made from 'Meccano' and 
~ because of this. is not so precise as a 
~ p1(1pcilv engineered machine could be. 

Hogle-Burdick organ 

Richard I lu(lln's lloql1'-811rd1d. drromnltnite 
organ, 1967. 161 '- 20 14{ in. 
T l1is W(l[k. whid1 consi~t>i of tlm:!~ rows of hulh!>. is 
sensitive tu sound. Tile different bulbs iespu11d to 
dilfr.rent pitd10s of tlw voic0. Men h<WP two rows 
of hultJS lfJS[JOfldlllO-WOl)Wll (i[I('. 
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Entrechats II by Frank Malina 

Entrechats II by Frank J. Malma was made at 
Boulogne sur Seine. FranctJ. in January 1966. 
It is Malina's 177th work sinc8 1955 utilizing 
elec1ric light elther in static or kinetic forni. lt is the 
second work designed so that the motion of light 
forms on a translucent screen is determined by thtl 
variation of ambient sound intensity. The forms 
on tile screen are produced by rotating !iglll
reflecting surfaces. Tt1e electronic system. 
constructed by D_ {3(1uffler and 0. 8oud1ict, 
consists ot a microphone. amplifier. two·\VdY 1elc11 
and a reversible elt;coic motor. 

Cybernetic sculpture by Wen Ying Tsai 

Like many of Wen Ying Tsai's works, this sculptur.c 
consists of vibrating stainless steel rods surmounte, 
hy polished metal plates. It is in constant harmonic 
motion in an electronically-activated environment 
consisting of high frequency lighting. The frequenC". 
of the strobe flash. which is linked to an exte1nal 
stimulus such as the proximity of the viewer 
or ambient sound, appears to alter the motion of 
the rods ranging from gentle undulations to rapid 
vibrations. 

Wen Ying Tsai studied both mechan!cal engineering 
and art, and has been making cybernetic sculptures 
in New Yo1k for the past four years. 

4 i 
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Five-year guaranty 

Norman Bauman 

'What is this?' Bzzzz. 'Oh. isn't that 
marvellous!' 
That was the universal reaction to a one
man show by artist and composer Nam 
June Pa'1k, a student of John Cage and 
University Fellow. whose colour television 
sets were on display in the Humanities Art 
Gallery at Stony Brook University in March 
1968. 
A televisiori set contains a cathode gun, 

which sprays the screen with electrons from 
the back. just like a gardener watering his 
lawn with a hose. When the electrons hit 
the screen, they excite the coating to glow. 
The television tube has little magnets which 
deflect the spray back and forth, until the 
screen ls covered w'1th about 250 lines. A 
signal controls the intensity of the glow, and 
that is how we get the picture. 

Television sets today transrnit pretty much 
a faithful reproduction of what is in front of 
the camera. There is no reason to be satisfied 
with this. Men should be able to control 
their environment, rather than be satisfied 
with n1aking faithful reproductions of it. iv1r.. 
Paik has reworked the television sets to give 
the viewer a bit of control. He takes a large 
electromagnet and places it over the tube. He 
presses a switch. Bzzzzz l. Yogi Bear gets 
squashed into a corner of the screen, his eye 
grotesquely enlarged. Mr. Paik releases him. 
Bzzzzz ! Yogi Bear gets turned into an 
infinity sign. 

Mr. Paik takes a huge horse-shoe magnet 
straining under its weight. He places it on 
top of the television set. The original image 
is con1pletely destroyed and turned into 
unique electronic shapes. He turns on an 
electromagnet. Bzzzzz ! The shapes dance. 
Here and there a disembodied hand is 
visible, a vestige of the original programme. 

He gets str;1nrJer effects by re-wiring the 
sweep controls of the sets_ One is rewired to 
~Jive a syn1n1etrical double inv:ige. like a re
flection in a lake. In another. the i1nage is 
con1pletely obliterated: the screen sho'NS 
only a collection of soft, round colours. Mr. 
Paik hands you a srnall n1agnet. which you 
n1ove towards the screen. The screen bursts 
into brilliant colours. A third. called Tango 
Electronique. has shimmering coloured fines. 
You turn a knob, and the screen explodes 
into patterns. After a vvhile. you get a feel for 
it. and are able to control the in1age. 

'Okay, what does it all mean?' This was the 
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question that the n1ore 1ntellectual1zed tvpes 
asked, those who weren't content to let the 
exhibit rest si111ply on its beauty. While the1e 
is no answer beginning with 'The meaning 
is ·. a few observations rnay n1ake this 
kind of art more con1prehensible. 

In the first place. it is a responsive environ
ment. Unlike ordinary art exhibits and 
ordinary television sets. here the observer 
can actually touch things and make it the 
way he likes it. Americans love to touch 
things, as niuseum curators and display 
designers know. At a Russian trade shovv I 
attended when I was in high school. the 
exasperated guards kept telling us, 'Why do 
you have to touch everything?' Presumably 
our more passive Russian counterparts 
would have stood back a respectful distance 
from the exposed computer and chemical 
glassware, but we turned switches and 
broke things. 'Let them p!ay around,' said 

If 
1-4-i:i ,,.. 

,..........._ 

rvlr. Paik_' I !lot"s whc1l 1t"s thc'P fnl 11 SLll\IC 

thin9 breaks. the A1t Depa1t_mc11t vvill pav fn1 

it.' 
Sorne of his more cornplicated n1ach1nes, 

such as Tango Electronique. nre rnore like 
musical instrurnents than art vvorks. You 
don't watch 1t. you play it. The rnass mcrl1a 
is essentially passive. Watch a six year-old in 
front of a television set. or a 40 year-old 
baseball fan with a can of beer and a bag of 
pot8to chips. Passive art is a real threat to 
our culture. lf the viewer does not enter into 
art. he cannot possibly hope to understand 
it. A major part of the thrill of Mr. Paik's 
exhibit is pushing the button yourself, and 
knowing that you made that little blip there. 

Why television sets? 'Nobody else was 
doing it,' says Mr. Paik. And why not? If we 
paint with paint, and get one set of shapes, 
and paint with light. and get another set of 
shapes, and paint with sound, if the analogy 

Above. Rol!or K·456 by N:i111 Junr Paik 
(a km:_ife robot known fur her (iistu1hin'J 
and idiosvncratic t,ehavioui) 

Left. ,t,fcLul!;,n ca.r,,·Ad by Nam Jullt' Park 
in other words. CJ t1a11sfnrrned telev1s1011 irncige 
w!iicn the artist has specialized in for sonw voars. 



n1ay be extended. to get J different set of 
shapes. why not paint >vvith n1agnet1c fields, 
tile >vvork1nq stuff of our technology, to get a 
cornpletely 11evv anrl cornpletely different 
feel? The beautiful patterns of 

'loga Cage-- 3.5\ ·:flJlcluhan 1 sorry' 
Norbert Wiener 

the black and 1Nh1te pattern which 1s 
generated frorn a single vertical white line. 
would !Je extren1ely cornplex for a graphic 
artist. but an1ong the sirnp!est of staten1ents 
111 Pa1k-telev1s1on. Sin1ple staten1ents 1n tl1is 
n1ediun1 are quite penetrating. 

Get the feel of rnnunetic fmlds l What arc 
n1agnet1c fields? Sornething tl1at everybody 
knows about fron1 textbooks. but 1hat no
body llas a feeling for. Before ! used a Paik 
TV. I did not believe. despite all n1y physics, 
th<Jt n1agnet1c fields really deflected elec· 
t1ons. A television set was one n1ore black 
box: WARNING! Do not rernove this cover! 

Electw111c TV images by Ndm June Paik 1965 

Simulated 
synasthesia 

Roger Dainton 

Colour and 1novernent transposed frorn 
sound 

Most of n1y life I've been fascinated by 
n1achines, eventually I chose colour tele
vision n1achines because they had filled 
many of n1y 1Naking hours in the past three 
years. but rnostly because they represented 
for n1e one of U1e n1ost subversive facets of 
technology~-a n1eans of creating a 'euphor'1a 
1n unhappiness'. Essentially a means of con
veying persuasive in1ages to the viewer-
otl1er peoples' in1ages. I V\1anted to explore 
effects ilS a n1eans of transfonning fron1 one 

The feeling of holding a magnet in your hand. 
and seeing a visible, striking result must be 
experienced to be appreciated. This is not 
chicke11st11t Jron filings, but a real, livinq, 
breathing fvlAGNET!C FIELD. that you can 
really use to deflect real. live, glowing elec 
trans. 

It is fairly strai9htforward to analyze the 
images of an oscilloscope; a sine wave gives 
a certain pattern, a ratio of sines another. It is 
extremely difficult to apply the same analysis 
to these reworked television sets. While I 
played Tango Electronique, I noticed that 
one signal generator scorned to affect 
primarily one diagonal axis, and the otl1er 
generator controlled the other axis, in a 
general way, but even when I disconnected 
both generators. the signal danced rnadly on 
the screen. lt was affected by extraneous 
signals given out by its own control signals, 
the AC llurn in tile room, and the n1ynad 

medium to another. from sounds in time to 
light in space and time. l am beginning to 
see a new role for these machines-helping 
us to reveal ourselves to ourselves-not to 
impose ourselves on each other. 
Visual patterns form and change as they do 

in sound. These patterns are not random, I 
have simply arranged them this way. The 
colours and the patterns could be very 
different. 

From the frequendes of the mus"1c, all the 
colours of the spectrum are reproduced. 
Some patterns appear to be stationary, or 
float very slowly. This is because tt1e music 
at this moment has a dose relationship in 
frequency to the display, thus the structure 
and texture of the coloured patterns is 
formed. The sound is being transposed from 
one medium into another. 

Tt1is system ·rs still very much in its infancy, 
but with further development and the use of 
computers, I hope to explore further the 
transposition of sound into colour and 

ynovernent in space and tin1e. 

signals of the other sets in tt1e roon1. While 
it is possible to completely analyze these 
patterns 1n the traditional way. ! would 
expect such effort to end 1n either frustration 
or in such cornplexity that it is in1possible to 
observe any relation between the analysis 
and Hie the feeling you get when you look at 
it. Nikolai Rashevski once described the in
convenience of describing an anirnal in 
cartesian equations. "\tVhen the dog wags 
his tail. wt1at happens to your equation?' 
When you !earn to play a Paik TV, you are 
forced to see these palterns of technology in 
terms that are different fron1 those you 
learned in physics. Your electronics will 
n1ake it niore enjoyable, but perhaps you 
will learn that you can't i1npose a traditional 
scientific order upon everything. In art as in 
tile world. 
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Cybernetic light 
tower 

A project by Nicolas SchOffer, intended tor 
the Rand-Point de la Defense in Paris 
An open structure 307 metres tall, having an 
average span of 59 metres, is built of square 
steel tubes filled with reinforced concrete, 
based on the same techniques as a sky
scraper frame. The structural elements of 
this skeleton will be covered either with 
polished stainless steel sheets, or with 
polished aluminium. Within this structure. 
15 curved mirrors are placed at different 
heights between the 180 parallel arms pro
truding in four directions, 100 revolving axes 
are installed, on which 330 mirrors are fixed. 
The relationship between the curved mirrors 
and the revolving plane mirrors produce a 
great number of reflected and diffused rays 
around the sculpture. 
Each of the 100 axes will be driven by 

electric motors at variable speeds. The com
bined controls for these motors are con
nected to a central computer. 
The sound, ten1perature. traffic flow. and 

hurnidity will affect the movernent and 
luminosity of the tower. 

But on certain days and at certain hours. 
the tower can serve as a barometer, announc
ing bad weather, for exan1ple. through 
emission of red beams, and fine weather by 
the slowing up of its movements and the 
predorninance of blue. 

It will also be able, say at 1 p.n1 .. to give the 
stockmarket trends: increasing brightness for 
a rising market. a more or less accentuated 
slovving-up for a falling market. 

For road traffic, every evening frorn 5 to 8 
p.rn., it can be made to serve as the co
ordinator and broadcaster of inforn1ation for 
car-drivers, cornrnunic.1ting data by r<Jdio. 
and also by conventional visual signals. in
dicating the directions to take or to avoid. 

In certain urgent cases. it will be able to 
broadcast warning sounds or orders. 

CYSP 1 
CYSP 1 (a nan1e composed of the first letters 
of cybernetics and spatiodynamics) is the 
first 'spatiodynan1ic sculpture' having total 
autonon1y of rnoven1ent (travel in all direc
tions at two speeds) as well as axial and 
eccentric rotation (setting in rnotion of its 16 
pivoting polychronied plates). 

Nicolas SchOffer has executed this spatial 
composition in steel and duralun1inun1, into 
which an elect1onic brain. developed by the 
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Pt1ilips Company. has been incorporated. 
The whole 1s set on a base rnountecl on four 

rollers. vvhich contains the n1echariisn1 and 
tl1e electronic b1a111. The plates are operated 
by sn1all n1oturs located under their axis. 
Pllotn-elect11c cells ond a ni1cropt1onc built 
into the whole catc:h all the variations in the 
fields of co!our, l1uht 1nte11s1tv and sound 
1nte11s1ty. 

All tlwse chunges occasion reactions on the 
part of the sculpture consisting of con1bined 
travel and anin1at1on. For example: it 1s exci
ted by Hie colour blue. whict1 n1eans that it 
n1oves forward, retreats or n1akes a quick 
turn, and rnakes its plates turn fast; it be
con1es calm with red. but at the sarne time it 
is excited by silence and ca!n1ed by noise. lt 
is also excited in the dark and becon1es caln1 
1n intense light. 

lnasn1uch as these phenon1ena are con
stantly vanable, tile reactions are likewise 
ever changing and unpredictable, which en
dows the mect1anisn1 with an alrnost org<Jnic 
life and sensitivity. 

·- "(;/f;iif -' 
···· rill 

Scanner by James Seawright 

A cybernetic sculpture. which Seawright made in New York in 1966. It is 70 inches high and 105 
inches wide. It is constructed with metal. plastic and electronic parts. 

Albert 1967 by John Billingsley 

Tho sensing mechanism uses modulated light 
to obtain a 'turn left' or 'turn right' signal. The eyes 
are made to flicker in antiphase, and the 
reflected light is picked up by a photocell in the 
mouth. The signal is then amplified. filtered 
and demodulated, and used to drive the motor. 
If more 'left hand' light than 'right hand' light 
is seen by the photocell, the motor turns the head 
to the left. 
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The Honeywell
Emett 'Forget-me
not' (peripheral 
pachyderm 
computer) 

The Forget-n1e-not computer. built in 1966 
in accordance with Livingstone's Law 
(Memory n1ay hold the door but elephants 
never forget) is of pleasing outward appear
ance. being delicately constructed of 
bamboo so that it may be placed in any 
executive suite without offence. Among its 
many worthwhile features are a n1ass
memory, where a number of miniature m·1nds 
can think instantly in a clockwise direction 
(influenced by even tinier minds which only 
oscillate); a closed-circuit of activated 
Heavy Water boosts the Main Brain via 

-· - _,__<>j 

fluid technologv. vvhile vvrong 11un1bers and 
unworthy thoughts are washed avvav into 
the Brain Drain. A single Billicvcle (instead 
of a tiresome one billion cycles) ferries 
Messages from side to side. 
Two floating electro-magnets, weaving 

an1ong a frenetic fluctuation (or controlled 
n1ish-n1ash) of BITS. effect floating point 
Arithn1etic. The whole is assisted by a kind of 
inspired snake-charming in the form of 
especially silenced Sonic Control. 

Weaving about at randon1 is the Eenie
Meenie-Money-Mo unit. or Random Access 
Selector, upon which gambling is strictly 
prohibited. Two air-cooled circuits are 
mounted in the ears of the Control Head. 
which flap gracefully in unison with the 
waving of the multicore tail. 

Perhaps the most moving fitment is 
Memory Lane. which offers eight especially 
treasured pieces of personal memorabilia. in
cluding the Ancestral Home where Honey
well started in 1885. Mother. a sweet old 
thermionic valve, First Love. where positive 

rneets 11eqat1ve, etc. et,: 
~/le11101v he1c has µ1eat d1ff1cult··.- 111 Hold 

ing the Do01s. 1,vl1icl1 open and close dis
creetly to keeri the n1en1ories g1cen. 

Flanking the main body of the machine are 
the r:ieripheral units: on the iinht beinq 
F.R.E.D. (Fantastically Rapid Evaluatoi and 
Dispenser) vvho. wearing a ta1tan tie 
(Honevwe!l Con1puters are n1ade in 
Scotland) nnd leanin~1 nonchalantlv upon 
his static-discharge umbrella. scans the Pro
gran1me and teases the Forget-rne·not with 
a pre-loaded Information Bun .. His digestive 
systen1 is capable of dealing with n1agnetic 
tape-measures. and it will be seen that there 
is a built-in set of butterflies to prove intense 
concentration and the fact that he is almost 
human. 



The Tychotech 

John Cohen 

Tllls Llpparatus 1s des1gnccl to measure an 

1nct1v1dual's preference for ti particular corn
binal1u11 uf d1Jnce a11d skill on 1,NI 1icll to rely 

in order to vv1n a pruo -! he device offers six 
different chi:!nce-skill contl1inal1011s fronl 

'Nh1ch to choose 
The ob1ect of the exercise is to propel a ball 

throuoh an aperture vvithout touching the 
sides_ The player can select a relatively wide 
aperture 1n conjunction with a relatively 
sn1all chance of securing a playing lx1IL or a 
relatively narrow aperture in combination 
with a larger cl1ance of securing a playing 
ball. The vvidth of tlie aperture is re9u!ated 

Tychotech 
- an experimental device for measuring 
preferences for different chanctl-sk1ll 
comb1nalions 

Operaung mstruc/lons 
You have to tiy and propel a ball through a gap. 
You yourself can dec'1de ho1N wide the gap shoeld 
be. But tlw 1·.-1der the Q<lP you choose. !he smaller 
your chance of having a ball to p1op<?.I. becaus8 
ttw1e are two kinds of bJll plJy111g bdlls <111d nun
playing balls. And you will ha\'8 only one 
nppu1tu111ty of rollmg the ball. if yuu pick d 
pli1yl!HJ iJdll Ttw pl<1vu111 b<ills <He blue. !l1v 1H111-

pL1y111n h,1lls Jie hr111t11 stevl 
fkl•' Lll•! ~I\ <'11n1pdrt1n,~nts fiurn wll1c!1 to sd1x1 

"h,111 r\ H C, D. f .ind F. If y(lu 1'11c1uS" 

by the player hin1se!f. He n1ust detern1ine a 
width such thi::lt in twelve atten1pts at pro
pell1no a hall through it, he vvill succeed no 
111ore than: 

(A) twice 
( 8) three tirnes 
(C) four tin1es 
( 0) six l!n1es 
(E) ei9!1t tirnes 
(F) every tin1e 

\/Vh1chever particular aperture wicltll, (A) to 
(F), he cl1ooses, nu1st be n1atched witl1 a 
concspu11d1ng choice fron1 six different sets 
of balls. Each set includes a different pro
portion of playing i)alls. fron1 w/11ch he rnust 
choose one, without looking. In Set (A) all 
twelve balls are playing balls, so ttie player 
is certain of having a ball to propel. Set (B) 
contains 8 playing balls in 12; Set (C) con
tains 6 playing balls in 12, and so on. 

The narrower t11e aperture the bigger 
correspondingly is the proportion of play
ing balls. 

In experirnental trials. prizes are given for 

compartment A. you must make the gap such that 
in 12 attempts you think you will succeed twice. 
but nor more than fwice. You can combine a 
gap of this width with the certainty of having a 
playing ball. ber:ause all 12 balls in compartment A 
are playing balls. 

In B. 8 out of the 12 balls are playing balls, and 
you must fix the gap such that you think you will 
succeed not more than 3 times in 12 attempts. 
If you prefer B. choose a ball from compartment 
B without looking. 

In C. 6 out of 1118 12 balls are playing balls, 
cind the gap must be such that you think you will 
S\Jcceed not more than 4 times in 12 at1empts. 
If you prefer C. choose a ball from compartment 
C without look1119. And so on. 

In L.ict all six d10ices have !lw samt0 'probab11itv' 

success. Tlie equipnient has been devise 
to study the hypothesis that different peopl 
are attracted to gan1ble in situations vvhici 
variously depend on a predominant elen1er1; 
of chance (or lucf\) and a sn1all elernent r,· 
skill or vice versa. Expcrin1ents suggest th:o 
the preferences expressed by subjects i; 
playino on the Tychotech reveal their di'., 
pos1t1on to respond 111 a particular w<.iy i11 
vuriety of other situations in everyday l1k 
Jt is thus of cliagnostic significance. 

of success. The point of the experiment is to 
probe your choice of means for arriving at the 
same end. Do you prefer rewards to come as a 
result only. or largely. of ttrn skill you exercise. 
which is within your own control. or do you prefer 
to rely mostly on chance. which is outside your 
control? Would you prefer to hazard your life or 
future on a situation which calls for little skill 
on your part and in which chance is decisive or. 
instead. \vould you rather rely on your skill and 
depend as little as possible on your own chance? 

The situation in front of you is one in which the 
two elements. skill and chance, can be nicely 
adjusted. so that it is possible to weigh one skill
cilance comtJination against another. 
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,..NDULUM "'"'"'<lNOf>'I""" 

Twin pendulum harmonograph constructed by 
!. Moscovich, Director of the Museum of Science 
and Technology in Tel-Aviv. 
Features: 
1. Angle of arm carrying the pencil 
2. Extension of arm carrying the pencil 
3. Revolving board holding the paper 

::}changeable lengths of pendulums 

~:}variable amplitudes 

The machine is simple in construction and easily 
controlled so thal a skilled operator can make 
compositions as big as 30 '" 30 inches. 

. iJllJ 
l.":..,.•.-_;;; --· 
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The pendulum
harmonograph: a 
drawing machine 

Ivan Moscovich 

In 1951 I began experin1enting with different 
n1echanisn1s for drawing mathematical 
curves, with the objective of creating 
abstract designs of a more advanced or 
complex degree than those already existing. 
These experiments were part of a wider in
vestigation into designs and patterns based 
on natural forms, curves created by physical 
forces. lines expressing mathematical func
tions, etc. As a result of testing different 
types of instrun1ents and machines used for 
recording and drawing,! developed and con
structed an advanced version of a twin
pendulum harmonograph. This is now 
displayed at the Museum of Science and 
Technology in Tel-Aviv. 

The curves drawn by the machine are 
known as Lissajous' figures and their 
modifications. They are named after the 
French physicist who, about a century ago, 
first demonstrated a mechanical device 
describing these lines, which are graphic 
records of periodic oscillations. The demon
strations of Lissajous and his successors 
fascinated audiences in the drawing roon1s at 
the tin1e and there exist many versions of 
niachines recording Lissajous figures. The 
instrun1ent developed by rne differs frorn 
these niainly through its simple construction 
and ease of control. 

The l10nn1onoq1Jpli 1tsfdf co11s1sts of IV·.'(.l 
pendulurns about three n1et1cs 10119, free t0 

oscillate on ball bearings, each V\'ith a heavy 
weight \,vhich niay be shifted to different 
positions along the shafts. thus altering the 
centre of gravity and with it the effective 
length of the pendulums. A board holding 
paper is affixed to one of the pendulun1s. 
This can be n1ade to revolve in both direc
tions while the machine is in action, its 
speed being controlled by a rheostat The 
other pendulun1 carries a lever with a pen 
holder with the pen exerting constant pres
sure towards the drawing board. The length 
of the penholder, its angle as well as its 
position on the shaft of the pendulurn. are all 
adjustable. Thus one is free to choose the 
starting point of the drawing anywhere on 
the board. 
The forms of the recorded curves depend on 
different factors: 
a) the length of the pendulums 
b) their positions relative to each other 
c) the amplitude of the oscillations and 
d) their periods 

All these are freely determined, thus making 
possible an infinite number of compositions, 
each of them producing different patterns. 
Silky moire effects, unobtainable by other 
rnethods, are achieved by repeated over
lapping of the lines. 

After affixing the paper, the pendulums are 
set in one of the infinite number of possible 
cornbinations of all variable features and re
leased to oscillate in relation to each other. 
The longer the periods of oscillation. the 
closer together are the lines; the bigger the 
arnplitude. the larger the dimensions of 
the figures. They din1inish in size as the 
amplitude of the swing dies away . 



Limitations and 
general design 
features of a 
pendulum drawing 
machine 

John Ravilious 

The machine was originally designed with 
the idea of producing all-over repeat wa!I~ 
paper patterns, but the prototype showed 
that this would be impracticable. Such a 
machine would work. but it would only be 
capable of producing one standard pattern. 
It was then decided to build a simple single-

pattern machine to see how this would 
operate. This machine consisted of a swing
ing board on which the paper is placed and 
a separate swing bar with the pencil. 
The board swings with two motions; 1. a 
basic circular 111otion and 2. another rotary 
swing at double the frequency. The pen 
swings over a sniall distance at four times 
this frequency. 
Tl1e board is driven by the free swing of a 

t1eavy weight and the pencil arn1 by a 
solenoid. (This is necessary because such 
high oscillatory speeds slow down at a 
higher rate when ·ideally al! n1otions should 
cease at the sarne time). Tt1is n1achine works 
very well and large du1w1ngs are easily pro
duced, altt1ough the sligt1t rnovement of the 
pen n1akes starting and stopping difficult. 

Tl1e1e aic various patterns w!1ic/l can be 
produced clependtn~J on ti 1e phasing of the 

various rnotions at the starting point, and 
differences occur 1f the two second har
n1on1c motions both lead, or lead and lag. the 
primary motions. Most of these factors are 
controllable so that a good pattern may be 
repeated approximately. The rate of lead and 
lag is important and this can be adjusted in 
the one case by moving an adjuster weight 
and in the ot11er by altering the pendulum 
arm length. (These adjustments are made 
before the drawing is started). 

Unfortunately the number of radically 
different patterns is limited by the number 
of significant phase shift settings that are 

Dioxin1oirekinesis 
by Irving John Good and Martine Vite 

This model brings to90ther several stJparate ideas: 
thu r<indom comhmatmn of pu1su11 t11nn9les 
(tvla1hema11caf Gazelle. 1959). moire effect~. and 
kinetic art. Tim result is a pulsating organism in a 
black box. file prefix '01uxi-' is Gred; for 'pwsuit'. 

Good's Dream Figure by Irving John Good 

This space·filhng structure occuired in a vivid 
dream in 1957. Tile co11struct1u11 consists entirely 
of alternation of triangles and octagons. and leads 
to an infinite set nf spheres with three mutuillly 
1wrpc11d1cul<ir tunnels rur1rnnu throuah each t;I them 
Kittens like to crawl from one sphere to another. 
The structwe turned out to /iave crystallograpl11c 

interest illld is mentioned by the chemist A. F. 
Wells in Acta Crysta/!O[Jraph1ca { 1963). 

Later additions wure the dog collilrs and the 
captlHed 1cusalicdruri. Ttw li.il\C! will be seen lJY 

cherrnsts to correspond to a cla1h1ate combmation, 
physiuJI cc1pture without chernic<il bond 

possible between the three movernents. 
The actual nun1ber of totally different 
drawings possible is roughly fifteen, and this 
is not a very large nun1ber. but by super
imposing to produce greater complex inter
ference effects this number increases two 
hundred or rnore. 

To sum up, this machine is easy and sin1ple 
to use ancl can produce a reasonable range 
of patterns which can be repeated. It can also 
do large designs of variable con1plexity 
which might be suitable for framing as 
decorative works of art. 



The Henry drawing 
computer 

0. P. Henry 

This rnachine is intended for use either as an 
aid in producing drawings, or as a producer 
of completed drawings. In the first case (used 
as an aid) the marks produced by the 
machine may be accentuated or interrelated 
at certain points by means of the artist's 
handiwork. 1n the second case (producer of 
completed drawings) no hand-modifications 
are added. 

Basically, the apparatus is a modified 
mechanical analogue computer, originally 
operated by two electric servo-motors and 
air-pressure. The air-pressure sections are 
not in use, and two further motors have been 
added. 

Drawings are produced by combinations of 

per1-rnoven1cnt and table-rnover11011t (tlic 

paper which receives the drawing bein~1 

attached to the tablo). The pen is moved in 
elliptical paths of various dimensions. And 
harn1onic table·n1oven1ents distort t!1e 
ellipses at selected points. nt the sarne tin1e 
shifting t!1e paper in a curved path. The 
n1ethod of paper-shifting and ellir:ise dis
tortion is such as to introduce varied degrees 
of randornness into the designs, thereby 
ensuring that no two are exactly alike. 
Arrangements for the regular lifting and 
lowering of the pen, so as to interrupt what 
would otherwise be a unicursal design, are 
incorporated for use if required. The in
finitely many choices of dimension. distor
tion. paper-direction, and combination of 
various patterns on the same sheet of paper 
provide the artist with a flexible tool for the 
production of drawings possessing a fine
ness which the unaided hand could not 
achieve. 

Pen arms of different lengths, and tables of 
varied sizes. are available. 

Experience gained with this prototype sug
gests that a special-purpose machine. rather 

' 

tli;111 ;1 n1udd1cd con1putH1. vvdl t:(lnstitute t!n: 
rnost profitable futu1e·developrnent. 



Amor-Voluptas
Pulchritudo 1966/68 

Ken Cox 

rl11ee 111 Ol1C a11d 0118 111 three-trilogy 

111plyd1--c\ass1cally the concept of love at 
the tm1e of the fusion of n1ec!1aeval <1nd 
renaissance thinking. Venus as the en1bod1-

n1ent of the 111teri'lct1on between three parts. 

passion. love and beauty-all constantly 
changing 111 detail '/el ren1a1n1ng funda
n1entally the san1e. 
A~;lOH the un1fy1ng influence. that which 

u1Htes the changing. unpredictable ole
nients in VOLUPTAS and PULCHRITUDO 
--the grnces as dancinti figures. turni11(1 and 
1nterweav1ng. exchanging syn1bolic ges-
1111t;~;- !nvt; <IS pilSSIOl1 f11etl by hCil\Jly. 
Volupt<is svv1n~JS towards Ar1101. Arnor 

tuinsfcrs tho {lt7Slll!C to Pu!ch11tudo. 
Pulchritudo returns the gesture to Arnor 
and thus returns to Amor the fire which 
or1g1nally can1e fron1 Vo!uptas. Arnor re
inforced by Pulchritudo becomes the only 
possible link between the other two ele
nients. 

Cybernetic 
introspective 
pattern-classifier 

Christopher Evans 

A sustained image of the visual world around 
us is maintained by the brain's continual co
ordination of a great flux of varying sensory 
input. Much of this co-ordination is achieved 
by the series of voluntary and involuntary 
eyemovements which serve to scan the 
image of the pattern across the retina. 
When these eyemovements are eliminated, or 
controlled a remarkable collapse of the 
perceptual process occurs in which visual 
patterns disintegrate-but in non-random 
fashion, and according to 'rules· which ap
pear to be con1mon to all humans. The device, 
which we have called the CYBERNETIC 
INTROSPECTIVE PATIERN-CLASSIFIER
becauso tllat is as good a description as any
is not really tho exhibit itself: it is by rneans of 
this device that the hun1an brain can be 
turned into its own exhibit. People looking 
into the Cl PC \Nill be given a brief, bright 

Arnor, forn1ed spatially fron1 a double 
helix, stands before its own two-d1n1en
sional image and rotates as a unit at a con
stant slow speed. Voluptas stands before 
its own two-dirnensional image and takes on 
the form of eight spatial free-running rotors 
superimposed on a con1mon vertical st1aft 

flash of a pattern which plants an image on 
the retina in such a way that it can be seen, 
with eyes closed, for one or two minutes. 
Since the image is fixed on the retina, eye
movements are irrelevant, and the perceptual 
system collapses as described above. The 

controlled electronically by a prograrnrne ol 
two f1ours' duration. Pulchrrtudo, agai1 
before its own two-dimensional image, ha:, 
a slow, sedate intermittent moven1ent con 
trolled by eleven small motors spaceL: 
equidistant on a vertical shaft forn1ing 1h 

core. 

pattern can be seen to fragment and change 
its form, and these forms are probably thLO 
basic perceptual units used by the brain 111 

recognising the pattern. This exhibit there 
fore allows people to watch their own cere
bral processes actually in action. 

The cybernetic introspective pattern-classifier; 48 inches lo:1g. 20 inches wide 

f. I 



Combinatorial 
geometry 

Raymond Connor 

Combinatorial geometry belongs to a branch 
of mathen1atics called COMBINATORIAL 
ANALYSIS. which is the study of combina
tions of numbers or quantities of things. 
Professor S. W. Golomb of the Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory, (Californian Inst. Tech.) a lead
ing figure in combinatorial theory and the 
inventor of the Polyomlno, speaks of the ever
increasing importance of digital computers in 
modern technology as having revived a 
widespread interest in combinatorial analy
sis-a subject, he says. that also has had 
important applications in such scientific 
fields as circuit design, coded communica
tions. traffic control, crystallography, and 
probability theory. 

Here are a number of the more visually in
teresting problems which have been solved 
by mathematicians employing theoretic and 
modern computational methods. 

Dissection of rectangles into squares 
A rectangle dissected into N > 1 non
overlapping squares is called a 'Squared 
Rectangle of Order N'.The N squares are the 
e!etnents of the squared rectangle; the term 
'elements' is also used for the lengths of the 
sides. A squared rectangle that does not con
tain a smaller squared rectangle is called 
'simple'. If the eletnents are a!l unequal. the 
squared rectangle is called 'perfect'; all other 
squared rectangles are 'imperfect'. 

Progress vvas n1ade in this field when a 

group of mathen1aticians succeeded in 
separating the topological part from the 
metrical part of the problen1. The topological 
part of the problem appeared to be related to 
the theory of linear graphs. while the metrical 
part proved to be connected to the theory of 
current flow in electrical networks. 

The progra1nn1es 1iv1itte11 in ;\LGOL vvet( 
translated into PASCAL (Phillips Auton1atic 
Sequence Calculator) code. lhc 'Bouwkan11, 
Codes' are used in the construction of the 
rnodels, terrninology being preserved 
throughout for the dissections of squares 
and cylinders. 

A squared square - Bouwkamp codes: 231 T C T 25 373 . 373 FF 2 373 1 148 105 120 43 62 41 
79 104 87 6 35 68 32 3 22 60 7 15 31 8 17 138 23 121 114 

iD 

Automatic mechanical 
self-replication 

Lionel Penrose 

Pieces of material. analogous to n1olecules, 
are placed on a track. When a pair of pieces 
is assen1bled in a particular way they can act 
as a seed and comn1unicate vvith other 
pieces. which respond by linking up in a 
similar way. The energy to make this trans
formation is supplied by shaking forwards and 
backwards along the length of the track. In 
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the absence of assernbled pieces, the ap
plication of this energy does not cause 
linkage. This den1onstratiorl, in which two 
different kinds of assembly ore possible, 
shows v.,.hat can be called the progran1ming 
of a crystal by a specific seed. 

lt represents an analogue of a basic prin
ciple of self-replication. 



Computer poems and texts 

Computer texts 

Marc Adrian 

['To me the neutrality of the niachine is of 
great importance', writes Adrian, 'it allows 
the spectator to find his own meanings in the 
association of words more easily, since their 
cholce, size and disposition are determined 
at random.' 

He has been making his experiments at the 
Vienna Institute for Advanced Studies, using 
IBM 16·20 II. with the help of Dipl. Ing. 
Wegscheider and J. Kritz.] 

CT21966 
Programme instructions for this were as 
follows: 

1. Select combinations of words and syl
lables which make sense and which can 
be made from the following typographi
cal e\en1ents: 11oc (a vertical uninter
rupted eitt1er above or below the line and 
a completed or an interrupted circle). As 
far as type was concerned in this 
instance Helvetica was used without 
capitals. Words could be in either Ger
nian, English or Frenct1. 

2. Select fron1 storage twenty words at 

randorn. 
3. Select at randon1 a size for each of the 

1.Nords chosen -14. 36 or 84 point. 

•oO 

cool 

pop 

do 

oo• 

poldo 

polo 

cg{a' col po 
loco 

COCCO 

poop 
blood doll 

pool 

coop pol 
poop 
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Computerized 
Japanese haiku 

Slot 1 Slot 2 Slot 3 
(--+4) (--+5) (--+5) 
(--+5) (-->6) 
-----
White Buds See 
Blue Twigs Trace 
Red Leaves Glimpse 
Black Hills Flash 
Grey Peaks Smell 
Green Snow Taste 
Brown Ice Hear 
Bright Sun Seize 
Pure Rain 
Curved Cloud 
Crowned Sky 
Starred Dawn 

Dusk 
Mist 
Fog 
Spring 
Heat 
Cold 

3POEM 

THE SEMANTIC SCHEMA 

These nrc exDrnples, p1oduced by on l11H~ 

rnan-rnachine interaction at the Can1bridge 
Language Research Unit. of one use of a 
computer for producing poetry. The pro
gra1nme is written in the TRAC language. 

The programme is a fran1e with 'slots' in 
\1vhich the operator types words. In '1 Poern' 
and '2 Poem', the operator chooses his 
words as he wishes. Jn the two '3 Poen1' 

Slot4 Slot 5 Slot6 
(--+6) (--' 8) ( "2) 
(-, 7) 
-~--

Snow Trees Spring 
Tall Peaks Full 
Pale Hills Cold 
Dark Streams Heat 
Faint Birds Sun 
White Specks Shade 
Clear Arcs Dawn 
Red Grass Dusk 
Blue Stems Day 
Green Sheep Night 
Grey Cows Mist 
Black Deer Trees 
Round Stars Woods 
Square Clouds Hills 
Straight Flowers Pools 
Curved Buds 
Slin1 Leaves 
Fat Trees 
Burst Pools 
Thin Drops 
Bright Stones 

Bells 
Trails 

ALL ----------------CD ----------------IN THE @ 

----------@------------------©------- ® --- IN THE--® 
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--------- 0) ------------THE--------- ® -----HAS--® 

-----------------~ 
-----------©---------------- 4 ·-------- 5 ---------· 6 

----------~--~9 ---
* The star indicates a double linkage. For the system to be computable, only one of 

the arrows staried must be chosen. 

!':<.l11h11s lw-; d111w(~ !s n111:;ti;11111'd liv tiu' l1·:1s 
and a1rovv direct1011s ~1ive11 in the thf~SillllllS 
By using thesf) n11ovvs, il Sf.'nwnllc sd1cr11<1 nf 
the haiku can be built up (sec diagran1) 
which shovvs that the sen1antic centre of the 
poen1-vvith five arrows going to 11 and one 
going from it-is situated at slot No. 5. 

These poen1s were produced by Margaret 
Mastern1an and Robin McKinnon Wood 

Slot? Slots Slot 9 
( -· 5) ( "5) 

( . 8) 
----·- ---~-

Bang Sun Flit 
Hush Moon Fled 
Swish Star Dirnn1ed 
Pffftt Cloud Cracked 
Whizz Storm Passed 
Flick Streak Shrunk 
Shoo Tree Smashed 
Grrr Flower Blown 
Whirr Bud Sprung 
Look Leaf Crashed 
Crash Child Gone 

Crane Fogged 
Bird Burst 
Plane 
Moth 

Poem 
eons rleep in the ice 
I paint all tin1e in a whorl 
bang the sludge has cracked 

2 Poen1 
eons deep in the ice 
I see 9elled time in a whorl 
pffftt the sludge has cracked 

3 Poe1n 
a!I 9reen in the leaves 
I sn1ell dark pools i11 the trees 
c.rash tho n1oon has fted 

3 Poern 
all white in the buds 
I flash snow peaks in tho spring 
bang the sun has fogged 



Computer poetry 
from CLRU 

Robin McKinnon Wood and 
Margaret Masterni<H1 

Output resu/fltl,CJ fro111 a hug 1n the seg-
1nentar1011 p1ogra1n111e 

ft11s pruu1·ai1Hnc 1s clesinned to uJt continu

ous text 111tu 'P/lrasinus· co11csponcl1ng 
to the rhythn11c d1v1s1011s of speech 01 

spoken prose_ fhese units usually include twu 
stress-points Jnd El tcrr111nill 1ntonc1t1on 

feature, f<i1111111u !JJeCJth-uroups vvh1d1 we 
;ih;o S(~llS\: \IHl1lps 

I lie pl1u11ul1c evidence and its 1elevw1ce Lo 
sil(!!ll 1ead1nu vvw-; studied !iy Ddv1d Sl11ll<HL 
t11e generalization of a two-stressed struc
llllC <IS <l St'lllCltlllC flHlll JS lilt~ WOI~ nf 

Tape Mark I 

Nanni Balestrini 

The basic text 1s rnade up of three extracts 
taken from: 

(1) Mic/lihito Hachiya's Hirosllitna diary; 
'the blinding fireball expands rapidly 
thirty times brigtlter than the sun when 
it reaches the stratosphere the summit 
of the cloud takes on the well known 
n1ushroom shape'. 

(2) Paul Goldwin's The n1ystery of the 
elevator: 'head pressed on shoulder 
hair between lips lay motionless with
out speaking till tie moved his fingers 
slowly trying to grasp'. 

(3) Lao Tzu's Tao Te Ching: 'while the 
multitude of things comes into being I 
envisage their return although things 
flourish tt1ev all return to their roots'. 

The working instructions for the cornputer 
are as follows: 

(a) Make combinations of ten elements 
out of Hie given fifteen, without per
mutations or repet1t1ons. 

(b) Construct chains of elernents taking 
account of the head-codes and end
codes. 

(c) Avoid iuxtaposing elcn1ents dravvn 
frorn the srH11e extrilct 

(d) Subd1v1de tho chi:Jlns of ton elenionts 

M,;ir9<1ret N1asterrnan. 1 he segn1entalio11 pro· 
gramn1e. which in effect simulates hurnan 
1in1u)/J!ion uf these pl11c1sinus. is by Jolin 
Dobson at the Cl RU. This output was pro
duced bv the -11tan cornputer at Carnb1iclge. 
In the case of this particular outpllt. a bug in 
the progran1n1e effectively randon1ized tile 
text niven tn iL We think this \.YJS caused by 
tile progran1n1e taking as its text tile first 
vVt11d (lll Oildl lllH) of \he ~1iven lt)X!, llut Wt) 

are not sure os we larlecl to rnake Hie pro
gran1n1e do 11 ;:iga111. At any 1ate, tl1is 'poen1' 
is all the cornputo(s nwn work! 

Joh Title (JED744/Phras1ng) 10 7 67 
Strearn 1/0 (Phras1n~1s) 
1/0/1 I 
1 /0/2 developrnent at tile point r1orn1al 

IH1r11c1n<1i...nr 

1/0/3 
I /I /1 
1/1 /2 
1 /I /3 

that extensive service 
tis a hon1en1akc1 
visiting t11ere 
l1or11en1ake1 

into six lines of four metrical units eact1. 
The work of programn11ng was on 322 

punched cards, with 1,200 instructions to the 
n1achine; flowchart is illustrated. The full 
experin1ent was perforn1ed on an IBM 7070 
con1puter at the Electronic Centre of the 
Lombard Provinces Savinos Bank in Milan 
in October 196 l. 

Flow chart for Tape mark I 

1/1/4 the people 
1 /1 /5 of thern tl1e 
I /I /G in tlw 
I /Ii? these authorises services 
1 /1 /8 tJ1en1 
1 /I /9 the for Hie the deliberations 
1 /2 /1 !I k1ngdorn associations 
1 /2/2 by the fifty to the developn1ent. 
1/2/3 people naturnl larger 
1 /2/tj vvo 
1/2/5 organisations cities, 
1 /2/6 we 
1 /2/7 welfare vvhole provided 
I /2/8 quite 
1 /2/9 senator for a 
1 /2/10 for nineteen 
1 /2/11 provide to focus 

1 /2/12 1n t/1e need 

11'/l:l thn 
1/2/14 sorne veurs 
1/2/15 was 1s. 

In the final text there are a few small 
editorial changes in points of gran1n1ar and 
punctuation. The results of this experiment 
were published for the first time in the 
Bon1piani a/rnanac in 1962. 

(translated by Edwin Morgan 
frorn Caine s1 agisce) 

Tape 111ark I 
Head pressed on shoulder. thirty times 
brighter than the sun l envisage their return, 
until he moved his fingers slowly and while 

the mu!tttude 
of things comes into being, at the summit 

of the cloud 
they all return to their roots and take on 
the well known mushroom shape 

endeavouring to grasp. 

Hair between lips, they all return 
to their roots, in the blinding fireball 
J envisage their return, until he moves his 

fingers 
slowly, and although things flourish 
takes on the well known mushroom shape 

endeavouring 
to grasp while the multitude of things 
comes into being. 

In the blinding fireball l envisage 
their return when it reaches the stratosphere 

while the multitude 
of things comes into being, head pressed 
on shoulder. thirty times brighter than the 

sun 
they all return to their roots, hair 
between lips takes on the well kno1,ovn 

n1ushroon1 shape. 
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They lay motionless vvithout speaking, 
thirty times 

brighter than the sun they all return 
to their roots. head pressed on shoulder 
they take on the well known niushroon1 

shape endeavouring 
to grasp, and although things flourish 
they expand rapidly, hair between lips. 

While the multitude of things comes into 
being in the blinding 

fireball, they all return 
to their roots, they expand rapidly, until he 

moved 
his fingers slowly when it reached the 

stratosphere 
and lay motionless without speaking, 

thirty times 
brighter than the sun endeavouring to grasp. 

I envisage their return, until he moved his 
fingers 

slowly in the blinding fireball. 
they all return to their roots, hair 
between lips and thirty times brighter than 

the sun 
lay motionless without speaking, they 

expand 
rapidly endeavouring to grasp the summit. 

Nanni Ba!estrini (1962) 
translated by Edwin Morgan 

A sheet from 
'The house', a 
computer poem 

Alison Knowles and James Tenney 

The Sornething Else Press is vvorking on 
cornpiling a book Fantastic architecture. 
Alison Knowles had been attending son1e 
lectures by Jarnes Tenney on computer 
progran1rning. Together they n1ade this 
poem which wi!I be her contribution to the 
book. Four categories are set up: rnaterials. 
situations. lightin9 and inhabitants. Each 
description occurs by randon1 n1eetings of 
one elen1ent fron1 the four cateoorics. This 
is a fra9rnent of the cornp!ete progra1n1ne 
which would run for hundreds of houses if 
aft the possibilities were exhausted. One of 
these houses will be built in New York City 
in the con1ing year. 
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CHI MANCAVA OA UNA PARTE All ALTRA St LIBRA AO All TESE 
ASPETTAl/DO CHE flNISCA L ARIA DA RESPIRARE FACENOO FINTA 
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LO SGOHSERO DELLA NEVE ORA GIALLA ORA VERDE NESSUNO VOLEVA RESTARE 

ATTRAVERSANDO 60CCONl LA OtSTANZA ESATTA PER FARtlE A MENO 
LA FOLLA CAHHINAVA ADAGIO NOtl CAP!TERA MAI PIU LE DITA IHHERSE 
I/Ell ISTANTE INATTESO Hilli!ACI SOPRA ORA GIALLA ORA VERDE 
l ARIA DA RESPIRARE ASPETTANOO CHE flHISCA I PASSI NECESSARI 
FINO Al CAPELLI L ESTATE FU CALOA NELLE NOSTRE TENESRE 

rurro TACE tlELLA SOCCA Pl ENA 01 SANGUE LO SGOHSERO DELLA NEVE 
SU JUTTA LA SUtAOA I PASSI NECESSARI PERCHE NON ENTRINO 1 tEOIH 
SI LIBRA AO All TESE SULL ERSA FUORI l ESTATE FU CALOA 
NON CAPllERA HAI PIU LA FOLlA CAHHINAVA ADAGIO DA UtlA PARTE All ALTIU 
l ARIA OA RESPIRARE fACENDO flNTA IHH061ll GIORlll 

ORA GIALLA ORA VEROE MONfACI SOPRA FINO Al CAPELLI 
NESSUNO VOLEVA RESTARE Ol UNA PARTE ALL ALTRA IL fENDJNE E SPEHATO 
PER FAR~IE A MENO SPUTA ANCHE IL MIELE FACEt/DO fltHA 
1 PASSI NECESSARI SU IUHA LA STRADA LA OISTAlllA ESATTA 
NON CAPITERA HAI PIU LE DITA IHHERSE GUAROA!IOD BEllE 
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Note on simulated 
computer poems 

Edwin Morgan 

Although I an1 interested in real con1puter 
poetry (and art and rnusic). n1y special con
cern in these poen1s has been to take an 
ironic but not antipathetic look at the rela
tions that will exist between con1puter 
creativity and hun1an creativity, the challenge 
to the second frorn the first, the probability of 
a new approach to at least son1e aspects of 
poetry, even a deliberate en1ulation of the 
so-called blunders or digressions which at 
tirnes arise (one would say) creatively within 
a computer context (e_g, there is a computer 
translation of Pasternak's poem Hops which 
1s 1101 even ithornat1c En~1lish but rs on several 
counts nearer 'poetry' than the published 

l Compurer's !1rs1 C!mstmas card 
2 Computer's sucoml Chnstmas card 
3 Computer's flfs/ code poem 

2 

translation by Max Hayward. and this sug
gests some quite far-reaching questions}. 
My use of irony or comedy in n1ost of these 
pieces 1.ivas conceived as the best way of 
drav.,1ing attention to son1e of the hun1an/ 
electronic relationships which will have to 
be investigated. 

T!1e cv111puter's first Christrnas card 1nakes 
use of an obvious formal grid in each line 
(two words each having consonant-vowel
double-consonant-y) and at the san1e tirne 
suggests that the rnachine is scanning a 
semantic as well as formal 'store' (all the 
words relating somehow to the context of 
Christmas cheer). It is a goal-seeking poen1 
which rnisses its goal finally but in the pro
cess discovers {as a n1achine n1ight} an 
acceptable equivalent (chrysanthemurn as 
emblen1atic good-luck flower, also as a flower 
one n11ght buy or give at Christn1as-time). 

The cornputer's second Christ1nas card 
and T!1e cornputer's first birthday card are 
variations on the basic approach described 
above. Both are goal· seeking. The first has lo 
find lhe carol Good King Wences/as, fails to 

jollymerry 
hollyberry 
jollyberry 
merryholly 
happy jolly 
jollyjelly 
jellybelly 
bellymerry 
hollyheppy 
jollyMolly 
marryJerry 
happy Barry 
heppyJarry 
boppyheppy 
berryjorry 
jorryjolly 
moppyjelly 
Mollymerry 
Jerry jolly 
bellyboppy 
jorryhoppy 
hollymoppy 
Barrymerr~ 
Jarryhappy 
happyboppy 
boppyjolly 
jollymerry 
merry merry 
merrymerry 
merry Chris 
ammerryasa 
Chriemerry 
asMERRYCHR 
YSAHTHEMUM 

goodk kkkkk unjam ingwe nohes lass? start again goodk 

lassw enche sking ~ again kings tart! again m 
goodk ingwe ncesl ooked outas thef? ~ asloo kedou 

ton th effff ~ !.!!'.!2!! good.le ingwe noes! as loo kedou 

to nth effff fffff unjam feast of sai ntste venst efan.2. 

~ !!.!£.!..!:! .£!.1.2.f eaato tetep toe.!!.2. .££:£.an doon.1 .2.£.tl.1 

~ again good? ;L!!BO odkin gweno eslas looke dout? 

doubt wrong ~ ~ ~ goodk ingwe noes! aeloo 

kedou tooth efeas tofet ephpb phphp hphph uniam phphp 

repea tun.ja filhphp ~ 2.!!..!:.21 hphph repea ~ ~ 

lstop ~ ~ ~ merry ohris tmasa ndgoo dnewy 

earin 1699? ~digit banks mi nl966 ~ ~ 

-------"""'*"-~··~-
~~~'"''1-

do so because of mechanical faults (with 
just a touch of semantic voluntarism in the 
outriders on Steptoe and Son, good-class 
wenches. etc.), and has to fall back on a 
straight Christrnas greeting which neverthe
less it gets wrong until finally corrected. Like 
the Birthday card. it presents a true servo· 
mechanisn1 which can correct itself as it 
proceeds. Since the niessage here involved a 
narrative and not a rnere phrase,! set it out in 
the conventional five-letter pattern used for 
coded n1essages. The Birthday card will be 
self -explanatory. 

The co1nputer's first code poen1, witt1 
rhyn1e, is different. This is a reminder that 
electronic con1puters developed out of work 
in advanced cryptography during the second 
world war, and it is also a n1etaphor for the 
fact that a poern itself can be regarded as a 
coded message. My code, though not hair
raising, is not exactly translucent. An1ateur 
cryptographers. with or without con1puters. 
are invited to 'find the poem'. which is I 
believe the first to have been composed in 
this forn1. 

3 

TEYZA PRQTP ZSNSX OSRMY VCFBO VJSDA 

XSEVK JCSPV HSNCV RFBOP OZQDW EAOAD 

TSRVY CFEZP OZFRV PTFEP FRXAE OFVVA 

!IFOPK DZYJR TYPPA PVYBT OAZYJ UAOAD 

VEQBT DEQJZ WSZZP WSRHK UAEYU LYSRV 

l!YUAX BSRHP PIFQZ QOYllA KFDDQ PCYYV 

BQRSD VQTSE TQEVK FTARX VSOSQ BYFRX 

TQRXQ PVEFV LYZVP HSEPV TFBQP Ql!YYV 

VYUSD TYVVY PVS66 PCYJP FRDFV QYEVQ 

PJQBT CYFES JQSZP QTTQZ DQRQZ VQUSP 

TFRWP VCEYJ TZQSR JYEXP QOYFV XCYJP 

MCYPV CQSWF AUSVP QTSRM GYYSX VQUSP 
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#4 

Automatic sentence 
generation 

Jean A. Baudot 

Sentence generation is performed by pro
gran1n1ing a con1puter. which at present is 
capable of generating and printing out 200 
sentences a minute. 

The programme is basically a mathematical 
mode! of simplified French grammar. having 
at its disposal a dictionary of a few thousand 
words classified in conventional grammatical 
categories (nouns, verbs, adjectives, etc.). 

The generation of a sentence is performed 
in three steps as follows: 

1. A sentence structure is generated to
gether with information about tenses of 
verbs. gender and number of nouns and 
adjectives, kinds of clauses (principal or 
subordinate). kinds of objects (direct 
indirect. other), etc. This structure acts 
as a mould which, while syntactically 
correct. will have to be filled with actual 
words: only word-categories are indica
ted. 

2. Words are selected fron1 the dictionary 
within their corresponding categories 
and inserted in the structure. 

3. Grarnmatical rules are applied to 'polish' 
the spelling (gender and nu1nber con
cordances, etc.). 

The sentence is then printed and nnother 
one is generated. 

1t is iniportant to point out that steps 1 and 

Computer texts or 
high-entropy essays 

E. Mendoza 

Extracts fro1n two letters fro111 Professor £. 
Mendoza, Phvsics Oepartrnene, Universitv 
College of North \!Vales: 
'l did not programrne the computer to write 
poetry: al! it did was to write very boring 
fairy stories which did not satisfy even rny 
youngest children. Later. I used the san1e 
progran1rne to write essays on technical 
physics, which to the layman were 1nost 
impressive. 1 do not know if you would class 
this as literature: their style was better than 
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2 are ranclo111. In step 1, the structure selected 
is chosen at randorn an1ong a very lcirge nurn · 
ber of syntactically correct structures per· 
missib!e by the theoretical grarnn1ar n1odel. 
In step 2, words are selected at randorn 
within their categories in the same way as 
one would choose a nurnber by spinning a 
roulette 1.ivheel. 

The final output consists of grammatically 
correct sentences where word occurrences 
are purely accidental. There is no way of 
predicting what kind of sentences will be 
generated. or what words wi!I be associated. 

In trying to discover a n1eaning in these 

''·"""'"), io;m~ 
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that of many text books, but this does not 
say n1uch. 

'I have been through my old, rather dusty 
papers and have found the following pages 
which explain the construction of the voca
bularies. It is as if the con1puter went a!o.ng 
choosing one word at randorn out of each 
box and then strin~iinD thern together in a 
sentence. You will gather lron1 the papers 
that I began by writing "Little Grey Rabbit"' 
stories where the nun1ber of irnpossible 
con1binations of words is n1uch qreater than 
in physics essays (where anything goes). ! 
tested these stories out on niy very sniall 
children but after some niinutes they grew 
very irritable, because nothirig actua!!y 
happened. This shows that even sn1a!l 
children of three can measure entropy 

'You n1ight also be interested to know the 
origin of this work. Professor Flowers (no 
less) had at one tin1e a theory that students 

a1t1f1c1cil sentences, one feels tl1;'l n1il11v sPf'l11 

cornpletelv nonsens1c;il, ;ind this 1s nr11n1c1llv 

so. In several instances. hovvever, accidenta' 
word·associations Drociuce a stylistic effect 
vvhich can have aestbetic value. It vvould be 
in1poss1ble to perforrn such a task ourselves. 
because n1an is essentiallv opposed to 
randornness and incapable of behilving 01 

perforn11ng in a randorn fashion 

\Description of autornatic sentence genera· 
tion. from Jean A. Baudot"s La 1nach1ne a 
ecrire. published by Les Editions du Jour. 
lvlontreal. 1964 J 
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never actually learned anv real iclea; all they 
learned was a vocabulary of okay words 
which they then strung together in arbitrarv 
order, relying on the fact that an exan1iner 
pressed for tinie would not actt.inlly reild 
what they had written but would scan down 
the pages looking for these words. When he 
arrived at tv1anchester (frorn Harwell) lie 
took a lonn cool look at !011~1 established 
acadeinic procedures. and he actually be}Ji.lll 
to read what students had vvr1tten: this \.Yt1s 
his conclusion. I therefore tried to test this 
hypothesis The cnct point was when a 
colleague at another university secretly sent 
n1e son1e first~year exarnination papers <l 

vveek or so before the exam. and I wrote 
suitable vocabularies (v1ithout cheating) anci 
copied down what the con1puter emitted 
Needless to say I had a special ans1Ner book 
and a suitable false ncin1e. and the script \.Yas 
slipped in an1ong the genuine ones. Un-
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fortunately 1t was n~1arked by a very con
scicnl!ous rnan wilo eventually storn1ed into 
tl1e director's office shouting '"\flJho the liell 
1s this n1an. why chd v1.1e ever adr111t t11rn T' 
So perhaps Professor Flovvers' !1ypothes1s 
vvas incorrect. That was all about six or 
seven years ago.· 

Rules of yranunar incorporated 1n c/1apter I 
1. If two consecutive clauses have t!1e 

san1e subject. an cippropriate pronoun 1s 

who 
nun1her 35; 'which· for vocabs. with inani
rnatc obiocts. 

coniunctions 
numbers 36. 37. 

pronouns 
nurnbers 38 (corresponding to subject 1), 
and 39 (subjects 2, 3. 4). 

14 slowly 
15 quickly 
16 soon 
17 happily 
18 gaily 
19 noisily 
20 off 
21 over tt1e woods & fields 
22 through the trees 
23 among the treetops 
24 into the house 

substituted. The very first clause of any full stop 
vocabulary n1ust 1101,vever stcnt with a nurnber 40. 

25 
26 

out of the door 
down the path to the woods 

proper subject. 
2. 111 a 'who' clause, the verb rnust be 

different froni the n1ll1n clause. 
3. There 1s no 'who' clause 1f the sub1ect of 

the clause is a pronoun. 
4. There 1s prov1s1on for the proper selec

Hon of an object when the verb 1s 
transitive, an adverbial pl1rase when 
1ntranslt1ve 

5. There 1s a wide ct1oice of acceptable 
orders of words and phrases. 

6. ln1possible cornbinat1ons of words (e.g. 
a subject carrying out an impossible 
action) are avoided by the zeros of the 
probability n1atrices. 

Construction of vocabularies 
fhe style aimed at is that of tt1e original 
stories which rely heavily on adverbial 
phrases. 

subjects 
randon1 choice of one in 4. Numbers 1-4 the 
first subject demands a different pronoun 
from the other 3 (st1e; he; they; it). 

verbs 
eight in number; the first 4, numbers 5-8. 
demand adverbial phrases (called adverbs-
2) and the other 4, numbers 9-12, demand 
objects instead. 

adverbs-1 
a 509b * chance of being included. They are 
single words which often go before the verb. 
Nun1bers 13-19. The 50% chance is se
cured by weighting location 20. correspond
ing to no adv. 1, with a probability roughly 
equal to the sum of the others; with provision 
for it not to get mixed up with word no. 20. 

adverbs-2 
adverbial phrases. numbers 20-27. 

objects 
numbers 28-34 (35 intended for choice of a 
subject and word as the object of a sentence; 
not built into gramn1ar). 

* In vor,·ab_ 1 . can be olterecl by wc1gliting in 

k'l:dtl<lll 20 

\locabulary I 
1 l.1ttle Grey Rabbit 
2 Olrl Grey Owl 
3 Squirrel 
4 Hare 
5 scan1pered 
6 flew 
7 ran 
8 hurried 
9 sniffed at 

10 peered at 
11 ate 
12 munched & crunched 
13 then 

5 scampered 
6 flew 
7 ran 
8 hunied 
9 sniffed al 

10 peered at 
11 ate 
12 munched& 

c!unc_hed 

0 
1 2 
1 0 
1 0 
1 1 
1 1 
0 1 
0 1 

~ ~ 

0 ' .g 

1 1 
1 0 
1 1 
1 1 
0 0 
0 0 
1 1 
1 1 

~ ~ 

~ 0 5 

" e 

27 about the gcirden 
28 the house 
29 ttie hollow tree 
30 an old oak tree 
31 the flowers 
32 two buns 
33 a strawberry pie 
34 six cabba9es 
35 who 
36 and 
37 but 
38 she 
39 he 
40 

1 little Grey Rabbit 0 0 2 3 1 1 0 0 " 2 Old Grey Owl 
3 Squine\ 
4 Harn 

1 1 1 5 
0 0 0 4 
0 0 1 4 
1 1 1 6 
0 0 0 2 
0 0 0 2 
1 1 2 5 
1 1 3 5 

~ ~ ~ 

l 
" " ' j " ~ 

~ 
ii 0 

z 

0 3 0 0 3 2 2 ,, 
3 0 1 1 1 3 3 ,3 
0 0 0 2 1 2 2 ,4 

, . ' • M ~ " ~ ~ 
g 
5 

l • • • ~ 
~ ] I g 

' ~ ! ~ ~ " 1 

,, ~I~' ~1 ~1 ~1 111~1--'~- ,,, 
a6 1000 -a14 

-a7 0111 -a15 
-as 101111 a16 

a9 111 10.a17 
~ alO 1 1 1 1 1 0 · a18 
-all 0000 10 -a19 

a12 vr 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 a20 

t 
0 

- N MM 
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Vocabulary 2 
41 the clouds 
42 the sun 
43 the breeze 
44 the sky 
45 moved 
46 drifted 
47 shone 
48 floated 
49 touched 
50 melted 
51 looked down on 
52 warmed 
53 gently 
54 quietly 
55 lazily 
56 softly 
57 calmly 
58 soon 
59 then 
60 by 
61 over the woods 
62 across the fields 
63 through the trees 
64 down 
65 for a long time 
66 across the sky 
67 all afternoon 
68 the grass 
69 the leaves of the trees 
70 the garden 
71 the flowers 
72 the little house 
73 the old oak tree 
74 the treetops 
75 which 
76 and 
77 while 
78 they 
79 it 
80 

Probability n1atrices 
To econon1ize space, the rows of the rnatrices 
are each written as a single eight~figure 

nurnber; this is then peeled off into the 
individual nun1bers by dividing by !en and 
finding the rernainder each time. 
To do this, each eight-figure nurnber is 

niade by taking the digits of e.g. vocab. page 
3 and writing then1 the other way round. 

For exan1ple a5. the row corresponding to 
·scampered', appears as 51111101. 

1035 Progranirne 4a 
The sun shone over the woods. Across the 
fields softly drifted the breeze while then the 
clouds which caln1ly floated all afternoon 
rnoved across the fields. 

Squirrel who scan1pcred through the trees 
quickly ran off and off noisily ran Little Grey 
Rabbit. She sniffed at the house but out of 
the door noisily hurried Hnro who peered at 
slowly the flowers. Squirrel quickly scam
pered over the woods and fields but Old 
Grey Owl flew over the woods and fields. 
60 

moved 
drifted 
shone 
floated 
touched 
melted 
looked down on 
warmed 

t 
1 
1 
t 
t 
1 
t 
1 

~ 

f 
m 

t t 
1 1 
1 1 
t t 
t 1 
1 1 
t 1 
1 1 

~ ~ 

"' > 

" " 5 0 
0 • 

The clouds 
The sun 
The breeie 
The sky 

1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 t 1 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 

~ " :' '." 

> > 
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] 3 
0 0 

~ £ 

1 
0 
1 
0 

m 

g 
> 
0 
E 

2 
z 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

I 
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u 
~ 
0 
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1 0 1 0 0 1 0 
1 1 1 1 0 1 1 
1 0 1 1 z 0 0 
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Mendoza-Little Grev Rabbit-Progra1n1ne 4a {test version) 
Double 11ocabularv 
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42 47 61 80 
62 56 46 43 77 59 41 75 57 

80 
3 35 5 22 15 7 20 36 20 

38 9 28 38 25 19 8 4 35 
3 15 5 21 37 2 6 21 40 

26 7 1 . 35 13 9 33 40 
57 43 50 69 80 
55 79 48 61 77 59 41 46 GO 
59 43 75 58 50 68 48 66 80 
62 58 47 44 76 56 <II 75 48 

80 
59 44 47 62 80 
55 41 51 72 76 42 56 47 66 
57 43 75 55 50 69 49 70 80 
60 57 48 41 75 51 58 71 77 
55 44 52 72 80 
62 59 48 43 80 

./ v v 
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v 
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Dovvn the path to the woods ran Little Grey 
Rabbit who then sniffed at a strawberry pie. 

3503 Proyrarnrne 4a 
Tile breeze drifted by Aciuss the fields softly 
nioved the clouds and then the lJreeze. vvh1cll 
calnily touched the treetops drifted across 
the fields. Quietly the sun shone over the 
'/\foods. The skv cH!n1ly s/lo11e across the 
fields 

Out of !he door ran Squurel and off hurried 
Hare who rnunched and crunc!1ecl tvvo buns 
happily. Off slowly flew Old Grey Owl and 
Squirrel soon ate two buns. Old Grey Owl 
'Nt10 peered at a strawberry pie niunched and 
crunched two buns but noisily ~ittle Grey 
Rabbit who peered at an old oak tree slowly 
ran down the path to the woods. Soon she 
hurried down the path to the woods but then 
st1e sniffed at two buns. She hurried down 
the path to the woods. 

Progranune 6 
Changing to physics essays. Clauses of the 
type adverb 2, adve1b 1. verb. subiect. arP. not 
allowt:d. 
(with loss of energy 1n all directions are 
propagated electrons). 

Rating 23) 25) altered to a two-choice 
instead of a three-choice and 28) deleted. 

Five vocabs. eventually fed in. 
Vocab. Consrruction: for imitating textbook 
style. 

All the work in a sentence is done by nouns: 
verbs are entirely neutral things. 

Essay 6021 
in electricity the unit of resistance is defined 
by electrolysis and the unit of charge 
which was fixed at the cavendish lab 
in rayleigh's classic experiments was 

measured at the cavendish lab. 
theoretically the absolute ohm is defined 
in a self consistent way. 
the unit of resistance which was determined 
with a coil spinning in a field was fixed at 

the cavendish lab 
and this by definition 
is expressed in conceptual experiments. 
theoretically the absolute ohm which 
was redetermined using con1bined e.m.u. 

and e.s.u. is expressed 
by the intensity at the centre of a coil 

Essay 432 J 
tt1e absolute 
the entropy of the universe which detern1ines 
n1icroscopic disorder irnplies the increase 

of disorder 
vvh1le quantity of heat statistically 
increases in a reversible process. 
statistically the entropy of the universe 

determines 
irreverstbit1ty. 
disorder causes ds I dq/t 
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but the entropy of the universe which 
causes a decrease of free energy for the 

universe 
is conserved while energy is conserved. 
for the universe quantity of heat which 
means ds I dq/t according to boltzn1ann 
is conserved for the system surroundings. 
statistically this is not conserved 
in an adiabatic process. 
ds this quantity is zero 
in this case since sis not conserved
dq/t hence in this case 
t.ds this quantity is irrelevant 
in this case in this irreversible change is 

zero 
in the closed system 
disorder which implies 
the unavailability of energy according to 

boltzmann on carnet's then 
is conserved in an adiabatic process while 
for a closed system quantity of heat implies 
the unavailability of energy. 
the entropy of the universe macroscopically 

is not conserved 
while energy is conserved. 
in terms of p and t work done this quantity 
- t.ds in this case 
--v.dp 
along any path p.dv this quantity 
is not zero in the closed system
(ds/dt)dt + (ds/dp)dp so by maxwell's 

relations 
t.ds is not zero between initial and final 

states 
p.dv is irrelevant because s increases 
hence ds is the san1e 
since s is not conserved 
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Essay4771 
in this country soddy 
considered plancks hypothesis fron1 a nev,1 

an9le. 
einstein 50 years ago asserterl quantisation 
at a photocathode electrons which 
undergo collisions in the con1pton effect as 

energy packets or 
quanta are emitted at definite angles 

nevertheless 
particles in a photocell produce 
photoelectrons of energy hv-eo. 
photons in vacuo transmute into 
lower frequencies and light quanta 
in the con1pton effect emit emission 

currents. 
particles en1it current proportional to energy 
electrons in vacuo interact 
with loss of surface energy (work function) 

nevertheless 
particles which are ernitted in a photocell 
with conservation experin1ental!y are 

conserved with energy hv. 
the former at a metal surface undergo 

collisions 
with emission of current and at a metal 

surfac~ 

electrons produce emission currents. 
einstein assumed the gas of quantum 

particles 
but quite recently rayleigh 
who quite recently solved the problern in 

an oldfashioned way 
considered radiation classically. 
planck who this century 
assurned the a and b coefficients explained 
the gas of quantun1 particles but before 

sorn111c1felLi 
r::1vle1gl1 \·Vl10 quite 1ecc11\h 
vvas puz7led on boltzrna11n stat1st1cs 

tackled the p1obler11 

vvith dis;:ist1ous results. 
p!anck vvho assu111ed 
the gas of quantun1 particles 111 1905 this 

centurv 
considered the ultraviolet catast1ophe but 
quite recently jeans vvho 
tackled the problen1 in an oldfashioned 1Na\ 

was puzzled 
with disastrous restilts. 
black body radiation that exerts 
thern1odynan1ic forces in an engine is 

equivalent to 
a relativistic systen1. 
out of a black body a photon that 
is equivalent to out of a black body 
an assembly of photons 
is assumed to be a non-conservative 

system at the same tin1e 
thermodynamically black body radiation 

that 
in a piston is assumed to be a relativistic 

systen1 
exerts quantised forces. 
the radiation gas that obeys 
wien·s displacen1ent law is considered as a 

system of energy levels. 
quantally a quantun1 particle exerts 
a doppler-dependent pressure although thi~ 
produces equilib1iun1 transition 

probabilities. 
black body radiation in an engine produces 
equilibriun1 transition probabi!ities. 
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Computer 
paintings 

Computer 
paintings of 
Lowell Nesbitt 

Henry Martin 

Even though the invisible systems of mathe~ 
niatics and electron How relate to the struc
tures of the IBM paintings much as the 
barely implied rooms relate to the faces of 
the buildings, Lowell Nesbitt shows a con
cern for the world behind the machine that 
he chooses not to exercise for the world 
behind the favades. In spite of their serenity 
and silence. the paintings enquire into the 
duality of the computer and search for the 
correspondence between its physical and 
rational structures. Lowe!I Nesbitt's humanist 
rather than technological understanding of 
the IBM machine extends the arbitrariness of 
tt1e instrument's surface into a questioning 
of the reality of the processes behind it. 
Lowell Nesbitt has accepted the obso~ 

lescence of the machine's surface and pulled 
this surface into the realm of the aesthetic 
object. thus acknowledging and emphasizing 
the unapproachability of the thing ·1n ·itself. 

The space within Lowell Nesbitfs painting 
has nothing to do with the real ambience of 
the objects within it. The I BM paintings con· 
ta1n no clue concerning the size of the 
depicted object. Reticence being the exten· 
s1on of their forntal econorny and broad 
expanses of flat colour, Lovvell Nesbitt's 
pc1111t111~1s lell 110 inure lhiill nuce::;sal'/. l hest~ 

paintings do not attack nteanings from the 
front; like riddles, they circle meanings and 
define then1 011ly by their ecl~1es. 

Lowell Nesbiu. lllft. /B,1'1 
1440, 1965, Oil 011 CilllVilS, 

60 60 in. Belovv. /BiH 
IJ,100, 1965, oil u11 canvas 
80 80 in 
collection: Edith Cook. 
Washington. D.C. 
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Ulla Wiggen 
Trask (portra!l of compu/t'f /)arts) 1967. 
acrylic on board. 45: 31 ~in. 
reproduced by courtesy of the Moderna Museet, 
Stockilolm 

'Trask' {Transistorized sequence calculator) is a 
modernized version of the Swedish computer 
'Besk' related to the American computer 'llliac· 
Task' i,vas built in Stockholm by Gunnar 
Hcllstr6m in 1965. 

Ulla Wiggen 
Viigledare (micro-circuit). 1967 
acrylic on bo:ird. 27} 2 7 J in. 
collection: Per-Olof Olsson. LidinoO. Sweden 
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Computer 
films 

Permutations 

John H. Whitney 

Peonutations is tt1e niost recent of several 
films which I have made as one of the activi
ties. an1ong n1any, within an IBM research 
project. It represents the first steps toward 
developing a compositional language of 
graphics in motion. With this film I have been 
able to realize. on a tentative and experimen
tal level, a hierarchy of con1ponents of a 
structural system. Looking at the original 
black and white computer images on film 
which were used to make this composition, 
one can see the components of its structure. 

The film contains various types of dot 
patterns which might be compared to the 
alphabet. At the next level of complexity the 
dot patterns are formed into 'words', each 
word having basically a 200-frame tin1e 
duration. lhe words in turn can be fitted 
contextually into sentence structures. 

1\11y use of a parallel to language is only 
partiallv descriptive. I an1 nioved to draw 
parallels \Nlth niusic. The very next term I 
1Nish to use 1s: counterpoint. 

Having described dot pattern "words" of 
200-franie duration, I n1ust strain the parallel 
beyond its li1n1ts 1n order to explain that these 
patterns are graphicallv superirnposed over 
thernselves forvvarcl ;:ind hc1ckvvard in rnanv 
vv<Jys. and the pa1dllel rinv,: 1s rnore \.Vltil the 
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counterpoint. or at least polyphonic musical 
phenornena. Should l coin a new term? 
Should it be called 'polvgraphic phenomena' ? 

The flinting procedure for making Perrnu
tations wus as follows: the IBM 2250 
Graphic Display Console was fitted with n1y 
own can1era. A specially prepared con1puter 
progranirne of very broad graphic versatility 
(which I have been exploring for over two 
years now) vvas the source of the graphic 
patterns I cies1g11ed and recorded on filrn. 
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Each strip represents every 
t(mth frame of a 200-frame 
'word" to which John 
Whitney refers in connection 
with his film Permutations 
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Having recorded on 35 mm black and white 
film all the sequences which I planned to use 
in 1naking the fi!n1. I began the second stage 
of production. 

This second stage is carried on at my studio 
with my own specially designed optical 
printer. After planning the 'word' sequences-
1 then describe the scale, colour and location 
of the in1ages. 
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Stills from a con1puter-anin1ated filn1 
by Ronald Resch 

Made at Coordinated Science L<Jboratory, 
University of Illinois. A gwup of squares is 
transformed from a large checkerboard pattern 
into a single square and back to a checkerboard 
pattern. The pictures use a photographic reversal 
of a picture photographed from a cathode ray tube 
display. The display that was used in making the film 
is an "inhouse" display which was designed and built 
at Illinois in the Coordinated Science Laboratory. 
The computer used is CDC 1604. The programming 
language used is a low·!evel intRrpretcrs" langurtge 
which was w1itten by Ronald Resch with assistance 
from several programmers and is embedded in a 
standard Fortran ll language. Programming time for 
sequences represented by these stills varies from 
2t hours to 3 months. 

Br.low. lf'ft and 1ight. top and sirle vie•.,vs of a structur;:il 
system from the film. 
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Computer
animated movies 

Kenneth C. Knowlton 

Con1pute1-prociuced rnov1es are play111~1 an 
1ncreas1n9 role in technical education and 
reseil1 ch_ A dozen cornputer flln1s. n1acic at 
Bel! Labs dunn~J tt1e period 1963 -1967, are 
cited as dernonstr atlng the dynamic grapl1ic;1I 
power of con1puters ond auton1at1c fi!n1-
rccord111~J Rqu1pn1ent. Movies rnade by 
cornputer are seen to be a signifK:ant adjunct 
to educ:<Jt1on onrl scientific inve~t'1gation, 

part1culmly 1n areas arnenable to n1atl1en1at1-
cal and logical treatn1ent and vvhcre results 
can or should lJe visualized. 

An elcct1on1c n11crof1lr11 recorder can plot 
prnnts and draw lines a 1n1ll1on tu11es faster 
tllan a hun1a11 drau(1iltsn1an. This n1achine 
a11d !he electronic con1puter w!Hch controls 
1t thus rnake feasible son1e kinds of n1ovies 
wl11ch heretofore vvould have been pro
hibitively intncate. t1n1e-co11suming, ancl 
expensive to draw and fil111. 

The n1icroflln1 recorder consists essentially 
of a display tube and a can1era, and it 
understands only simple instructions such 
as those for advancing the film, displaying a 
spot or alphabetic character at specified 
co-ordinates, or drawing a straight line from 
one point to another. Though this reperto·1re is 
sin1ple, the machine can compose complica
ted pictures or series of pictures from a large 
number of basic elements; it can draw 
10,000 to 100,000 points. lines, or characters 
per second. 

This fi!n1-exposing device is therefore fast 
enough to turn out. in a matter of seconds, a 
television-quality in1age consisting of a fine 
mosaic of closely-spaced spots. or fast 
enough to produce simple fine drawings at 
rates of several frames per second. The 
important questions thus are not whether 
sufficiently detailed pictures can be pro
duced quickly enough; they are, rather. 
whether sufficiently powerful and useful 
programrning languages and techniques can 
be devised; and whether the resulting com
putation tirnes are reasonable. 

The answers to these questions are defi
nitely yes: useful tech11iques can be and 
have been developed. and con1putation 
tin1es for n1ost purposes are quJte reasonable 
This vvlll be ciernonstrated vvith a nun1ber of 
cornputer·produced n1ovies n1ade at Gell 
Tclcpllnne La!ioratories du1ing the past fe1N 
vears. ~pouped under the bvo !ieaclinqs of 
education and research. These f1ln1s vveie all 
produced hy pro~11an1rrimu the I 81\tl 709'-l 
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A 
COHPUTE'R TECHNIQUE 

FOR THE 
PRODUCT I OH 

Of 
AHIHAT:ED HOVIES 

Instructions 
for the des ired ' 
movie enter the 
compute'r ' Os,, Q 
:deck ·of punched 
'cQrdS. 

In this ne1.J 
method of oni
roation, both 
film motion 
and display on 
the tube can 
be control led 
auto mat i cal l y 
by information 
on· a fr1agnetic 
tape, 

Frames from a film on computer animation by 
K. C. Knowlton, explaining this technique. The 
pictures \Vere made by a mosaic method in which 
a shade of grey is specified for each tiny square. 
Amonu the frarnos arc those that explain how 
punched cards. bearinn coded instructions. are 
led into Hie cumputvr winch calculatc~s numerical 
picture descriptions and stores them on magnetic 
!Jpe. 
Tlie technique of producing this film IS called tile 
flefl1x movie system and tho film itself demonstrates 
hm,v it '.\IOI ks 
(Bdlix is derived from Bell Flicks_) All the films 
illustrated ht~re W\~!l' p1oduced Lil Bell Telephone 
L<Jhoraw11es 111 Nev\' Jer~ev. 

cornputer to run tt1e Stron1berg-Car!son 4020 
rn1crofi!m recorder_ The two n1ain progran1-
rni11g languages used were FORTRAN vv1th 
rnicrofilrn comn1ands added and the author's 
rnosa1c·picture systern called BEFL!X. Un
less otherwise noted in the description of a 
parllcul<H filni, f-'.ORTl~AN \Vas the lanuUi.l!JC 
used. 

111 these f1ln1111g pro1ects. tile con1puter llas 
p!ayecl t1No distinct roles: always tt~at of a 
high-powered drafting n1achine. ancl sorne· 
tin1es. particularly in1portant in sc1ent1f1c and 
rnathen1atical areas. that of a calculating 
rnachine which determines the consequences 
of rnathernatical ancl logical staten1ents. In 
tile latter role, the con1puter typically accepts 
a description of a hypott1etical systen1 and 
first detern1ines the successive states of U1is 
systen1 by following differential equations or 
other laws supplied; it then uses its drawing 
capabil1t1es to render a series of views of the 
resulting events. 

Tile con1puter and auton1atic f1l1n recorde1s, 
because of their high speeds of calculation 
and display, n1ake feas·1ble the production of 
sorne kinds of frlrns tt1at previously \·VOtild 
have been far too expensive or difficult. 
Costs for the filn1s cited have fallen in the 
range of $200 to $2.000 per minute; the cost 
for the corresponding hand-anin1ated f!lrn 
would be at least twice as rnuch in the easier 
cases; in ott1er cases it would have been 
entirely in1practical to undertake the JOb at 
all without a con1puter. 

The computer offers these further advan
tages: there are few intermediaries and few 
delays between the producer and the f1!n1-
n1aking n1echanism, thus tremendously 
speeding up the overall process and mini
mizing communication problems. This speed, 
ease. and economy of computer animation 
pern1its the movie-maker to take several tries 
at a scene-producing a whole family of film 
clips-from which he chooses the most 
appealing result. a luxury never before 
possible. 
The first con1puter film produced at Bell 

Labs, n1ade in 1963 by E. E. Zajac. showed 
the result of a simulation of the motion of a 
communications satellite. The problem under 
study was the orientation and stabilization of 
the satellite so that one end, and hence the 
antenna. pointed constantly toward the 
earth. The orienting force was the gravity 
gradient torque-which results from one end 
of the elongated satellite being slightly 
closer to the earth-and stability was 
achieved by viscous-coupled gyros which 
dan1ped out oscillatory n1otion. The simula
tion required nun1erical integration of con1-
plicated differential equations: results were 
presented os perspective drawings showing 
position and orientation of the satellite and 
its 9yros as a function of tin1e. This still is a 
cornposite fron1 several fran1es of this filn1, 
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showing the earth, the box-shaped satellite 
in several positions. and a n1ultiply-exposed 
clock used to count orbits. This film was a 
triun1ph not particularly because it helped 
Zajac in his study but because it was an 
excellent way for him to explain the results 
to someone not thoroughly familiar with 
the problem. 

A mathematical construction is demon
strated in four successive stereo pairs frorn a 
film by A. M. Noll. These are views of a 
four-dimensional hypercube projected math
ematically down onto three dimensions and 
then twice projected to two dimensions~ 
onto slightly different picture planes for the 
left and right eye. (One form of this film has 
side-by-side images as shown, for crosseyed 
viewing; another version is designed for a 
special projector and the familiar 3-0 
crossed-polaroid glasses.) This was part 
of an interesting but thus far unsuccessful 
attempt to give people an intuitive feeling for 
four-dimensional objects by exposing them 
to a variety of these objects manipulated in 
4-space by such operations as rotation 
about their four mutually-perpendicular axes. 

Noll's stereo display facilities have been 
used for a variety of other scientific and 
artistic purposes, including such diverse 
applications as experimental documentation 
for choreography and the depiction of a part 
of the hearing process in the inner ear. A 
sequence of stereo pairs from the latter 
appears in one of the stills. This film shows. 
by grossly exaggerated motion. the calcu
lated deflections of the basilar membrane 
due to a variety of sound waves in1pinging 
on the eardrum: step functions, impulses, 
sine waves of different frequencies, etc. 

A short filn1 made in connection with 
Expo 67 by Kenneth C. Knowlton and Stan 
Vanderbeek, a producer of experimental and 
avant-garde filn1s, is a visual play upon the 
theme of the fair. 'fvlan and his World', in 
several languages. It was produced by 
programming in a special set of n1acro in
structions which, in turn, were written in 
terms of BEFL!X operations. 

Right. A frnme from a film prodt1ced by B. Julesz 
and C. Bosche for experiments in human vision 
and perception. Ono pie-shaped eighth of this 
picture is 'noise' produced by a psoudo-rnndom 
number generator: the resulting pattern was then 
rel!E:'cled seven times to pioduce the overall 
pattern with striking symnH~\rios. 

Far ril=lh!. Still from a short colour l1lrn by Stan 
Vanderbeek and K. C. Knowlton produced in 
connection with Expo 67. This movie was 
programmed in a higher-level set of macro 
inst1uctions. defined in terms of Bellix instructions. 
designed specifica\\y for manipulating textual 
information in intricate ways. 
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Above. A frame from a film produced by Beflix 
movie system, about the list processing language 
LB. At the top is a partial line of L6 coding and 
below it a representation of a !inked structure in 
the computer's memory, with 'bug' (i.e. base 
register) Y crawling toward the bottom centre to 
point to the block that W's block's 8-field points 
to. 

Top left Satellite as seen in an orbiting reference 
frame. From: Simulation of a two-gyro, gravity
gradient allilude control sysrem. 

Left. Box representing a satellite changes 
attitude according to a mathematical model of the 
Earth's grnvity. F1om: Simulation of a two-gyro. 
gravity-gradient altitude control system. 

Far left. Sequence of stereo pairs from Lummis and 
Noll Film Simulated basilar membrane motion. 
The spiral represents the basilar membrane of the 
inner ear: vertical motions of the membrane. 
resulting from sound waves on the eardrum. are 
greatly exaggerated. 

Left, Four successive stereo pairs from a film by 
A. M. Noll designed for stereo viewing. Portrayed 
here is a rotating 4-dirnensional hypercube 
projected into 3 dimensions and subsequently 
twice onto two picture planes. thus producin~J 
two sli~ht!y different views for tile left and_ right 
eyes. Ttie 3-d effect may be seen by cross-eyed 
viewing of these paiis. 



An architectural 
project 

Indeterminate 
dimensions in 
architecture 

John Weeks 

Works of architecture. recognized as such, 
normally have their dimensions determined 
by their designers. However. in a hospital 
building under construction at Northwick 
Park, North London. by Spring, 1968. * the 
visible structure has its appearance deter
mined wholly as a result of a computer
orientated programme. 
The rational basis for the decision to 

abandon an architect-designed dimensional 
system stems from the need to produce a 
structure made up of as large a number of 
identical units as possible. to enable econo
mies to be obtained out of standardization. 

The building complex comprises a cluster of i 

buildings of different heights and shapes, 
but the same structural elements, a mullion 
and a b~an1. are used throughout. Design 
parameters such as height and loading 
characteristics were fed into the stress 
con1putations. This was the only design pro
cess which controlled the external appear-

ance. Tt1e impact of the standard analysis on 
the varying conditions has resulted in build
ings which are everywhere different. since 
the design paran1eters differ, even though 
they are made of identical structural ele
ments. The standard structural mullions are 
grouped at intervals which enable then1 to be 
equally stressed whether they are at the 
bottom of multi-storey buildings or on the 
upper level of a two-storey building. Tt1e 
apparently random intervals between the 
mullions are the direct expression of an 
objective ordering process. The appearance 
of the buildings was not determinable until 
the results of the calculations were seen; the 
designers of the building did not intervene. 

*Architect: John Weeks of Uewe\yn
Davies Weeks Forestier-Wa!ker & Bar; 
Engineers: Peter Dunican; Nigel Thompson 
of Arup & Partners. 

Below, two buildings from a hospital complex u11de1 
construction~a research building and an ambulant 
patient department. Identical structural elements 
are used throughout and the intervals between 
structural elements follow a stress computation 
without architectural modification. 
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Computer graphics 

Computer art 

Jasia Reichardt 

'Absolute power will corrupt not only men 
but n1achines'. In his article 'Inventing the 
future'. Dennis Gabor put forward sorne of 
his expectations and fears about the function 
of the n1achine in society of the future. The 
above con1n1ent was n1ade with reference to 
electronic predictors, which. having built up 
a reputation for accuracy, hecoine aware of 
their infallibility (since they are !earning 
rnachines) and begin to use their newly-dis~ 
covered power. 

So f<Jr electronic predictors have not be
come a reality. However, another postulation 
n1ade by Professor Gabor in the same article 
(Encounter fvlay 1960} appears to be very 
relevant indeed. Will the rnachine--he 
wondered-cut out the creative artist? 'I 
sincerely hope', Gabor continued, 'that 1na
chines t-vill never replace the creative a1tist. 
hut in good conscience \ cannot say that 
they never could.' 
The cornputer performs various functions 

which in the broader sense seen1 to be the 
act of intelligence. i.e. manipulation of 
syn1bols, processing of infonnution, ohcyi11~1 
cornplex rules and even learning hy experi
ence. Nevertheless. the con1puter is not 
capable of n1akinri ahstractinns. and is de· 
void of the three prirne forces behind creattv-
70 

ity-imagination, intuition and emotion. De
spite this, the computer as a budding artist 
has been making an appearance since about 
1960. In 1963, the magazine Cotnputers and 
Auton1ation announced a computer art 
contest which has been held annually ever 
since. The winninn design usually appears on 
the cover of the August issue and the run
ners-up are given a coverage inside. The 
designs vary considerably although they 
share certain characteristics. i.e. they are 
only in black and white, there is an ernphasis 
on geometrical shapes, and they are basic
ally linear. As designs, the computer products 
look bare and 1ninimal and represent little 
else than the initial stage in what n1ay be a 
far rnore challenging adventure 111 rnerginn 
r;:ither than re\atin9 creative rictivity with 
technology. 

Cornputer graphics range frorn static com· 
positions to frarnes of rnotion pictures, and 
could he divided into two n1ain catenories: 
1. those which approximate to pure design 
or art: and 2. those which are not rnado with 
any aesthetic end in view but which serve to 
visualise cornplex physical phenomena. 
At a conference dealing with computers and 

design in 1966 at the University of Waterloo. 
two staternents were made 'Nhich might at 
first have appeared unnecessaiily boastful 
and heroic· 1. 'The cornputer simply eleva!es 
the level of possible creati11e work'. 2. 
'The con1pt1ter can hnndlr, so1nc elernents of 
creativity now-by current definitions ol 
creativity'. Roth these st<1tcn1cnts \·vcrc rn<idf! 

by scientists, although there exists a con
sidernb!e scepticisn1 an1nn~1st .sr:ienti_,;ts ,1s 

well as artists about the validity of the various 
exporirnents in this urc<L Others clain1 thrit 

the con1puter provides the first real possibility 
of a collaboration between the artist and the 
scientist which can only be based on each 
other's familiarity with both n1edia. 

The first commercial computer was mar
keted in 1950. Ten years l;:itcr the Boeing 
airplane company coined the terrn 'cornputer 
g1uphics'. 1 hoy used graphic!'> fnr pt1rely 
utilitarian purposes. These were employed, 
for instance. to verily the landing acctn11cy of 
a plane viewed from the pilot's seat and the 
runway. They were used to establish the 
interaction of range of n1ovements of the 
pi!ot in his onvironn1ent of the cockpit. To 
this end they created a 50 percentile pilot and 
studied h11n in anin1atio11. All the drawings 
<:ind the anirnation \•vere done \Nith a com· 
puter. Other experirnents included visu
{1lis111g ncoustic graphs in perspective ;ind tlH: 
production of very accurate isometric views 
of aeroplanes 
There are two n1ain rnethods at present by 

which cornputcr v1apllics me r11~1dc. 111 thn 
first place there arc the ink drawings pro
duced by a cornputer · dr 1ven plotter. The 
plotter. a n1oving pen. convevs the imaoe 
direct to paper. Oravvings can also Ue nwdc 
with the irnages con1posed of different letters 
or figures and printed out on a tvpewntcr 
vvl1icl1 is riuton1atical\y operated bv tile 
computer. in the second categorv are the 
cornputcr qrDphics n1<1tlc~ 011 tlw c;1thndo 1nv 
tube vvith an electron beam electrically 
deflected aciuss tl1e 11ll!1spl101cscc11t scrcc11 
to produce the desi1ed picture. A carnera 
photographs the in1aue 111 v.:111uus sl<1vt~s ;111d 

nn olnctronic console is used to control the 
pictute and to advance the liln1 St<1tic 
~11;iphics cw1 be oht;11ncd hv n1nking en· 



larged photographs frorn tl1e filn1. Whether 
the pictures are n1ade for analyocal pu1 poses 
tH JUSI for fun. !lot) cun1pu1er qiapluc 1s a 
visual <i11alonue to a sequence of calcu!<Jt1011s 
fer! into tl1e con1p1Jte1 

Tl1e 11l)V\' ·antique' Sketchpad vvhich has 
been usecl for numerous expenn1ents of tl1is 
type at fvlassachusetts Institute of Tech
nolnuy s1nct: 19G2. vvas one of tlH~ f11st to 
p1oduce d1aV\1111gs 011 a cathode ray tube 
dernonstrat1ng the sort of possibilities which 
are inherent in the systeni. One could draw 
with a light pen on the screen sin1ple patterns 
cons1st1ng of lines and curves. The operator 
could impose certain constrictions on the 
patterns he was n1aking by clernanding. for 
instance. by pushing the appropriate button. 
that tho lines be made parallel, vertical or 
straight. At tl1at stage the operator could 
not clernand son1eth1ng as cornplex as a 
solution to the following prob!en1s: 'These 
lines represent u piece of structure of acer· 
tain thickness and size und vvlth ce1ta1n 
cross-section ct1aractenstics. made of a 
particular niatenal and obeying specific 
physical Jaws-depict this under a stress of 
so n1any pounds per cubic foof. 
Today the process whereby a design is 

ad1usted at any stage of its developn1ent is 
already quite familiar. If the operator alters 
the design on the cathode ray tube with a 
light pen. the computer converts the altered 
design into electronic in1pulses using them to 
modify the pre·exisf1ng programme held in 
the computer's memory store. The altered 
design then appears on another cathode ray 
tube. This system is widely used by General 
Motors for car body design. The in1age on the 
cathode ray tube can be shifted. rotated, en
larged, seen in perspective, stored. recalled 
and transferred to paper with the intermediate 
stages recorded on film. Since the process 
suggests inhibiting difficulties to someone 
who is not an electronic engineer, it may be 
difficult for an artist to imagine how he could 
possibly make use of a computer. The solu
tion to tt1e problem lies in collaboration. 
There are three stages in the process of pro
ducing computer graphics, or for that n1atter 
using the computer in most cases. Jn the first 
place the communicator presents his ideas or 
message wh·1ch ·1s to be communicated to the 
con1puter. Secondly, the cornmunication 
specialist -decides. unless there are specific 
instructions. vvhether the problern should be 
solved graphically, verbally or as a con1bina
llon of boH1. Thirdly, the con1puter specialist 
selects the appropriate con1puter equipment 
and interprets the problen1 into machine 
language. so that the con1puter can act 
upon it. The Korean artist Nani June Paik has 
gone so far as to claim that 1n the same way 
that collage technique replaced oil paint. 
so the cathode ray tube y.,1111 replace canvas. 
Hovvever. so far 011ly three artists that I know 

of have actually produced con1puter graphics. 
the rest to date having been rnade by 
sc1ent1sts, 
At the n1on1ent the range of visual possi · 

bll1t1es rnay not seen1 very extensive. since 
tho cornputer 1s best used for rather n1ore 
schernatic and geon1etric forn1s, and those 
patterns and designs whid1 are logically 
s1n1ple although they n1ay look very intri

cate. One can progran1n1e tt1e con1puter to 
produce patterns based on the golden sec
tion or any other specific premise. defining a 
set of parameters and leaving the var 1ous 
possibil!ties within then1 to chance. In this 
way certain lin1itations are provided within 
whict1 the con1puter can 'in1provise' and in 
the space of 20 rninutes race through the en
tire visual potential inherent in the particular 
schen1e. Progranlfned to draw variations vv1th 
straight lines it is conceivable, thougt1 per
haps unlikely. that one of the graphics pro
duced rnay consist s1mp!y of one line placed 
exactly on top of another. If there is no 
forn1ula for predicting each nun1ber or step 
in a given sequence. the systen1 by which this 
type of computer graphic conies about can 
be considered random. 

Interesting results can be obtained by intro
ducing different random elements into the 
programn1e. One can. for instance. produce a 
series of points on a surface which can be 
connected in any way with straight lines. or 
one can instruct the computer to draw solid 
geometric shapes without spec·1fying ·1n what 
sequence they are to be superimposed. leav
ing the overlapping of the shapes to chance. 
A fascinating experiment was made by 

Michael Noll of the Bell Telephone Labora-
tories whereby he analysed a 1917 black
and-white, plus-and~minus picture by Mon
drian and produced a number of randon1 
computer graphics using the same number 
of hodzontal and vertical bars placed within 
an identical overall area. He reported that 
59% of the people who were shown both the 
Mondrian and one of the computer versions 
preferred the latter, 28% identified the com
puter picture correctly, and 72% thought that 
the Mondrian was done by computer. The 
experiment is not involved either with proof 
or theory. it simply provides food for thought. 
Noll, who has produced a cons'1derable 
number of computer graphics and anin1ated 
films in America, sees them as a very initial 
stage in t11e possible relationship between the 
artist and computer. He does not consider 
hin1self as an artist by virtue of his graphic 
output. He sees himself as someone who is 
doing prelin1inary explorations in order to 
acquaint artists with tt1ese new possibilities. 

Perhaps even less cred'1b!e than the idea of 
con1puter-generated pictures is tt1e idea of 
con1puter sculpture. That too has been 
achieved. A progran1me for a three-din1en
sional sculpture can be fed into a computer-

the three-din1ensiona! projection of a tvvo· 
ch1nensiona! design. It can be transferred via 
punched paper tape to a n1ilhng rnachine 
which 1s capable of producing the physical 
object in three din1ensions. 

The con1puter is only a tool which, at the 
rnon1ent, still seen1s far removed fron1 those 
polern1c preoccupations which concern art 
However. even no•N seen vvith al! the preju
dices of traclit1on and tirne. one cannot deny 
that the con1p11ter den1onstrates a radical 
extension in art medta and techniques. The 
possibilities inherent in the con1puter as a 
creative tool will do little to change those 
id1on1s of art which rely prirnarily on the 
dialogue between U1e artist. his ideas. and 
the canvas. They will. however, increase the 
scope of art and contribute to its diversity. 
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Experiments with 
Data Processing 

Experiments with data-processing equipment 
in visual design courses for science and 
engineering students conducted by Robert 
Preusser, Associate Professor of Visual 
Design, Department of Architecture, Massa
chusetts Institute of Technology, 
Transformation of images is achieved by 

using electronic data-processing equipment. 
The forms are picked up by means of a digital 
TV camera and fed into a computer. The 
images are recorded. domains traded and the 
final designs displayed on a high-resolution 
oscilloscope. The digital TV system used in 
producing these designs was built at the 
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory for 
the celescope OAO satellite. 
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Left. Self-portrait by Efraim Arazi 
The lV camera picked up the image of the 
oscilloscope which displayed a picture of itself 

Below, Three random number generated patterns 
by Efraim Arazi 

Bottom left Transformation of a relief surface by 
Efraim Arazi 

Bottom right. Two Steinberg drawings transformed 
by Efraim Arazi 
Drawings wore relayed from TV camera to 
oscilloscope end scanned photograph1cal1y 
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How the 
hexagonalized 
pictures were 
formed 
Robert Dick 

A p1t:l\l!l) lu lllilHllUllc l<ilJl! col\\'(!1:;1011 dt)

vice was used to n1ake the hexagons in the 
p1c1l11es. A catl1ude 1uy tube in tile duv1ce 

displays an array of dots in sequence. A 
µllo1ucell lloh111d the pictu1e puts out a 
sio1i<il reporting the brightness of the point 
on the negative corresponding to the dot 
currently being displayed_ This inforrnation is 
recorded on rnagnetic tape and can be played 
back so the tube displays the picture. 

To rnakc the hexagons tho array was ad
justed so that the dots forn1ed equilateral 
triangles, the array vvhich permits exact 
l1Ll111u ltl\Jt)ll1ur of l1cX<1\J()11s. llHJ IH1u!1l1w~;s 

of the points on the picture corresponding to 
dots on tl1e m1ay WJS tlw11 read 011tu n1ag
nctic t<ipo. For the playback. a camera was 
airned ut the !Jee of the tube, slightly out of 
focus and with a hexaoonal stop on the Ions. 
The inforn1ation on the magnetic tape was 
read out onto the tube face. Each dot throws 
CJ shadow of the aperture of the carnera onto 
the f1l1n, forn1ing an exposed spot on the 
f1h11 in the shape of tho hexagonal stop. These 
hexagons are fanned on the f1!rn at points 
corresponding to the points they were 
derived fron1 on the original filn1. Tile focus of 
the camera was adjusted so the hexagonal 
array on the filrn just filled the space. Be~ 
cause each dot on the screen had to illumi
nate an area on the film, it was necessary to 
record the pictures several tin1es and play 
them back several times per exposure. 

Top. Aelwl surface used fur briuhtness translation 
by Robert Dick 

Above left. Hexagonahzed value translation of a 
relief surface (sm<iU scale) by Robert Dick 

Above right. Hexagonalized value translation 
(\a1\j+~ scale) of iJ 1el1ef surface hy Robert Dick 
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A subjective 
comparison of 
Piet Mondrian's 
'Composition with 
lines' 1917 

Below, a subjective comparison of Piel Mondrian's Piel Mondrian's Composition with lines 1917 
Composiuon with lines, 1917. and a cornputer-
generated picture, by A. Michael Noll of Bell 
Telephone Laboratories, Murray Hill, New Jersey. 

Below right. four further computer-generated pictures 
based on Mondrian's Composilion with lines. 
Al! works by A. Michael Noll© AMN. 

A. Michael Noll 

A digital computer and microfilm plotter 
were used to produce a semi-random picture 
similar in composition to Mondrian's painting 
Composition with lines. Reproductions of 
both pictures were then presented to 100 
people who were asked to identify the com
puter picture and to indicate which they pre
ferred. Only 28% were able to correctly 
identify the computer-generated picture. 
while 59% preferred the computer-generated 
picture. Both percentages were statistically 
different from selections based on chance 
according to a binomial test. 
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Above left Gaussian Quadratic by A. Michael Noll. The horizontal positions of 
the end points of the line segments have a Gaussian or noHnal curve distribution; 
the vertical positions increase quadratically until they reach the top. except that 
when any vertical position measured is greater than the constant height. then the 
constant height is subtracted. The result is a line that starts at the bottom of the 
drawing and randomly z"1gzags to the top in continually increasing steps. At the top, 
the line is translated to the bottom to once again continue its rises. 
Above rigl1t. Vertical-Horizontal No. 3 by A. Michael Nol!. 101 randomly selected 
points (with x-coordirrnte less than the v-coordinate) \Vere connected by vr:rtical 
and horizontal lino segmonts to form a single line. Tho lines were determined 
under the condition that only one of tho two coordinates was changed {alternating!y) 
from one point to the next. 
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Computer 
Technique Group 
from Japan 

I Mc111bers of CTG: llaruki Tsuchiya (systerns 
engineer): rvlasao Kon-iL1rc1 (product de
sinner): Kunio Yarnanaka (aeronautic engi-
11ee1); J1111ict11ro Kaki.1aki (clect1onic 
engineer); Makoto Oh take (architectural 
dusiu1w1): Kup ruiinu (sy:;\()l!lS enu1nuur): 
FuJio f\liwa (systems engineer).! 

Their computer graphics were done at the 
end of 1967 and beginning of 1968 at !BM 
Scientific Data Centre in Tokyo, with the 
help of IBrvl Japan. Progran1n1es were in 
FORTRAN IV. The cornputers used were 
1Btv1 7090 for cornputer graphics and 
HlTAC 5020 for con1puter poetry. Computer 
graphics were executed on Calcon1p 563 
plotter. 

The Con1puter Technique Group believe 
that the computer as an artistic rnediun1 wtl! 
increase in in1portance in the future, and tliat 
already today the computer-produced irnages 
appear to be relevant to the current pre
occupations in the visual arts. They write: 
'Con1puter art says something about tirne, 
space, and existence. An object in space is 
transformed via magnetic tape into a set of 
units of inforrnat1on, or bits, conveyed 
throughout via two simple staternents, 1 or O.' 

Their graphics fall into four categories: Nos 
1-7: Deformations; Nos 8-11: Metamor
phoses; Nos 12-21 : hnprovisations; Nos 
22-24: Variations on a cubic pattern. 
1. Kennedy in the net 
A photograph of the late President Kennedy 
has been subjected to a process of deforma
tion developed by CTG. Through a process of 
scanning every element is turned into a sec
tion of a net pattern. 
Idea and programme by Haruki Tsuchiya 
(CTG) 
2. Shot Kennedy No. 1 
Data from the photograph is converted into 
straight lines converging at one point at the 
ear. This deformation programme can be 
applied to any pattern. 
Idea and progran1me by Fujio Niwa (CTG) 
3. Shot Kennedy No. 2 
Data from a photograph of Kennedy is con
verted into straight lines converging atone of 
three points. 
Idea and programme by Fujio Niwa (CTG) 
4. Diffused Kennedy 
Data fron1 a photograph of Kennedy i$ con
verted into a set of straight lines which are 
directed to one point, namely the eye. 
Idea and progran1n1e by fV1asao Kon1ura 
(CJG) 

-t!--

Members of CfG-Computer Technique Group, 
Tokyo: 
left to right· Ko1i Fujino. Masflo Komura. Kunio 
Yamarwko. Haruki Tsuchiya, Makoto Ohtake 

Shot Kennedy No. 

Diffused Kennedv 

5. Kennedy in a rectangle 
Data of a photograph of Kennedy is confined 
to a rectangle. 
ldea by Masao Kon1ura, programn1e by 
Fu1io Niwa (CTG) 
6. Kennedy in a dog 
Data from a photograph of Kennedy is in
serted into data fron1 a photograph of a dog. 
The final output looks like the face of 
Kennedy in the shape of a dog's head. Thus 
there are three contributing elements: Ken
nedy, dog and the square which forms the 
elen1ent of tile overall pattern. 
Idea by Masao Komura, programme by Fujio 
Niwa (CTG) 
7. Monroe in the net 
The same deformation pattern which has 
been used in Kennedy in the net has been 
applied to a photograph of Marilyn Monroe. 
The process can be applied to any visual 
material, both two- and three-dimensional. 
ldea and progran1me by Haruki Tsuchiya 
(CTG) 
8. Return to square (a) 
A computer metamorphosis. A square is 
transformed into a profile of a woman and 
then back into a square. 
Idea by Masao Komura, programme by 
Kunio Yamanaka (CTG) 
9. Return to square (b) 
One of two works on this theme. Return to 
square (a). however. is programmed accord
ing to an aritllmetic series. and this one is 
progran1med according to geometrical pro
gression. 
Idea by Masao Komura. programme by 
Kunio Yamanaka (CTG) 
10. Running Cola is Africa 
A con1puter algorithm converts a running 
man into a bottle of cola, which in turn is 
converted into the map of Africa. 
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Idea by Masao Kon1ura, data by Makoto 
Ohtake, prograrnn1e by Koji Fujino (CTG) 
11. Deforrnation of Sharaku 
Five separate techniques of co-ordinate ex
change are applied to original data. 
Idea by Masao Kornura, programme by 
Koji Fujino (CTG) 
12. Random flower 
The programme indicated that the flower 
should have 3280 petals. but their distribu
tion was left to the random selection of the 
computer. 
Idea and programme by Haruki Tsuchiya 
(CTG) 
13. Tragedy of seven 
The programme here indicated the number of 
closed curves (i.e. 40) and the fact that these 
should extend in seven directions. The radii 
of the curves are determined by a random 
system, and the detail of the output could 
not have been predicted. 
Idea and programme by Haruki Tsuchiya 
(CTG) 
14. Miracle stones 
Here the size and position are predetermined 
whereas the shape is decided by random 
means. No two stones are exactly the same. 
Idea and programme by Haruki Tsuchiya 
(CTG) 
15. March of polygons 
ln each polygon the number of vertices is 
predetermined but their distribution is ran· 
dam. 
Idea and programme by Haruki Tsuchiya 
(CTG) 
16. Individualization age 
The distribution of elements has been arrived 
at deliberately, but the minute differences in 
the elements themselves are determined by 
random means. 
Idea and prograrnme by Haruki Tsuchiya 
(CIG) 
17. The crystal space 
This is a random distribution of syn1rnetrical 
figures. 
Idea and prograrnrne by Fujio Niwa (CTG) 
18. Jellyfish in the cos1nos 
A series of asymmetrical patterns are distri
buted randomly in a 11redetern1inod sr:iace. 
Idea and programme by Fujio Niwa (CTG) 
19. Centripetal biological world 
A randon1 study on the theme of ellipses. 
Idea and progran1me by Fujio Niwa (CTG) 
20. Optical effect of inequality 
An algorithm was ernployed to distribute the 
matheniatical sign representing inequality to 
obtain an optical effect. 
Idea and programme by Masao Komura 
(CTG) 
21. Randorn collection by cornputer 
Syrnbols are arrived at by random nieans- the 
mathematical values which the syrnbol 
represents appear above the box. 
Idea and pro gr arnrne by Masao Kornura 
(CTG) 
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22. Upheaval collection (a) 
Stages of a star-form composed of a network 
of lines into a cube, by rneans of a random 
in1provisation. 
Idea by Masao Komura. rirogramme by Junia 
Yamanaka ( CTG) 
23. Upheaval collection (b) 
Further devclopn1ents in the transfonnat1nn 
of a two-d1n1ensiona! star forn1 into a cube 
In perspectJve 

Idea by f'vlasao Kon1ura, progran1n1e by 
Kun10 Yarnanaka (CTG) 
24. Hexagon involving cubes 
The detail of the forn1s is established by 
randon1 means. 
Idea by Masao Kornura, programme by 
Kun10 Yan1anaka (CTG) 

A1nht CTG Computer Poetry <Jims only at the 
dfcct of cnmbi11111u f!~lkrs uf t!w ;ilph<1!mt 
according to certain rules. Words and sentences 
ilft< r·•~Jilrckd only as a S(~quenti<il development of 
the <1lpll;1bet. The poetry 1s composed by using 
random proceduros. Idea and programme by 
Haruki Tsuchiya (CTG). who \\•rites: 'The poetry 
is hard to read at a glancn. But if you read it you 
will find a wonderful experience in the unknown 
world of sound. word, language CJlld letter.' 

Notes on the 
programming of 
computer graphics 

Frieder Nake 

Computer graphics are diagrammatic forms. 
or figures, produced by means of a digital 
electronic computer and a drawing instru
ment which is either a direct component of 
the computer or connected to it. e.g. punch 
tape or magnetic band. 

My first computer graphics were produced 
in Germany in December 1963 at the Com
puter Institute of the Stuttga·rt Polytechnic. 
Shortly afterwards, and independently, Georg 
Nees started making computer graphics in 
Erlangen. 

In Stuttgart, I used the Graphomat Zuse Z 
64 drawing niachine controlled by punch 
tape. The machine has a drawing head 
guiding four pens, fed by Indian ink of differ
ent colours with nibs of varying thicknesses. 

The production of con1puter graphics is a 
three· stage process: 
1. setting up a progran1n10 for the coniputer; 
2_ autornatic feeding of the progran1n1e into 
the con1puter, 
3. auton1atic conversion of the 1nforn1ation 
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Rectangular hatchings by Frieder Nake 
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Computer graphic Polygonal course No. 7. 
13.9.1965. rnndom elemnnts include: 
1. number of polygonal angles 
2. direction of each polygonal side 
3. length of each polygonal side 

delivered. The latter is contained in a punch 
tape and is transposed by the drawing 
machine into the Jines of the diagran1n1atic 
figures. 

The first and most important task is that of 
setting up a programme which should make 
it possible to produce an entire class of 
drawings ('aesthetic objects' as referred to by 
Max Bense) running through a specific 
pattern in all its variations. An analogy may 
be drawn here to the artistic process of 
pursuing a theme through all its possibilities 
guided by 'intuition'. Here the concept of 
'intuition' refers to the choosing of possi
bilities from a given repertoire. The computer 
simulates intuition by the automatic selection 
of pseudo-random numbers. 

It is best to explain the process with the 
programme used for producing a series of 
Rectangular hatchings; the common theme 
of these drawings is the spacing of hori
zontally or vertically shaded rectangles. For 
this purpose a programme was set up to 
produce a class of drawings consisting of 
rectangular-shaped hatchings parallel to the 
borders of the illustrations. Then all those 
elements of a drawing belonging to that 
class, which are arbitrary, must be deter
mined. ln this particular graphic the variable 
elements were: 
1. N number of hatchings per illustration. 
2. Position x y per hatching (i.e. determined 
by the position of the lower left-hand corner 
of the rectangle). 
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3. Length I and height h per hatching. 
4. M nurnbor of strokes per hatching. 
5. Direction of lines per hatching (vertical or 
horizontal being th0 only possibilities). 
6. Style per hatching (line thickness. colour). 

The size of the illustration is determined 
during each run of the prograrnn1e, and 
cannot be altered in the n1idd!e of the run. 
The remaining elements (parameters) of 
the illustration are detern1ined by the proba
bility distributions, F. Or. in other words, it is 
indicated with what degree of probability 
each of these elements will coincide with the 
various possible values. 

The programme could be formulated as 
follows: 
-input of illustration format (width and 
height) 
-input of probability distributions F1• F2, .• F8• 

-selection of N with the help of F,. 
For n = 1.2 ... , N: 
-Selection of x0 relative to y

0 
with the help 

of F2 relative to F3. 

-Selection of ln relative to hn with the help 
of F4 relative to F5 

-Selection of M,., with the help of F6 

-Selection of L0 with the help of F7 

-Selection of s,., with the help of F8 

-Outnut of hatching determined by xn, Yn• 
I,.,. h"' M,.,, Ln, s,.,, 
This main programme must be supported by 

subroutines which detern1ine the pseudo
random numbers according to given proba
bility distributions. F; and a programme 
that punches the tape responsible for the 
drawing of the hatching executed by the 
drawing machine. 
The graphics illustrated were produced by 

extending the Rectangular hatchings pro
gramrne. In other words. here the entire 
picture-format is distributed over an imagi
nary grid area, and then the Rectangular 
hatchings progran1me may or rnay not be 
applied to a certain picture point or picture 
element 

Jn a further stage of con1puter graphics it is 
possible to set up p1·ogramn1es which deter
n1ine certain aesthetic proportions during the 
process of calculation, thereby influencing 
the course of the drawing. This type of 
production would fit into the framework of 
aesthetic theory as developed by Max Bense 
and his co-workers in connection with the 
work of G. D. Birkhoff. 
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Random elements· 
( 1) vaii<ltion in width froni hreak of curvr~ to hlf'ilk 

of the hoiizontal b<111ds 
(2) 'breaking' of the horizontal hands 
(3) selecting of symbols for cacl1 square of a bilncl-

no symbol. verticill lines for triangles 
(4) number of symbols per sqt1are 
(5) position of symbols in the squCJre 
(6) number of circles 
(7) position of circles 
(8) radius of circles 

l.dt. ComrN1ler rim11!11r: 
Tlw drawinu is tile r<"sult nr prudurin~J u11ifurn1 
sm;ifl squilrP.s 1.vith .'.l kind of regular irreqularity 
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P1ize-winnina entry of the annual Computer Ari 
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Programming 
stochastic 
computer graphics 

Georg Nees 

To produce the graphics. I used a drawing
board controlled by a punch tape and a 
digital computer producing tile pilot tape. 

Eacl1 graphic has random paranieters. The 
programme for each graphic repeats genera
tive fundan1ental operations so that the n1ere 
repetitions. the aesthetic redundancy, pro
duce the randon1 parametric values of the 
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aesthetic improbability of the graphic during 
each repetition. 

The graphics 8-corner and 23-corner alter 
one basic figure each when programn1ed as 
follows: 
8-corner 

Distribute eight dots inside the figure
square and connect thern wit11 a closed 
straight edge line. 
23-corner 

Beginning anywhere within the figure
square draw a straight edge line with 23 
sections inside the square. each section of 
random length. alternating horizontal and 
vertical lines. The horizontal lines may go 
right or left at randon1. the vertical Jines up or 
down. Connect the starting and end points 
of the straight edge rectilinearly. 
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Axis-parallel maze 
Beginning at one corner of the rectangular 

frame, draw a straight edge line within the 
frame. The line should consist of 4,000 sec
tions of random length, each one under 15 
millin1etres long, alternating tiorizontal and 
vertical lines-the horizontal lines either to 
left or right at randon1. the vertical lines up or 
down. The programme produces a con
tinuous shape or form. 

The Curtains graphic was discovered 
through a programn1ing error. thus it posses· 
ses improbabilities in a twofold sense. The 
progran1me may be described roughly as 
follows: Draw 60 parallel lines along U1\ 
narrow side of the rectangular fran1e, so tha1 
the lines. together with the randorn abscissi 
accumulate against the narrow side. 

Top far left, Georg Nees. 23-corner graphic 

Top centre, 8-corner graphic 

Above, Corridor 
Programme for this picture was constructed as 
follows: 
Two separate linear-rectangular progressions were 
generated on the left wall. Then the pattern was 
copied symmetrically on the right wall. A set of 
cubes were spaced randomly on the ceiling and 
the floor pattern was drawn 
The programme was written in Algol, run on a 
Siemens 2002 computer and plotted with a 
Zuse·Graphomat 

Far left, Axis parallel maze 

Left, Curtains, graphic discovered by error 
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Bugs and patterns 

Donald K. Robbins and Leigh Hendricks 

One of the traditional problems in calcu
lus is the so-called bug problen1. The problem 
can be stated as follows. If four bugs start on 
the corners of a square. and start crawling 
toward each other, what path will they fol
low? If in addition you took a picture of their 
lines of vision periodically, and drew lines to 
indicate this, you would get a spiral-looking 
picture. On a digital computer. it is easy to 
put the bug's path into a portion of the pro
gramme called a subroutine. This subroutine 
can then be manipulated. The checkerboard 
pattern shows a replication of the basic pat
tern. A further progression shows the 
checkerboard revealed as a three-dimensional 
entity. with the shape distorted (or perhaps 
made more real) by the perspective trans
formation. The computer. under the direction 
of the technological artist, can readily pro
duce these pictures. 
Taking the subroutine for the bug, and 

randomly selecting the co-ordinants of the 
vertices as well as the number of vertices. it is 
possible to produce a number of variations 
on a thenie. Some figures may resemble a 
soaring strange winged creature. others 
stately space-ships, others rnerely regular 
geometric figures. The computer can produce 
an entire series of pictures united in a strange 
manner by a basic pattern, which allows 
every image to be different. 

Once the basic subroutine is programmed 
for a digital computer. one can vary para
rneters at will. either consciously or randorn!y 
for effect. Examples of this process are the 
variations on themes from Jeffrey Steele and 
Bridget Riley. The latter has also been turned 
into a coloured movie. also produced on the 
cornputer. 
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Checkerboarrl pattern by Donald K. Robbins 

Left. Jeffrey Steele Baroqul.' e;p1'f11/J!'lll-Frcd 

A'laddox (sometimes known as flarf~qwnade). 
1962/63. oil un canvas 60 40 in .. cnll1\ction 
The Hon. Anthony Samuel. London. and. left centre. 
Variation on a theme from Jeffrey Steele by 
Donald K. Robbins. based on this painting. 

Below. Bridget Ailey: Blaze I, 1962. emulsion on 
board. 43 ;.: 43 in. and. below centre and bottom. 
Variations on a theme from Bridget Riley by Leigh 
Hendricks. based on this painting. 
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An interview with 
Charles Csuri 

Arthur Efland 

For niost of his professional career, Charles 
Csuri worked like any painter since the 
invention of easel painting. Then he dis
covered that cornputers could be prograrn
rned to produce 1maoes. and since U1at time 
his total effort has been devoted to explonng 
the artistic potentialities made available by 
these new n1eans. 

Arthur: What made the computer seem like 
a reasonable possibility for this kind of 
search? 

Charles: Well ... it's the potentiality that is 
offered by n1athen1atics that is of special 
interest to ff\e. . Tile type of n1othernatics 
one can use 1n, say, doing hand pictures·-if 
you will excuse the expression-is restricted 
by how n1uch tin1e it takes to solve a problen1. 
that is. norn1al n1ethods of working are too 
slow. I think that if I were to deal with that 
question in a slightly different way it n1ight 
be better. I an1 saying that the artist can now 
use con1plex n1athen1atics and the digital 
computer in his work because its structure 
and characteristics may suggest different 
approaches to problen1s than would other
wise be considered, and this is especially 
true of problems involving the repetition of 
data and iterative procedures which can take 
advantage of the computer's speed of opera
tion. Tnat gets a little technical. What I might 
be saying is that mathematics offers new 
possibilities in the realm of the arts. One can 
use things like N-dimensional geometry or 
like a hundred-dimensional geometry rather 
than a three-dimensional geometry ... which 
might give you a different idea of a form. a 
different idea of a structure. You can make 
use in a much more systematic manner of 
random-number generators that give certain 
kinds of distributions of points or lines that 
may be of great interest. 
Arthur: You mean that you never would 

have thought of 
Charles: Right. I think when you deal with 

so-called structures or distribution of points. 
values. lines. or whatever. that you have a 
certain bias. Tt1is bias is based on past 
experience. pre-conceptions of what is 
structure in art and one way of breaking 
away from this is to introduce a mathen1atical 
systern that can't depend upon that kind of 
conception. This is a way of breaking the 
bias and perhaps getting to an interpretation 
that you ordinarily would not thi.nk of. 

Arrhur: Let n1e try out this analogy and see 

if this n1akes sense to you. You can think of 
sonic of the highly n1athen1atica\ forms of art 
that son1e of the renaissance masters worked 
with in developing geometric perspectives, 
as being essentially systerns dealing with 
two or three dimensions, and in a sense. 
morlern developrnents in mathematics which 
can hand1E1 not on!y more con1plex problen1s 
but handle then1 n1ore rapidly are really 
opening up another realn1 of possibility to 
the artist iust as Euclid's geon1etry made 
perspective possible. 

Charles: Well, I think this is particularly true 
when you move into din1ensional geometry. 
It is not ordinarily described as dimensional 
geon1etry but is called vector spaces. You 
have fur instance thirty directions rather 
than three directions that you think of as 
ordinary dunensions. It's not a real space
it's a U1eoretical space You take something 

which is in three vectors and put then1 into 
ten vectors. or into ten thousand vectors, or 
into a n1il\ion vectors. And this in itself may 
or may not make it interesting but there is a 
rossibility. Also what is connected to this, 
you can use an area of niathematics called 
the 'Fourier' series and actually take. for 
instance, a profile of a head. the line of a head. 
and construct a specific equation that des
cribes the profile, and if you give this 
equation to the con1puter vvith a plotter (a 
device to draw with) it will con1e out the 
san1c shape. What you can do is take all the 
portions of that head and construct an 
equation that describes the character of the 
nose, of the eye, of the n1outh. and so forth, 
and quite sin1p!y n1odifying the coefficients 
and you begin to get changes and you get a 
different kind of structure. 

Arthvr.' And so instead of going through the 

--------------- ----· --·---"" 

Random war by C. Csuri and J. Shaffer. programmer. 

Csuri made a drawing of one toy soldier, and this 
became the data deck. 

A computer programme which generates random 
numbers is called a pseudo-random number 
generator. Such a programme determined the 
distribution and the position of soldie1s on the 
battlefield. One side is called the 'Red· and the 
other one the 'Black'. and the names of real 
people were given to each soldier. Their military 
ranks were assigned by the random number 
generator. The random number generator also 
decided who is to die and who is to be wounded. 
The programme also has an automatic control for 
perspective. A picture 30 x 100 in. in colour of 
the battle was produced by the computer. and the 
'print our gave the following information: 

1. Total number of dead on each side 
2. Total number of wounded on each side 
3. The number of dead and wounded in each of 

forty sectors of the battlefield 
4. Identification of the dead and wounded in 

alphabetical order 

5. The survivors in alphabetical order. 
Random war is an imaginary war, one with few 

variables, but it is a short step to a real situation 
with the introduction of many more variables into 
the computer. One could introduce military 
intelligence reports into the programme with an 
estimate of the enemies' capabilities and the tactics 
they may use. The computer can handle information 
about the type of terrain. types and number of 
weapons, historical data which involved similar 
situations, weather conditions. physical condition 
of the troops and so forth. The battle can be 
simulated on the computer. and computer
generated movies would give a visual display of 
the contest. Then more decisions could be made 
before the event takes place in real time. Once the 
real battle starts, the computer can predict the 
outcome and its consequences many hours before 
the battle ends. Jt would show motion pictures as 
the battle progressed. The military computer could 
process one per cent of each of the variables and 
predict the outcome. much in the same way 
national television computers have recorded the 
final results of political elections. 
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Right, Flies on the A1iflar transformation 1-
This is a problem which makes use of random points generated into the 
region of a triangle. Then these points or flies are mapped into the region of a 
half circle. The equation which deals with conformal mapping vvas developed 
for Charles Csuri by Prof. L Miller of the Mathematics Department, Ohio 
State University. 
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i C. Csuri and J. Shaffer, programmer ' .,. 
Below. Chaos to order ' ~ 41-
Random distribution of each lino of the humming bird. The computer draws 
the chaotic version first and in progressive stages brings the bird back 
together. 
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C. Csuri and J. Shaffer. programmer 

problem of cataloguing noses and eyes, a 1a 
da Vinci. you start with an ideal nose or an 
ideal mouth ... however you vvant to define 
it. . 
Arthur and Charles: A nose! 
Charles: Yes. right. 
Arthur: And by mathematical means, trans

form it so that you can predict the result but 
perhaps can't quite visualize until you come 
up with an infinite series. 

Charles: Or. you approach this in such a way 
that it would be inipossible to visualize what 
will happen, and perhaps this is the part that 
makes it interesting. 

Arthur: I see. It gives art back some of the 
mystery. 

Charles: Right. We put the 1nystery some
where else now. But l also like to feel that 
there is a very specific discipline involved 
here. VVhat I am really saying is that there are 
certain ways to make decisions that I find 
more convenient. rnaybe there are certain 
patterns of thinking that are somewhat 
different than prob!ern-solving in the past 
and this in itself is interesting to nie. 

Usually, when! n1ake a painting in tho con
ventional sense, or a drawing, ! have to worry 
about media. I have to worry about whether 
this should be grey, that should be black, or 
this should be white. and I find that by 
vvorking vvith certain n1athen1atica! ratios l 
can play with nun1bers and end up with 
certain kinds of distributions, of colour. of 
value. and of line, that are just as interesting-
possibly n1ore interesting than if I \Norked in 
conventional tern1s and could anticipate 
exactly the result 

Arthur: And in a sense you are working 
just as hard as with hand pictures. 

Charles: You've got to work hard in order 
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to set the game up so that your output is 
interesting. You've got to set up strategies ... 
there are certain things you can do that would 
be obvious and quite predictable. but when 
you start getting into the fields of probability 
and statistics, you can't guess what is going 
on, and it is rather difficult to set up a 
sophisticated gan1e. l mean you will still have 
a problem. 
Arthur: A ganie that doesn't have enough 

combinations or if you can think through a!I 
the combinations, it loses its surprise value, 
let us say. 

Charles: Well. to give you an exarnple of 
something I've been working on recently 
which was rather fun. tvlavbe nobody else 
would think of it as being fun, but I niade a 
drawing of a horsefly anrl n1anaged to put 
this into the memory of the cornputer. and I 
decided that I wanted 250 horseflies distribu
ted in a rectangular space. I didn't want to 
worry about drawing each fly and l couldn't 
possibly tolerate tho responsibility of n1aking 
a decision as to where to put it 250 times. So, 
I turned this decision over to a random nurn
ber generator and let it decide its distribution 
throughout the space. Also, I !et it decide the 
angle of orientation. Finally I decided it 
would niake it more interesting if I had 
different sizes of horseflies. So, I introduced 
a ganie whereby the randorn nt1n1ber genera
tor would give rne four or five different sizes 
of horseflies_ And, so. I had a con1bination of 
randon1 distribution, randorn orientation. ?.nd 
random size, and I find the result quite 
interesting. ln fact. 1 don't think that l would 
have the interest to draw the horsefly 250 
tin1es in different sizes. I'd lose rnv niinrl. 
That part of it ls really great fun but there is 
another aspect of it here, 1 picked a horsefly, 
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and it's not such a profound idea certainly, 
but on the other hand, this has a comment to 
make about the computer itself and the whole 
business of bugs and debugging. Maybe 
this is one sort of meaning. It's an absurd 
idea, you know. to use a horsefly. I sornehow 
feel sorry for the flies. They're disappearing 
from our culture. 

Arthur: Do J recall correctly that you told 
me that you minored in math? 

Charles: No. l didn't minor in math. What 
happened was this~] was in ilrt for three and 
a half years and then I was drafted into the 
onny and in typical United States Arn1y 
fashion they put n1e back in college to study 
engineering. and I covered two years of 
engineering in accelerated prograrnrne in one 
year and I took college algebra, trigono
metry. analytical geon1etry, differential calcu
lus and l had a couple of courses in physics 
and chernistry, and in rny background I had 
a lot of technical training, a number of 
courses in drafting, for instance, so that, I 
suppose, without too rnuch difficulty l could 
have got an engineering degree. 

Arthur: I think that a fine arts background 
and the technical training on top of it was a 
blessing in disguise, although you probably 
didn't think so at the tin1e. 

Charles: Right In trying to solve problen1s 
as an artist or an art student, I tended to 
think in tern1s of very broad generalities. Al 
least the way I processed data is quite dif
ferent than the WilY I have to approach the 
problem as I am confronted with the tech
nology of the cornputer rnathernatics vvhich 
this involves, and questions of progranunin~_J. 
At one point in n1y work, I tried to n1ako big 
~ieneral shapes and proceed fron1 tho general 
to the particular. I had a certain idea about 



control of a painting arid I worked with gross 
chunks of inforn1ation, if you will. 

Arthur: That was in the pre~con1puter days? 
Charles: Yes. Novv if I get very involved in a 

l!ne dra1Ning of a face. I think-I have tlOO 
lines that rnade up this face. Now the ques
tion is, how rnany points do I have for each 
line in tern1s of cornputer technique? How 
n1any points rnake up this line? What can I 
do to these points? How can I channe iheir 
distribution? VVhat kinds of strategies can I 
use in rnathen1atical terrns to niodify these 
points so that they n1ake a new arrangcn1ent 
of linr.s which in tern1s of the total image 
gives me a different appearance to a head
gives 1ne another point of vievv about H? 

Let's take as an example the humming bird 
that was exploded. The first problem. a very 
sin1ple one, was to put this into the men1ory 
of the con1puter. This is done by usino a 
rectangular co~ordinate system. The pro
gran1n1e tells you how many points you have. 
and adds up your points. It also tells you how 
niany lines you have. e.g. 200 lines and 
1.732 points. Then you niust decide where 
to put these. We n1iuht decide to scatter 
these l111cs. Well, how far do you want to 
scatter them? Six inches? Four inches? Do 
you want to spread out that much? In the 
case of the humn1ing bird, we decided to 
have up to six inches in radial displacement 
or in the distance, and plus or minus forty
five degrees in angular displacement, for 
each line. This was the niaximum. Then we 
brought in the random number generator and 
let the randon1 number generator decide 
where the point would fall, between 0 and 
6" and between ±45°. So, one time around 
the first line would be, say, 4" and 12 ° out. 
The second line would be 3" and 27°. And 
this was done for every line and the compu
tations were made and put on a deck of 
cards. Then, we have what appears to be a 
scrambled image. Then, you must decide 
how many steps to take to return to the first 
image of the humming bird. We decided to do 
it in three steps, which is quite sin1ple be
cause once you have the scran1bled informa
tion, then you have what we call a zero with 
the first image. Then on the basis of percen
tages you can bring it back 25%, 50%, 75% 
and finally to zero. 

Arthur: In other words you drop out degrees 
of randomness this wuy? 

Charles: Right. You pull the image back 
together again. It gets closer back to the 
representational image and what becon1es 
tile drawing or the so-called aesthetic object 
is, as far as l am concerned, not just scram
bled or realistic in1age but this entire process 
going fron1 what appears to be a disordered 
in1age back to progressively a rnore ordered 
one. 

Arthur: You could progran1n1e a whole 
year's vvork this way. 

Charles: Yes. and every tin1e you get a 
different image. 

Arthur: Suppose you did this. just to create 
a problen1 for the critics! 

Charles: You could certainly do this by 
writing one progran1me and letting it run all 
year lonn. 

Arthur: And then you have a one-man show 
with the output of, say, half the year. and in 

Flies in a circle 1866 
A computer programme generates random 
numbers which determine the distlibut1011 of a 
specific number of fhes in a series of 1 in. 
concentric rings. WiU1in predetc:rmined limits the 
random number generator also decides the 
ori(mtation and the size of each fly. 
Produced and directed by Charles Csuri and 
James Shaffer 

Random fight and shadow 
A realistic line drawing was made of an old man. 
This line drawing was transformed mathematically 
into a shaded image. A spiral. rectangle. triangle 
and star •.vere the character symbols used through 
each line segment. The random number generator 
determined the colour distribution. and the size 
of each symbol is a function of distance from a 
reference point outside of the picture space. 
C. Csuri and J. Shaffer, progrnmmer 

the second half of the year you have another 
show. And the critics will look it over and 
decide 'VVell, Csuri is getting better'. 

Charles: What this would mean is: his 
randon1 nurnbers are falling better for him. 
No, I think if you are a well-known artist you 
could pull it off, you really could. And you 
can do it two years in a row and go and live 
in the Ha1Na1ian Islands, then come back 
and write another programn1e and take off 
once rnore. You know, it does becon1e a little 
absurd to say the least. 

May I introduce a ve1y fanciful notion? lt's 
son1ething I've just thought of recently. I was 
talking to sorneone about the future of con1 
puters and what one rnight be able to do, and 
I simply said, well, l think that in tin1e the 
artist will sit down and think about a picture 
and then a computer \Nill translate his brain 
impulses into a picture. Actually draw a 
picture l And I thought this was sort of 
ridiculous, you know, sort of Buck Rogers 
type of thing-twenty-fifth century-and then 
several days later I sat down and started to 
think. I wonder how you would even ap
proach the problern? And it occurred to nie 
that there is a way of getting at it. And this 
has to do with the study of brain waves and 
the e!ectroencephalogran1, and what I 
thought I might do-in fact, I was on my way 
to the library when you called, to get this 
book. The brain waves are extremely 
complex, although most people are only 
familiar with the alpha or beta brain waves. 
Is that what they're called? I'm not really 
sure. But. there are certain patterns for being 
awake and asleep for normal men and for an 
epileptic. and so forth. but in addition to that, 
there are all sorts of other brain activities that 
are recorded. One of the difficulties in dealing 
with the problem is that there tends to be too 
much information. It's hard to sort out and 
really give it any value. What I thought I 
might do is put this output on magnetic tape. 
This has already been done, i.e. in what is 
called analogue form. There are processes 
which will convert analogue information into 
its digital equivalent, which can be fed into 
the computer, and what has occurred to me 
is that I would create an alphabet of drawing 
marks, which I have already done, and then 
have some way of having the brain signals 
trigger certain kinds of elements in the alpha
bet and see if we can make a picture. In 
recording the impulses you actually can 
affect depending upon how you concentrate, 
the character of the brain waves. There can 
be a different phase. a different frequency, a 
different amplitude, etc. All this can be 
recorded on magnetic tape. Then you think 
'circle'. and you record that and see if you 
can get the equipment to make you a circle 
or a square. lt sounds pretty ridiculous, but I 
think there are certain things one niight do, 
based on this. 
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Arthur: I can sec the cartoons in the New 
Yorker, now. You see the artist on the 
couch-well, he's thinking! And the cornpu
ter drawing away like n1ad. 

Charles: That's right. Exactly, and at some 
point I'm going to do sornething with this 
idea. 
Arthur: I don't think this is so improbable. 
Charles: Oh, no. I don't think it is eitller. I 

thought it was when I first said it. But the 
more l thought about it the more ! began to 
realize .. something along this line could be 
done. Very unlikely that you would end up 
with an image that is representational. 
There is another aspect of this that I haven't 

really talked about that I think is quite im
portant. I came across some research reports 
from M.LT. trying to illustrate what happens 
to a mass when it approaches the speed of 
light. This is involved in the Lorenz Transfor
mation. They took as a prob!ern a drawing of 
two lines which give an impression of a road 
receding in the distance and then telephone 
poles of various sizes to give the impression 
of perspective. Then, they introduced the 
Lorenz Transformation. You have to think of 
this as if you were travelling down that road 
in a car approaching the speed of light. ·and 
the computer shows what happens to the 
telephone poles at one quarter of the speed 
of light, 50%. 75% and then .99 the speed of 
light. and the telephone poles start to bend, 
actually changing their shape. 

Arthur: Becoming curved forms instead of 
straight? 

How to draw a 
ball 

Alan Parkin 

Sitnple and con11non 
A baJ! is the sin1plesl solid. 1t has tlie 1ninirnaJ 
surface for a given volun1e. It can he speci
fied by one location (centre) and one length 
(radius). It is the fundamental shape of 
almost all large objects in the universe, such 
as the sun. moon and stars. We begin as a 
ball, we live on a ball, and a ball is one of the 
enrliest w1d cornrnonest toys. 

Hard to dra111 
Notwithstanding its sin1plicity and ubiquity. 
a ball is quite hard to draw. This is because 
our dravving techniques are essentially 
linear. We can easily represent profiles (out
lines) and sharp edges by lines, but curved 
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Sine curve man 
A realistic l'ine draw'ing of a man is transformed 
into this image by means of a sine curve function. 
Tho colours are blue and green. 
C. Csuri and J. Shaffer, programmer 

Charles: Straight lines curving in. Now, 
what is very strange is that an unpredicted 
thing really happened. These telephone poles 
had cross members on them, rather like up
side-down L shapes. 1t didn't go all the way 
across, but a line going out from a point and 
the three sets on the inside turned in as you 
would expect them to but then one set 
turned out. They originally were in, but thev 
turned out. The article doesn't explain what 

/\!go! programme Sphere/II by Alan Parkin 
1un on Elliott 4120. at Greenford Computer 
Workshop 25 April 1968 
Rapidograph pen 0.2 
with the foHowing data 
Splwre data AAA 
1300. -3600. 6. 304. 304. 0. 0, ·-4800. t\00. 
0.2419. 0.2419. 0.9307, 2, H 

I 

happened but a d1a11ge did oc:ru1. \Nell. 
wJwt f am qnino to do very sllortlv 1s to rnilkc 
a line d1uwino of a l1c<.1d and use tlw Lorenz 
Transforrnation to see what would happen 
to the appearance of that head. hypothetic· 
ally, as it appro;:ichecl the speed of liriht. I like 
the idea because n1an cannot move at that 
speed. I'm interested in seeing what would 
happen. And. maybe I arn also interested in 
introducing objects wh·1ch we associate with 
slowness like a turtle and having it go at the 
speed of light. a strange sort of contradiction. 
I can use a well-known physiGal law as a 
point of departurA and, then, quite arbi
trarily, I can change the numerical values 
which essentially change the reality. I can 
have light travel five times faster than the 
speed of light. And in a sense put myself in a 
position of creating my own personal science 
fiction. 
Arthur: There's aln1ost a contradiction here 

though, because if you can make a drawing, 
and by means of the Lorenz Transforn1ation 
show what man looks like as he approaches 
the speed of light, you're closer to reality 
than science has ever been. 

Charles: I don't know yet how to deal with 
this. I just know that I like to play with the 
world. l like to have the possibility of modi
fying certain circumstances, certain condi
tions in the environment. 

1 think artists are going to be influenced by 
science in one way or another, and f think 
that this is going to force some new defini
tion of art. This ·1s inevitable. 

Sphere daw ODD 
400. -'.lGOO. 8, 104. 0. 0. -4800. 132. 0.2410. 
0.2410. 0.9397. 2. H 
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surfaces are something of a problem, The·1r 
varying hght and shade call for sorne addi
tional tonal variation in the representation, 
sucl1 as hatching or painting. Tile problem is 
particularly ucLi"te 1n accurat8 1neasured 
drawing, which has been standardized in 
two main forms There is ortho\:)onal projec
tion. as used for engineering and architec
tural plans and elevations; and central 
projection, as used for perspective pictures. 
In orthogonal projection, all no1nts on a line 
perpendicular to the picture plane are repre
sented by the point where the line rneets the 
picture plane. In cer1tral projection tho 
projecting lines all pass through a single 
point. the viewpoint. Tradttional perspective 
n1ethod 1s a graphic technique for transfonn
ing orthogonal projections into central. It 
enables salient points to be plotted, which 
then have to be joined by lines. lt is a 
satisfactory n1ett1od for straight lines, but 
tedious or inaccurate or both for curved lines. 
And it is entirely unsatisfactory for curved 
surfaces, where there are no salient points 
and no sharp edges. 

New conception of drawing 
A new conception of drawing, of a general 
nature. arises frorn tile con1binat1on of four 
possibilities: 

1. Abandoning the linear convention and 
taking up a mosaic convention. as that 
used in halftone photo-engraving. The 
picture is built up from separate dots of 
varying sizes, arranged in a regular 
mosaic. 

2. Abandoning the tedious and inaccurate 
graphic method and taking up nun1erica! 
calculation. This is even more tedious if 
done by hand, but of virtually unlimited 
accuracy. 

3. Removing the tedium from calculation 
by the use of a digital computer. 

4. Using a digital plotter to produce the 
finished drawing from the numerical 
results, with great speed and precision. 

Such a method would be especially suitable 
for drawing a ball, or any curved surface. 

Mosaic elements 
A typical plotter is capable of one basic 
operation, moving in a straight line to a new 
position. in either of two states, pen up or 
pen down. lt can only moVe a whole number 
of steps ir1 both directions across the paper. 
The step length is thus a quantum imposing a 
lin1it on resolution. But it is necessary to 
build up a range of plottab!e mosaic ele
ments. which reduces the resolution furtt1er. 
If we take a typical step length of 1 /200 inch, 
and choose a square 3 ·· 3 steps as the 
n1osaic unit, and use a pen one step in 
dianieter, then the square can contain any of 
nine different areas of black. In gross, the 
effect will be a tone.having any of nine values 
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from v1hite to black. The resoluf1on of the 
mosaic will be 66j elernents per inch. 
Alternatively, four tones could be used at 
100 elen1ents per inch, sixteen tones at 50 
elernenls per inc!1, or generally n·~ tones at 
200/n e!ernents per inch. 

Fundan1ental equations for n1osa1c elen1ents 
In coordinate geometry, points, lines, curves, 
planes and surfaces are represented by nun1-
bers. within son1e suitable frame of reference. 
It is convenient here to take the viewpoi11t as 
the origin, and three rectangular axes w·1th x 
positive to the right. y positive upwards, and 
z negative in the direction of view. The unit 
of rneasurement is the plotter step. Then a 
point is specified by three numbers (x. y, z), 
which are steps along the respective axes. 
The picture plane is perpendicular to the 
z-axis at a distance d from the origin. It is 
therefore specified as the plane z - d. If the 
niosaic unit is a square m by ni plotter steps, 
then tt1e position of any mosaic elernent is 
specified by two numbers (p, q). vvhere p 

2mx, rnx, 0, mx, 2n1x. . ; q 
- 2n1y, -n1y, 0, my. 2my,. ; and z '---dis 
understood. Now any point (x, y. z) on the 
object is centrally projected into the picture 
plane in sorne element (p, q) of tt1e mosaic. 
Frorn the definition of the fran1e of reference, 
by similar triangles, we have the fundamental 
projection equations: 

p - xd/z 
q -· yd/z. 
The simplest lighting situation is a single 

source at such great distance that the inci
dent light at object and origin can be taken 
as parallel (such as sunlight). The source is 
then specified by three numbers (alpha, beta, 
gamma), the angles which a line pointing at 
the source makes with the x, y and z axes. 
The unit normal at a point on the object is the 
line, one step long, which is perpendicular to 
the surface at that point. lt is found by stan
dard geometric procedures depending on 
the type of surface concerned. lt is specified 
by three numbers (ux, uy, uz). Assuming 
that the surface is a perfect diffuser (matt 
white), the brightness at any point is given 
by Lambert's cosine Jaw as the cosine of the 
angle between the normal and the direction 
of the source. Thus: 

brightness = ux. cos alpha -1- uy. cos beta 
+ uz. cos gamma. 

This is the tonal value of the appropriate 
mosaic element. Full colour work involves no 
new principle. Using a trichromatic set of 
colours with black, the colour of the source 
and the local colour of the object are speci
fied. The brightness equation is used four 
tin1es for each mosaic element with weight
ing factors derived from the specifications. 

Mathen1atical description of illuminated ball 
A short way to refer to a point is by using a 

Q __ 

vector. written A, which is understood to 
have three con1ponents (ax. ay, az). n1easured 
along the three axes. The length of ci vector. 
the distance fron1 the origin to A, is written 
!AL The line through the origin {viewpoint) 
and elernent A in the n1osaic is 

X - e.A (in full, xx --, e.ax, xy ~= e.ay, xz '--
e.az) 

where e is a variable number. a parameter. 
The sphere with centre C and radius r is 

IXl 2 -2.C.X -l 1Cl 2 - r 2 

The intersection of the line and the sphere is 
therefore the po.int wh·1ch satisfies both these 
equations. Substituting the first into the 
second we have 

IA! 2.e;· 2.C.A.e t ICJ2 r 2 

This is a quadratic equation for e. whose 
solution is 

e (~b~t-.vb 2 -4.a.c)/2.a 
if a - JA1 2, b 2.C.A., c _ __, JCl 2-r 2 

The two solutions fore are then substituted 
in the equation to the line to give two inter
sections. The visible one is the nearer of the 
two to the viewpoint The norn1al at any point 
on a sphere is the line through that point and 
the centre. The unit normal is found by 
dividing by the radius. Thus if the hne 
through the origin and n1osaic elen1ent A 
intersects the sphere at point/, the centre of 
the sphere is point C, and the radius is r, then 
the unit normal is(/-- C)/r. It then remains to 
use the brightness equation to find the tonal 
value of the mosaic element A. 

ALGOL progranune 
These calculations, and the subsequent plot
ting instructions for the mosaic elements. 
have been written as an Elliott ALGOL pro
gramme. The progran1me has a range of ten 
brightness values. There are eight parameters 
to the programme, which are given values by 
a separate data tape. These are: 

plotting origin 
distance of picture plane from viewpoint 
size of mosaic element 
horizontal cutoff value for mosaic 
vertical cutoff value for mosaic 
centre of sphere 
radius of sphere 
direction of illumination. 

The drawings were produced by the Elliott 
4120 computer at Greenford Computer 
Workshop, using a Benson-Lehner 141 digi
tal plotter and Rapidograph Variant pens. 

So what? 
A ball is a suitable test case, mathematically 
simple yet beyond the reach of traditional 
perspective methods. Clearly the same ap
proach enfolds the whole of classical linear 
perspective by simple specializations. It is 
also clear that it can be extended to draw 
other forms which have been n1athematically 
studied, placed in any position in any light. 
The next important step is to develop a 
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method for specifying natural forrns in corn
putable terms. The work in developing a 
programme is considerable. But once done, 
it provides a whole range of pictures of 
imaginary objects, of photographic standard 
but under various controls. The limit, as 
before, is the imaginative grasp of the user. 

25 April 1968~programme 
by Alan Parkin 
Sphere/it: 

'BEGIN' 'REAL' ex. CY, CZ. R. DIX. DIY. 
OIZ, LAM. BRI. AX. AY. AZ. NDX. NOY. 
NOZ. T. U, V. MISS; 

'INTEGER' E. J, K. S. 0. N. M. 0; 
'READ' E. o. s. N. M. ex. CY. CZ. R. DIX. 

DIY, DIZ. 0; 
SETORIGIN (E. 0); 
'FOR' K:~M 'STEP' -S 'UNTIL' -M 'DO' 
'FOR' J :~N 'STEP' -S 'UNTIL' -N ·oo· 
'BEGIN' AX :~J; 
AY:~K: 

AZ:~D; 

T: ~-AX •ex-AX •cx-AY ·cY -AY•cy 
-Az•cz-AZ·cz: 

U :~AX•AX+AY'AY+AZ•Az; 
v :~ex •cx+crcY +cz·cz: 
MISS :~PT-4 •u "(V-R•R); 
'IF' MISS<-0.0000001 'THEN' 'GOTO' 

RETURN; 
LAM :~(-T SORT(MISS))/(U I U); 
NOX>(LAM'AX· CX)/R; 

Computer
generated pictures 

L. D. Harmon and K. C. Knowlton 

A 35-1nn1 transparency is rnade fron1 a photo 
of son1e real-world object and scanned by a 

machine sin1ilar to a television carnera. The 
resultant electrical signals are converted into 
numerical representations on n1agnetic tape. 
This provides a digitized version of the pic
ture for computer processing. 
The first step taken by the cornputer is to 

fragment the picture into 88 rows of 132 
fragrnents per row. The average brightness 
level of each fragrnent is computed; thus 
11.616 (88 ~ 132) nurnbers are generated. 
The brightness levels are encoded into 

nun1bers 0 through 15 which stand for 
white, black, and 14 intermediate shades of 
grey. The original picture is 11ow represented 
by 11.616 nun1bers each one of which 
represents a sn1all area having one of 16 
possible density (brightness) values. 
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NOY: (LAM'AY CY)/R; 
NOZ :-(LAM 'AZ- CZ)/H; 
BRI >NOX•DIX I NOY'DIY I NOZ'DIZ; 
'IF' BRI 'GE' 0.8888888 'THEN' 'GOTO' 

RETURN; 
'IF' BRl<0.8888888 'AND' BAI 'GE' 

0.7777777 'THEN' 
'BEGIN' MOVEPEN (J. K); 
DRAWL I NE (J +O. K); 
'GOTO' RETURN; 
'END'; 
'IF' BRl<0.7777777 'AND' BAI 'GE' 

0.6666666 'THEN' 
'BEGIN' MOVEPEN (J, K); 
DRAWLINE (J+2'0. K); 
'GOTO' RETURN; 
'END'; 
'IF' BRl<0.6666666 'ANO' BAI 'GE' 

0.5555555 'THEN' 
'BEGIN' MOVEPEN (J. K); 
DRAWLINE (J+2•0. K); 
DRAWLINE (J+2'0. K+O); 
'GOTO' RETURN; 
'END'; 
'IF' BRl<0.5555555 'AND' BRI 'GE' 

0.4444444 'THEN' 
'BEGIN' MOVEPEN (J, K); 
DRAWLINE (J 12 •o. K); 
DRAWLINE (J +2 •o. K+O); 
DRAWLINE (J +O. Kt 0); 
'END'; 
'IF' BRl<0.4444444 'AND' BRI 'GE' 

0.3333333 'THEN' 

In the processed picture a given density 1s 
reproduced by the number of black dots 
occupying an 11 x 11 square, and this dot 
array is produced on n1icrofiln1 by a Strom
berg Carlson 4020 niicrofilm printer. Instead 
of randon1ly sprinkling black dots over the 
11 11 square in the proportion called for 
by any given brightness level, the dots are 
organized into n1icropatterns which can be 
seen at close range. For example, a light grey 
(say brightness level 5) requires (ideally) 
42 black dots. So approxin1ately this number 

'BEGIN' MOVEPFN (J. K); 

DRAWLINE (J I 2 '0, K); 
Dl1AWLINE (JI 2'0. KI 0); 
DRAWLINE (J. K; 0); 
'END'; 
'IF' BRl<0.3333333 'AND' BRI 'GE' 

0.2222222 THEN' 
'BEGIN' MOVE PEN (J. K); 
DRAWLINE (J I 2 '0. K); 
DRAWLINE (J I 2 '0. KI 0); 
DRAWLINE (J K I 0); 
DRAWLINE (J. Kt 2'0); 
'END'; 
'IF' BRl<0.2222222 'AND' BRI 'GE' 

0.1111111 'THEN' 
'BEGIN' MOVEPEN (J, K); 
DRAWLINE (J ·12 •o. K); 
DRAWLINE (J+2•0. K+O); 
DRAWLINE (J. K+O); 
DRAWLINE (J. K+2'0); 
DRAWLINE (J +o. K+2'0); 
'END'; 
'IF' BRl<0.1111111 'THEN' 
'BEGIN' MOVEPEN (J, K); 
DRAWLINE (J+2 '0. K); 
DRAWLINE (Jf.2'0. K+O); 
DRAWLINE (J, K+O); 
DRAWLINE (J. K+2 '0); 
DRAWLINE (J+2'0. K+2•0); 
'END'; 
RETURN: 'END'; 
MOVE PEN (0. 0); 
'END'; 

of black dots is structured to form either a 
house, or a cat, or a stop light, or an un1-
brella, etc. Similarly a nearly black elen1ent 
(say level 14, requiring 111 black dots) 
niight be a lightning flash, a white division 
sign on a black background. etc. There are a 
total of 141 patterns. Son1e brightness levels 
have as many as 14 to choose from. while 
others have as few as 5. 

When a particular brightness level is called 
for. the con1puter niakes a randon1 choice 
among the set which fits that level ; different 

K. C. Knowlton 
and LRon D. Hannon 
Guffs: studies 111 
/)l!fCl'/111011 If 
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probabilities may be assigned to different 
patterns witllin a given level. 
The overall pictlJre is actually produced on 

6 frames of n1icrofiln1 because the resolution 
of the 1nicrofilm printer is only 500 separable 
dots horizontally, whereas we need 132 :< 11 

1452 dots along that clin1ension. Tho 6 
microfiln1 fran1es are then enlarged photo
uruphici.llly. pasted toue!ller, arid replioto-

1 op, A4ura! 19GG, 5 12 ft pruduct.)U by Kenneth C. 
Kno'.vlton uf Pla111!1eld New Jmsey and Li;uri 0. 
f\;11111<111 of \iV;1lchun9. Nl~W Jers1~y. 
A r.u11v1mtiorw! photo[Jrilpll WilS su1nrwd. lib! iJ 

tdt:visil'll pictwe. u11d !lw rnst1lt<111! e!Pc1rica! Sl\Jllills 
wew converted into hinary numtiers (reprosentmn 
brightness levels at each point). These numbers 
were !lien written on magnetic tape Which thus 
provided a digitized version of Hie picturn for com· 
puter processing. It was 1equired !hilt brightness be 
quilntized ·m10 eioht levels (from all black to illl 

wJ11te) 1o 1up1ese1H tonal volue fur loci.JI patches uf 
picttHe (100 <Jcross. fo/!yvnticillly. i.e. 4.000 in all). 
l hus each 1 /,1000 ol the picture Jlllil is rep1esu11ted 
by one of eight possible densities. A given density 
w.is 1epH1\hu:ed m tlw p!Oc:<~~sed pictuw lly Hw 
number of primitive black points occupying a 10 x l 0 
sqti.Hl'_ Tilus .in all l1l.1ck ll'~1·1u11 w1nild ll.ivl~ 100 
as 111 1t. ideally an all"wh1to patch would be bare. but 
,1 f1~w i/S were sp1111kled in to avoid a wastwd·out 
ilppearance. l he rem<iining six levels were obtained 
by varying the percentage occupancy by as of each 
10 ~ 10 area. Actually twelve choices were pro
vided. tv10 at each level, to avoid monotony. These 
twelve sub-pictures were made to represent various 
appropriate pallerns. They are Level 2 (nearest 
white): multiplication and division signs: Level 3: 
transistors. either normally oriented or rotated; 
Level 4: zener diodes. either normally orientud or 
rotated; Level 5; vacuum triodes or a random 
p<t!tem. Level 6: resistors or a tape reel. Level 7 
(nearest black): a wiring crossover or a random 
checkerboard. 

When tile computer found a quantized picture 
region of a particular level. the appropriated sub
pictuw \Vtis called up mid prinllld Uy a microfilm 
output plotter at the proper location. The resultant 
microfilm was thon onlnrgod ptiotogrophlcally to 
produce the final mural. You will see that there are 
three viewing levels. At the closest view, one can 
see the individual a symbols. At the next level the 
sub-patterns are evident. Finally at sufficiently 
great viewing distance (20 to 30 feet is appropriate. 
but even more is better). the overall picture {original) 
becomes clear. The effect is very much like that of 
viewing a newsprint photo very close up at first. 
then stepping back. 

[Patrons of the project: E. Arthurs; E. E. David jr; 
B. Julesz: M. V. Mathews; P. G. Neumann; J. A. 
Pierce; M.A. Schroeder; V. A. Vyssotsky.J 

Above right. K. C. Knowlton and Leon D. Harmon 
Tefephone:.s1udies in perception I 

Above, far right. K. C. Knowlton and Leon D. Harmon 
Gargoyle: studies in perception!// 

Right. Tone scale of symbols used in producing the 
Telephone. All the images are. in fact. 
communication syn1bu!s 
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graphed to _produce a final h·1gh-contrast 
8 10 inch negative. This negative is then 
used to produce a giant enh:irgement like the 
one shown here. At close viewing distances 
the 11.616 tiny patterns are clearly v·1sible, 
but unless you know exactly what to look 
fur. the large picture cannot be perceived 
With increasingly great viewing distances the 
sn1all JXJtlerns disappear, and the overall pie-

ture en1erges. 
There are several reasons for experin1enting 
wtth these pictures: 
To develop new cornputer languages which 
can cas'ily manipulate graphical data; 
To explore new forn1s of computer· 
produced art; 
To exarnine son1e aspects of hun1an pattern 
--perception. 
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Boeing computer 
graphics 

The Boeing Computer Graphics organization 
has been working on direct application of 
projects within the company. They produce 
a final product which is used by engineers 
and management to visualize specific prob~ 
lems. There are various studies involving 
Boeing aircraft and its immediate environ
ment, such as airports, flight, etc. These are 
in the form of pilot visibility in cockpit 
configurations and various perspective and 
isometric drawings of aircraft done with a 
computer plotter. The equipment used was 
Keypunch, IBM 1400C reader printer. IBM 
7094 computer. Gerber plotter. 

One of the projects is the animation of the 
human figure by the computer including 
sequence of film showing movement of the 
various limbs. This man ls a creation of Air 
Force data and the Boeing designers and he 
represents the fifty percentile pilot in the US 
Air Force. 

1. Human figure 
This was the outgrowth of hun1an engineedng 
needs for a means of determining human 
capabilities in cockpit configurations. It is used for 
studies to determine cockpit instrument location 
and arrangement for easier use of control. 
Top, centre column. liont view-seated. Subject 
checkout plot. 
Top. right-hand column. and reading downwards 
left to right in sequence, rear view sequence. Due to 
\he inability of the programme to eliminate hidden 
lines crt U1is time, \Ve have a transparent figure. 
This figure is seated looking away from you with 
a movement to rinht and body movement 
tov·Jard the left. 
This figure is now a seven-system !inure. Each 
movi;ahle part is a sys\•~m-the hend and neck. 
the torso. the legs. right upper arm. left upper arm. 
right lo•.,vcr arm. left lowe1 arm. The aim is to have 
a 21-system man where the complete figure can 
be manipulated 
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2. Boeing 737 project 

This oircraft is a short-range commeicial <Jirliner 
which has gone into service in 19G8. 
<J. Orthu\Jt<lphic plot-· front view 
b. Orthogr<Jptlic plot-side view 
c. Isometric plot 

Figure a and b are check plots and are part of 
checkout programme. From !hem one can bo surn 
Hwt the information is cornlcf. The plots mu 
produced by an automatic plotting machine. the 
Gurber plotter, frum tupns produced from thD 

IBM 7094. The info1rnation is fed to the 7094 in 
tile form of punched IBM cards. 
Tlw isometric view is produced by usino the 
progr<rmme for the subject definition along with a 
computer graphics programme. The isometrics 
wme used as il drawing base for manuals and 
public<ition wor~. which involved p1clcJ11al 
representation of the Boein9 737 

2a 

I! 

2b 

2c 
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Computart 
panelling 

Robert Parslow and Michael Pitteway 

This demonstrates a combination of two 
separate research activities in the Computer 
Science Department at Brunel University. 
Rohert Parslow has been active for a nun1-
ber of years in computer sin1ulation work 
which involves the efficient generation of 

1 long sections of random or pseudo-random 
nurnbers. Professor Michael Pitteway deve
loped an equally efficient progranune for 
drawing conic sections. e.g. ellipses or 
hyperbolic arcs using the incremental graph 

\ ___ _ 
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3. Seattle-Tacoma Airport 
This was the first Boeing airport configuration for 
motion picture landing simulation. The data was 
taken from the Master Plan of Seattle-Tacoma 
Airport. 
a. Orthographic view of Seattle-Tacoma Airport 
configuration. 
b. Manoeuvre checkout plots w'1th angle of 
descent and distance figured to aircraft speed
approach to landing. The main subject is an airplane 
in the middle of all the frames in the sequence. 
c.i-iv. Zoom sequence from a height above the 
airport right up to the back of the primary object. Jc.ii 
The aircraft is not any one defined. 

----- --------------

3c.i 

plotter available with the Brunel University 
computer. 

The two are here combined to produce 
computart originals of great simplicity. The 
computer is first given the dimensions of the 
required picture and is told how many curves 
are required in each colour-though only 
black has been used in this example. The 
n1achine then generates five random num
bers, places the pen anywhere on the paper 
(two more randon1 numbers required for this) 
and starts to draw a conic section chosen by 
the random numbers. The range of each 
number is scaled, however. so that, on 
average. the shapes drawn tend to fit the 
frame of the picture; round tubby curves are 
produced more often for a square picture 
while a long thin picture is covered with 
matching long thin shapes_ When the pen 
reaches the edge of the picture. or if it is 

i~ 
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3c.iv 

drawing a small ellipse when it has gone most 
of the way round. the computer suddenly 
generates five more random numbers and 
starts another curve. When enough curves 
have been drawn, the pen is lifted. the paper 
is moved on. and the computer starts a new 
picture. Every picture is an original. The ·com
puter never repeats "itself. to the d"1sappoint
ment of an operator who on one occasion 
was unable to repeat a very effective sur
realistic bull that was unfortunately produced 
under test conditions using a ball-point pen 
instead of the more effective coloured inks. 

From an artistic standpoint. the progran1n1e 
is a genuine attempt to escape from the pretty 
geometrical and mathematical figures of con
ventional con1puter artwork, showing l1ow 
the power and flexibility of modern equip
n1ent can be used to introduce a new freedorn 
into the field of machine-associated art. 



Calcornp plotting 
system 

Thu C<J!comp model 770 ma9net11:·WPLl system 
WdS used in cun1w1ctio11 with ttvm 702 l!:iHJ<:d 
plollur to produce tl1ese cornput(~I graplu~s. 

1 J/umrmnolmd by K\;l!y Str;111d. produced 011 
Ct1lcump 770 t<1pe system .ind n10Llel 702 flL1t!J,;d 
plutticr. Plotlmq t1nw tuok 30 mmutes. 

. I 

2 Gros/ by Kerry Strand. produced on Calcomp 770 
tupe system and modo! 763 drum plotter (7ip 
mode). Plotting t'1mc took 5 minutes. 

1 Tl11ee peaks by John Szabo. pmduced on 
Calcomp 770 ldpe system <md model 763 drum 
plotter. Ploltm\J li!lle took 7 minutfls. 

3 

4 

7 

5 

6 
4 Krysta/las 

5 The bat by John 
Szabo, produced on 
Calcomp 770 tape 
system and model 763 
drum plr)tti::r (zip 
mode). Plotting time 
looY. 7 mmutus. 

6 Symp!exiry by Kerry 
Strand and Larry 
Jenkins. produced on 
Calcomp 770 tape 
system and model 702 
flatbed plotter. Plotting 
time took 1 hour . 

7 The snail by Kerry 
Strand, produced on 
Calcomp 770 tape 
system and model 702 
flatbed plotter. Plotting 
limn took 4 l hours. 

SI 



Computer
generated graphics 

Maughan S. Mason 

Mason visualizes the desired pattern and 
then conceives a circuit arrangement which 
will produce the effect. He works wit11 an 
analogue computer in association with an 
XY plotter. The drawings are executed in 
black or coloured inks. They were previously 
shown at the Salt Lake Art Center, Salt Lake 
City. Utah. 
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Computer prints 

Duane Palyka 

All n1v vvork was done on Carnegie-Mellon 
University's Bendix G-21 computer with a 
standard upper-case character set. The pro
grnn1n1es were all written in ALGOL and 
utilized periods of three to fifty-nine rninutes 
of cornputer tir11e for each tirne n1y pro
grarnn1e ran. 1 had no direct contact with the 
con1puter but had to subrnit n1y progran1r11e 
to an attendant to be run and then pick it up 
again afterwards along with tho resultant 
output. The output contained the inputted 
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code of rny programn1e followed by a se
quence of cornputer prints. each differing 
frorn the one before it. This variance results 
because of a randorn nurnber generator 
which I call upon quite extensively through
out rny prograrnn1e. 

In originating rny work tvvo years ago, I 
developed several simple shapes that I felt 
would be exciting within a random grid 
arrangen1ent. Since they were shapes that 
could easily relate to one another. I estab
lished sorne n1athen1atical relationships that 
I would have !iked to happen between the 
shapes. Then the cornputer, as I had 
programn1ed, generated randorn grid struc
tures with rny shapes allowino these 
relationships to occur in various positions of 
a 6 6 grid_ The relationships a10 based on 
reflexive properties and negative variations 
of the original shapes designed. 

An1ong rny early prints, there are a few 

composed totally of reflexive triangular 
shapes. These shapes are designed to order 
a subtle radiating dian1ond structure beyond 
the viewers' irnrnediate encounter with the 
print. All of tho mathernatical manipulations 
and calculations of each print 'is program1ned 
to occur in tf1e first part of rny progran1n1e. 
Only when the con1puter has finished this 
phase of the operation does it print out the 
cornpleted forrn of t11e print. Thus. in my 
n1ore cornplicllted pieces. the n1achine n1ani
pulates the design structure for one-half to 
three-fourths of an hour before finally print
ing it out. The value changes in the printin~J 
process ~ire created by printing alphabetic 
chnractcrs upon c;_1ch other, nnd r<Hlge fron1 
tho initial white of the paper to a total black 
cha1;1cter created by printi11g a ·r upon an 
'E' upon an 'N' upon a 'Z'. The increased 
tirne-longth occurs in works where each 
design is considered to bo composed of 



10,000 variable point positions on tt1e page 
instead of the 36 design blocks used in the 
earlier prints. I began transition tovvards this 
n1ore con1plex point systern in the third 
group. In this group the progran1rne contains 
a sh1ft1ng of grids and distortion of shapes 
until the original inputted sl1<.pes (still being 
used at this point) become lost in the rnore 
de1nandin9 structure of the print. l make a 
distinct effort here and in a!t of rny work to 
allow chance to intervene at every possible 
phase of niathernatical n1anipulations. 

In the work which resulted in the latest 
prints. I introduced, as an initial pt1ase of n1y 
progran1n1e, procedures to construct shapes 
and to construct then1 relative to the page 
upon which they would be placed. Increas
ingly, as rny work progressed. the concept of 
pictorial space gained in importance. Tl1e 
shapes subsequently were designed more 
three-dimensionally and rnerged w!lh u depth 
of enveloping space. Eventually I found n1y
solf working on n1anv progran1n1es at the 
same tin10 and storing unfinished prints still 
in their rnathernatical state within the con1-
puter's men1ory-us1ng then1 later in other 
programn1es. As operations becarne niore 
con1p!icated. one phase of the co1nputer's 
operation merged with otl1er phases; and 
shapes which were usually created first in 
the programme were now being created in 
the middle of a print's construction. In some 
cases J had the computer analyse the finished 
print to determine its linear construction
having the linear analysis saved and used as 
a part of another print. 

Lloyd Sumner 

started experimenting with computer graphics in 
the early 1960s. He made them at the un·1versity 
of Virginia. using extended Algol for programming 
a Burroughs B 5500 and a Calcomp 565 plotter. 
He launched a firm called Computer Creations 
from which he sells computer graphics in red, 
blue, green, brown and black. His graphics are 
given romantic titles and the largest dimension 
is 28 x 12 in. This one is called Friendly flowers 
of lime and space. 
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Computer graphics by Duane Palyka. Pittsburgh, 
The works wern done on Carnegie-Mellon 
University's Bendix G-21 computer with a 
standard upper-case character set. The 
programmes were aH written in Algol and utilized 
periods of three to fifty-nine minutes of computer 
time for each time the programme ran. 
The output contained the inputted code of the 

programme followed by a sequence of computer 
prints. each diffeling from the one before it. This 
variety results because a random generator was 
used extensively throughout. 

s 



7 designs 

Far right, Modulated logarithmic spiral by C. T. 
Messinger (China Lake, California). computed on 
IBM 7094 digital computer and drawn on a 
Stromberg.Carlson 4020 display unit. 

Right. Weight function graph by C. T. Messinger. 
computed on an IBM 7094 computer and drawn by 
a Stromberg-Carlson 4020 display unit. 

Below, Ellipse by error by L W, Barnum E G & G, 
Inc. las Vegas, Nev. 89101. 
This elliptical figure was accidentally genmated 
during a study of digitally-generated Lissajous 
figures. The figure should have been an e!tlpse 
caused by a 45 deg. phase shift. with sample 
points every 0.1 in. along the boundary of the 
figure. A Calcomp 565 driven by a CDC 106A, 
drew the figure. 

Be!o'N. Computer graphic 3. 1960 was executed hy 
Kurd AtslP.hen together with Dr Cord Passow in 1960 
in Hamburg on an electronic analogue computer 
which was linked to a gwphic plotter. The 
differences in the configwations depend on Hie 
parameter changes of a differential equation. 
These and others liom the same series were in 
Ku1d /\ls!eben's bnok Aestetische Rvdundanz. 
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Below and bottom. Computer graphics by Petar 
Milojevic, McGill Unive1sity, Montreal. 
The programming was done in Fortran and 
processod on the IBM 7044, The figures themselves 
were done on tho Calcomp 565 plolter. The cubic 
figures were obtained by connecting ce1tain points 
on the sides of a cube. with the positions of the 
tines changed by translation or rotation. 

Below. Boxes by Dare! Eschbach, University of 
Toledo, Ohio. The corner of each rectangle was 
generated by random numbers. The X dimension of 
the box was determined as t ,09 times tho X co· 
ordinate. This produces a design which has squares 
on the diagonal and rectangles on each side as you 
move away from the diagonal. The design was 
made on an IBM 1620 with an IBM 1627 plotter, 
and was programmed in Fortran. 
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Computer pictures 

Andrew Colin 

These pictures are essentially action 
paintings. The programn1e which generates 
then1 has a 'repertoire' of five standard 
shapes: the circle, the ellipse, the triangle, 
the square and the rectangle. Before 
generating any pictures, the programme 
selects subsets of tt1ese shapes at random. 
It then generates examples of each shape, 

Geometric patterns 

Five geon1etric patterns from the research 
laboratories of the General Motors Corpor
ation which were part of a programme for 
checking image quality and general screen 
presentation on the cathode-ray- tube screen 
of the DAC graphic console. They also 
serve as a diagnostic tool to check the 
recorder electronics. More specifically. for 
each of these a mathematical expression 
was programmed into the computer; the 
computer then translated the mathematics 
into graphical representat'1ons and fed th'1s 
information into the graphic console. pre
senting each expression as a series of 
straight lines: the resultant pattern was then 
automatically recorded on film by the CRT 
recorder. and these prints were made from 
the film. Donald W. Borland writes: 'Jn two 
cases we doubled up-purely for the artistry 
of it. The prints with the yellow and blue 
backgrounds were made by superimposing 
two negatives, in each case. and then 
printing the resulting combined pattern. 
The prints were then air-brushed to provide 
the tinted backgrounds.' 

The automotive drawings show a use of 
the capability being checked in the other 
five prints. Briefly. the drawings that appear 
on the viewing screen con1e fron1 a mathe
rnatical representat'1on of the design stored 
in the computer's men1ory. By use of the 
electric 'pencil' and console keyboard, the 
designer 1s able to call for various views. 
enlarge, rotate. and examine then1. change 

"I 

assigns to them a random size orienta
tion of position, and places them into 
a previously black frame. When the 
number of shapes, which have previously 
been selected at random, have been placed 
the entire frame is printed out. The different 
shapes are distinguished by the use of 
different symbols. 

The pictures illustrate the effect of par
tially randornizing the process of selecting 
the components of compositions. Andrew 
Colin found that although the 1najority of 
pictures produced in this way had no value 
whatever a substantial minority were agree
able to look at. 

Eventually, he hopes to continue this 
experiment by Introducing son1e method 
of 'balance' between tt1e shapes. 

them if he wishes. and then store either the 
original or the modification (or both) back 
in the con1puter. AH of this is part of the DAC 
experimental man-computer design system 
developed by the General Motors Research 
Laboratories. 

I_ 

Computer-generated picture 1963. produced on the 
Atlas Computer at the University of London. 
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Mathematically
defined surfaces 

A. R. Forrest 

The three pictures show views of surfaces 
designed interactively on a computer
driven cathode ray tube display. The surfaces 

Joseph Stiegler 

Transmu1auons 
Transmutations are generated from number 
sequences or literary texts. Each digit or letter is 
assigned a vector-a line of fixed length and 

·direction-which is then drawn at the e11d of the 
previous vector. The resultant line is a simultaneous 
representation of !he sequential number or text. 
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are defined n1athcn1atical!y by three matrices 
visible in two of the pictures-alteration of a 
term in the matrix changes the surface. 
Other information on the screen controls the 
programme. 
The surface design programme was written 

to aid research work on surface forms suitable 
for describing such shapes as car bodies and 
aeroplanes. The prograrnme is not convenient 
for a designer to use, but despite this, 
several people have managed to construct 
shapes with considerable visual appeal. 

Warped surface No 1 arose from a demon-

stration of the pronrarnrne when ;i p(lrt1011 pf 
a sphere was progressively distorted until 
nothing rernained of the original shape. 
Distorted half cone started out as a cone, 

but the Z co-ordinate information was 
altered. One view remains as in the original. 
This surface was designed solely for the 
pattern in the Z-X view. 
Stylized cross is in fact a plural surface, 

the normal projection of which is drawn. 
The surface was designed as a pattern-it has 
no other practical use. 
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Cubic interpolations 

Sam Schmitt 

Tt1e sn1oothing of experimental data by 
polynon1ial interpolation is fan1iliar in nu
n1erical analysis. San1 Schn1itt of Princeton 
had the idea of usino (cubic) interpolation 
on the abscissi and ordinates separately. 
This gives rise to sn1oothing 1n a peculiar 
sense since it can give rise to nodes and 
small loops, and this peculiarity is largely 
responsible for the artistic effects. These 
graphics were produced by Schn1itt with 
the help of a CDC 1604. Further exan1ples 
could be readily generated with tho aid of 
the following precise descriptions: 

We select n points P, (x" y,) (r 1. 2, 
3... n) randornly or not. We define 
P,;,, P,_ that is. we think of the n points 
as cyc!1cally ordered. VVe now ctioose four 
consecutive points, P,. P,; 1• P, 1 2, P,: 3• 

and find cubic functions F, and G, such 
that F,(O) x ....... F,(3) x,,,. G,(0) 

y,,. . ., G,(3) -- y, 13. We use this pair of 
cubic functions to draw an arc fron1 P, to 
P,_1_1• Now replace P, by the point [F, 
(0.1). (G,(0.1)1 say. and repeat the process 
for the points P, 11 , P,; 2• P, 1 3• P,; ~- And 
so on round and round cyclically until the 
human operator decides to stop. 

Top, Cubic interpolation 1, and centre, left and 
right, Cubic interpolation 2 and 3. by Sam Schmitt 
and Stockton Gaines 

Above. and above right. Sailboat based on pursuit 
curves with random selection of initial positions 
of the beetles 

Left. kfask 

{All drawn by computer CDC 1604 at Piinceton 
University, submitted by I. J. Good.} 
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Isometric view of 
neutron distribution 

D. J. Dileonardo 

These isometric views were produced at the 
Westinghouse Electric Corporation, West 
Mifflin. Pennsylvania. 
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--1 Above. Perspective view of the reactor power as 
a function of time at several reactor core locations. 

Far left. These pairs of perspective views are 
actual stereo pairs. In constructing the pairs the 
viewing position was displaced a distance equal 
to the distance between a viewer's two eyes 
(about 2{: inches). By staring at the stereo pairs 
a middle view will materialize which wll! have 
a depth effect. 

Left and below left. Perspective views of the 
neutron distr'1bution in a reactor. 



Shift-register 
derived patterns 

D. H. Green 

., 

Tt1e shift register is one of the most funda
n1ental elen1e11ts of digital con1puter hard
ware. It finds n1any appl1cutions in storing 
and rnanoeuvering binary 1nfurrnation within 
the central processor. 
When used in an autonornous mode with 

feedback, the device provides a rich source 
of binary codes with rnany desirable pro
perties. Sud1 codes or sequences have many 
engineering applications especially in the 
field of digital communications. The study 
of feedbqck shift registers, or chain code 
generators as they are son1etin1es called. 
provides a valuatJle insight into the funda
rnental theory of rnore general sequential 
systerns and brings !ogether many aspects of 
higher n1athernatics and number theory. 
The device itself n1echanizes a logical 

recursion on a set of stored binary digits. 
On comrnand fron1 a 'shift pulse' each binary 
digit is moved one place down the register. 
The last digit in the register is lost but the 
vacancy created in the first stage is filled by 
a new digit con1puted from the stored digits 
by means of a logical circuit. Thus successive 
digits in the sequence are produced by the 
feedback of son1e logical combination of the 
digits previously held in the register. The set 
of digits in the register at any tin1e between 
shift pulses constitutes the 'state' of the 
register and as successive shift pulses are 
applied the register progresses through a 
sequence of states. 

The n1athen1atics describing this sequential 
behaviour becon1e complex unless re
strictions are placed on the type of feedback 
logics used. One such restriction ensures 
that all states will lie on closed branchless 
cycles so that the shift register will be con
fined to generate repeating sequences of 
binary syn1bols. As the sequences generated 
by this means are strings of O's and 1 's tf1e 
human observer may find difficulty in 
distinguishing between different sequences. 
A technique which has proved useful in 
overcon1ing this drawback involves tho 
transforn1ation of the digit strings into 
ct1aracteristic two-dimensional patterns 
traced out on a unit cellular lattice. 

A sin1ple conversion procedure is used 
whereby the binary sequence is inspected 
three digits at a tirne and to each of Hie 
eight possible co111binat1ons ar'1sing is allotted 
a direction of n1ove111ent over the cellular 
!<:ittice_ Tilus each of the 3 -digit coff1binaf1ons 
causes the trace to rnovo frorn a point on the 

lattice to one of tho eight points in1mediately 
adjacent according to the coding systern 
shown below. This procedure is repeated 
in a ser"ial overlapping nianner down the 
whole length of the sequence and as a result 
a pattern characteristic of the sequence is 
traced out on the lattice. 

If, for each combination of 3 digits found 
in the sequence, there exists at son1e ot11er 
position in the sequence another con1-
bination of 3 digits which is the logical 
inverse (O's and 1 's interchanged) of the 
first con1bination. then t!1e net movement 
over tile lattice will be zero. This means t11at 
the trace eventually returns to its starting 
position and, as the sequence repeats, the 
pattern will be retraced in exactly the same 
position on the lattice. This property is 
satisfied by a large number of sequences. 

The patterns n1ay be generated n1anuaHy 
but long sequences are best generated and 
plotted by means of computer progran1me. 
Some typical results are shown here. It is 
also possible to construct digital hardware 
whict1 will generate and display these 
patterns on a CRO screen. 

The technique has been found extremely 
useful in the study of shift-register sequen
ces. Many of the structural properties of the 
sequences are manifested as specific pattern 
configurations. e.g. skew-symmetrical se
quences give skew-symmetrical patterns. 

As the size and con1plexity of the shift
register becomes large the patterns pro
duced in this way can take on astonishingly 
elaborate forms. Simple changes in the 
feedback logic or starting state of the 
generator can reveal a wealth of new 
structures, but the sheer determinism and 
inevitability of their logical derivation seems 
to endow each one with some undefined 
similarity. 
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Oscillons (electronic 
abstractions) 

Ben F. Laposky 

Oscillons. or electronic abstractions, are 
compositions generated by means of 
electronic waveforms on a cathode ray 
oscilloscope. Oscillons are monochromatic, 

Cydac images 

Mortimer L. Mendelsohn, Brian H. Myall, 
Judith M. S. Prewitt, Benson H. Perry, 
and Thomas J. Conway 

Cydac is a device that converts the in1ages 
of microscopic objects and photographs 
into a series of numbers suited to computer 
processing. The image is scanned directly 
through a microscope and is divided into 
40.000 minute elements. The light passing 
through each e!en1ent is measured and re
corded as a number. These numbers are 
analysed by a computer (IBM 7040) pro
grammed to recognize different types of cells 
and other objects of medical and biological 
interest. The coniputer can also generate 
pictorial representations of the original 
image, using combinations of letters and 
syrnbols to sirnulate different tones of grey, 
as is shown in these examples. 

In some forms of analysis. the irnage is 
differentiated to find how rapidly the grey 
level changes between adjacent areas. In the 
differentiated pictures. dark elenients cor
respond to large changes, giving a result 
that is somewhat analogous to a line drawing. 

1. Humiln chromosome (magnified 20.000 times) 
2. Mrnisn kiriney {mannilii~d '.1.700 times) 
3. Nerve cell frum il monkey lnain (mciyiiilied 

20.000 times) 
4. Differentiated nerve cnl! 
5. X·rny of child's head 
6. Differentiated x-ray of child's head 

[Cydac images from Department of Radiology 
University of Pennsylvania.) 
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but colour effects n1ay be added by the use 
of filters in front of the cathode ray tube. 

The electronic abstractions are recorded 
photographically on parer, slides or filn1, 
or they can be displayed directly on a 
television tube. Many kinds of oscilloscope 
circuits and other input instruments, such as 
osci!lators. amplifiers. modulators, are re
quired to produce a wide range of forms in 
this medium. 

Ben Laposky, from Cherokee. Iowa, has 
held exhibitions of his oscillons since 1953 
and a nu1nber of them have been used in 
design and advertising. 
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An ilnportant new title .f/·0111 Her Majesty's 
,Statione1y Office 
Computer Peripherals and Typesetting 
by Arthur Phillips 

This book brings together data on computer peripherals not available in any other single 
publication. Paying special attention to the coding and keyboarding of alphanumeric texts, it 
gives a detailed description of how the computer can be used for text handling with a typographic 
output, and how it can be applied to information processing and the control of hot metal and filmset 
composition, The reader should be able to acquire a knowledge that will enable him to appreciate 
'the problems and arrive at the right decisions when considering the vast potential of the computer 
in this increasingly important field. 
Size Royal Bvo (25 x 16 cm), 641 pp., illustrated, do!h bound, dust jacket. 
To be published August J60s. (postage extra) 

Also available: Programming In Algol 
Computer Education 
Report of a Joint \Vorking Group 

on Computers for Research 
Computers in Offices 

(f\1anpower Studies No. 4) 
Computer Installations: Accommodation 

and Fire Precautions 
f\.todern Computing f\.fethods 

4s. 6d. (4s. IOd.) 
4s. 6d. (4s. I Id.) 

6s. 6d. (7s.) 

49, (4s. 6d.) 

3s. 9d, (4s. 2d.) 

(Notes on Applied Science No. 16) 
Prlces in brackets include postage 

21s. (22s. Id.) 

·1Uovernmenl publications can be purchased from the Government Bookshops in London (post orders 
to P.O. Box 569, S.E.I), Edinburgh, Cardiff, Belfast, l\fanchester, Birmingham and Bristol, or 
·through any bookseller 

MACHINE 
INTELLIGENCE 
THREE 
edited by Donald Michie 
The third volume of this im
portant series deals with the 
mathematical foundations of 
mechanizable reasoning. with 
rnachine learning and heuristic 
progran11r1ing, man~rnachine 
interaction. cognitive proces~ 
ses. and pattern recognition. 
400 pp. 70s. 

MACHINE 
INTELLIGENCE 
FOUR 
edited by Donald Michie 
Fuither advances in the theory 
and technology of the intelli
gent machine. 70s. 

EDINBURGH 
at the University Press 
22 George SquMe. Edinburgh 8 

Introduction 
to Computers 

KEITH LONDON 
As the computer is h:wing an 11nprecc<lcnted 

impact 011 :ill sphicrcs nf human activity, 
:1 guide to the workings uf th..: modem 
denrunic digit;1! computer h:1~ hn::<mK· 

ncce>s:iry. This hook presents a non-technical 
1k~niptio11 .,f the co111p11ter, ~uit:ihlc hoth 

fi>r 1he sehiH>l-le:wer ;111d gr;1du.1tc riinsidning 
a carl'er in c<Hnputns, ;111d for 1l1e husi11,·ss 

n1:111 faced with the prohlc111 of i11trnd11ci11g a 
computl'r into his urganiz.ttiun. It will 

also help those who red th:lt a lllOfl' tkl1l 
supn!ici.1! knowledge of computers wil! he uf 

interest, and, ultimately, of lx:ndit, The 
author conk'nd~ tlut a soun<l tm<krst:mding 

of the principles of opcr·Jtion of tht 
compu!ct can he ohtained without :l 

krnl\\·lcdge •If higher nuthem;1tics 1ir clcrtticil 

cngineuing. 
\\''ith 91 di.1gr.u11s and j pL1k~ ~o;, 

FABER & FABER 
l.J. Russell S<JU>irc London \\'Ct 

COMPUTERS, SYSTEMS 
SCIENCE, AND EVOLVING 
SOCIETY; THE CHALLENGE 
OF MAN-MACHINE DIGITAL 
SYSTEMS 

by H. Sackman, Systems 
Development Corporation. 

Concerned with the historical 
origins, status, and prospects of 
computer-assisted experimental 
methodology for scientific de
sign and development of com
puter-based systems. Provides a 
general theory and philosophy of 
man-machine digital systems and 
describes in detail a variety of 
applied man-computer system 
tests and experiments. The book 
is a volume in the Systems De
velopment Corporation series. 

638 pages 116s 

CONVERSATIONAL 
COMPUTERS 

edited by William D. Orr. 
S.F. Associates. 

A non-technical introductory 
treatment of computers that 
brings together writings by spec
ialists that have pivotal effects 
on the field. Approached from the 
standpoint that 'conversational' 
interaction with computers is a 
major new phenomenon in its own 
right, not another 'application' of 
computers. It covers all major 
topics that are modes of con
versation with computers; and it 
contains selections with enough 
philosophical depth or new in
formation to satisfy the specialist. 

227 pages 84s 

JOHN WILEY & SONS LTD 

BAFFINS LANE CHICHESTER· SUSSEX 
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THE SCIENCE OF ART 
The Cybernetics of Creative Co1111nunication 
by Robert E. Mueller 
wit/1 dra~vings hv t/1r: author 

/\ rdW ;11Hi 1•xciti1111 rrniti~mpnrn1y l'xplrn.ition of cybernetic: lrleas for 
sc1ent1sts. illl1sts ilnd tlw ille1t 1,1yr11J11. 

ll1l) author has l1c1d prar:t11.::ol t~xperwr1ce of tlw visual ails. music and 
science. He has read widely and t!1ought critically. His bouk gives mud1 
information about !be technology of art and the bearing artistic sensi · 
bility has upon scientific discovery and upon man's understanding of his 
environment. Scientist and artist emuge as opposite sides of the same 
human process: complementing each other in the seard1 fur knowledge 
and the widening of awareness. 

ROBERT MUELLER: 
discusses Art not only as a means to move information but as a technique 
that expands ou1 lives and consciousness 
att1rn1pts to determine what meanings are encoded in each art form. 
what tile11 relat1u11sllips aw ;111d lww new tedmiquus ;ind meUi<i 
proliferate the encoding possibilities 
inclu\ks a C11!1qwJ of tlw llS•~ of novel techniques. pinpointing their 
limitations and showmy at the same time how they have been validly 
used in art 
supplies abundant bibliographical references 
352 pages 55s net 

Order now fron1 your bookseller or direct fron1 the publishers 
57s post free 

Rapp & Whiting Limited 
76 New Oxford Street London WC1 01-636 3436 

?s 

ADVANCE NOTICE 

BEHIND APPEARANCE 
A Study of the Relations between 
Painting and the Natural 
Sciences in this century 
by C. H. Waddington csE FAS 

A4 250 pages 71 colour plates 135 black and whites, 
set in double column Univers 

Professor Waddington, a biologist of world-wide 
reputation, Professor of Anirnal Genetics, Edinburgh, 
where he is director of one of the largest experin1ental 
b'1ological laboratories in Europe, President of the 
International Union of Biological Sciences (1961/7), 
uuthor of The Scientific Attitude, New Patterns in 
Genetics, etc, has written a penetrating, 
cornprehensive, illun1inating and gloriously 
illustrated account of the impact of scientific 
thought and practice on painters from Monet to 
Riley. 

It will be published just as soon as we can get it out. 
at the lowest possible price we can manage. 

EDINBURGH UNIVERSITY PRESS 

utomation is the 
orchestration of industry 

and Ferranti know the score! 

FERRANTI 
First in Advanced 'I'echnoloaJJ 
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COMPUTER ART 
Motif Editions presents a selection of 7 in1ages made with the 
aid of con1puters, from the Cybernetic Serendipity show, 
Institute of Contemporary Arts, Nash House, The Mall, London, 
S.W.1. 

These lithographs are printed on a fine white cartridge and 
measure 20 x 30 inches. They are available singly, or in a set of 
seven in a specially designed presentation case, 20t x 30~ 
inches. Included with the complete set is a copy of the cata
logue - a special issue of Studio International - 'Cybernetic 
Serendipity - the con1puter and the arts'. 

These irnages are produced in a collector's form for the 
first time. A limited number is available from Motif Editions at 

the address below, or during the exhibition, at the ICA. 
1. Running cola is Africa - black 
2. Return to square (a) - black 
3. Moire pattern - red 
4. Articulated figure development - black 
5. The snail - black 
6. Random war - red and black 
7. 3-dimensional bug pattern - blue 

Presentation set £5.0.0. ($12.90) postage U.K. 6/- (U.S.A. 
by sea $2.75/by air $6.25) single items £1.0.0. ($2.40} postage 
U.K. 8d. (U.S.A. $0.20) 

Motif Editions 58 Frith Street London W1 
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:hree · · · ~nd fre~~thinking pla~~;m for. creativ:r~,} 
years to prepare. Research arid co-. thought and activity. '*"~ 
operation· by artists, technologists and Membership of the ICA enables you to 
industry from all over the world has made participate in the major developments of 
it possible. This exhibition is a further step the contemporary arts. You are invited to 
in an.extension of activities which express ·complete the· application form on the 
the purpose of the ICA-to proviqe an open·· reverse side. 

FULL MEMBERSHIP 

privileges £s.s;o 
·. STANDARD MEMBERSHIP 

.-· priVileg9S · 

• Free admission to all ICA exhibitions B .Admission to all ICA exhibitions at half·prlce·or less ,J · 
B. Admission to ICA clnema/iheatre club pelformences 

. ·.·':. ;·_:-- . -, ~-:: • Regular monthly diary of eVenfa with programme notes -
? ,. ,. • • :n _Well stOcked bookstall With-special prices for ICA publications: posters a_~d 

• Monthly 36~p~ge 1CA,MAGAilNE (news;-rav16Ws,-,arg~1rn~rits:; ·pr~tU~es;:::·-,_::·: .. .- -records -.'- ._. :_ , _, · .. :: _ :__ __ .·.· . · ·· 
poems, graphic experiments, and oth'er happenings 'in print, British and'··· . .-. Licensed members' bar and refreshments 
International) . . ': • :Arts/deslgn·libiary and magazine reading roorll 

• Invitations to pfevlew performaOcSs 8nd sCreeJilngs~· ~~cl :prlvi.ite· vie.;.,s 
0

: \·.i · · ·-: B Priority booking and reduced rates for music, dance, Poetry, discussions, and 
full membership privileges apply to a guest as wall -,_,_>\· Other performances 

tu11 membership- price £s; s. o. per Yea~,: . .-· ,,_ .-; ·:. "·-;.-"··· -:/·-_·,'. :.-·:~J;.:: \·:-•t'an.dard member~:hi-p prl·c-~ £1 _~Jr -~~a;·._: __ -~; 

--------------. -:~-:·_;_j_r-·, .. ~ .. t-~~-1r_!_~ __ l_/_f-~'"",~-::-,,-i-i~\~--l-!l(lllJ~f i:t0;J.' ": t~9• 

~ -:'II other standard membership pr_ivi/egefaS l!sted OppOsite 
PLUS· 
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~t;;:member8' main if}teres_ts. Please tick 
~'-'_Architecture "··. \- ,-:,_- , Jazz 

·Music· 
·,;;.Painting-

<.-,·-,-

Sludlo International Subscriplion Department 

NAME 

155 West 15th Street, New·York, N.Y, 10011 
Please arrange for me lo receive Studio International for 
1 year (11 Issues) at the address balow.-1 tincloae my 
remittance of $1!?.CIO (Inc, postage). · 
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